Farm, Garden and Gouseiiold,
Potatoes.
1 li.-

indispensable vegetable

is rather a
the hum than of the market
Still the early market is
supu
!■> a
considerable extent bv the
gardeners, and as their method
raising them is quite different from the
o culture. a lew words of
description
ill be in older here.
I'll, market gardener raises potatoes
a- ail
early crop, to he followed on
Agricultural Items.
ir sail!1, land
by squashes, crier., cab"i
turnips. ,\s these late crops
.Maryland and Delaware promise to
'•it the hind about the middle of .Julv ,,r
fifteen million bushels of peaches
produce
gust 1st at the latest, the gardener this \ ear.
I
have ills potato crop cleared
away
'.a
date and the ground ready for
Two tablespoonfuls of
pulverized cliarthis
‘.mg
can only he
accomplished ioal. given in mill; once a day until
sprouting the potatoes before plant- cheeked, is said to be a sure cure for
xh.eli is done as follows; The first scours in calves.
'■k in April the potatoes are cut so as
Minnesota gardeners have discovered
leave one or two good
eyes to a piece. j
that the third transplanting of lettuce.
.1 tweb. •• bushels
per acre are needed,
ib the sets are tin a, placed in a mild hut | cabbages,
celery and cauliflowers, in..''I
follows: The planks creases their size and body nearly onedown
li," a common hot bed, hall over the lirst removal. This is well
line loam shoveled out a little and worth a full and fair trial.
"■at three incite, oi
straw;, roars,- niaMam consider that ducks are more
e
pho-i d in the bottom of file bed and
protitahlc than liens for home use. taking
ben down with a fork : just
enough into account the number and size of the
ptvad eve :his to >\er it half er gs laid In them.
Tile solid matter and
meli dee],: after raking off smooth the
j "il "I a cluck's exceeds that of a lien's egg
bo
nr.
plaerd thickly over tin* ; by
fully one-fourth.
•! almost touching eaeliother.au inch
ue dry
loam is then spread evenlv
| f luekens require a great v ariety of
tile seis and tin* siiiSjies placed oil load.
j
Strange as it may seem, says the
e;
close
the sprouts Massachusetts
kept pi ty
Ploughman, a disease vein
ik ground, when they
ill need abtin- analogies to
dvspcpsia i< common among
ani airing: about
April -JIEn tin- sashes them, and it results solely from eoiilinetaken i-iitin-iy i»ff tin- im-<1 when the im in to almost
a single article of diet.
1 "ills
-i1
beg lining in show gi'i-i-n
"
have no doubt that a large
proportion
It' frosty. nights in-cnr the hed tr deaths
among the \omig birds is due
t
proti-eieri at night by shutters |j solelv to the use ol the
everlasting •■cornm-.i in the day time. At this time meal dough."
i: id sin mil 1 he i n-tdi
ready tin piantit is ploughed deeply, and after liarfile American (’ultivator savs: “There
wing ii is furrowed out with a small
in* hundreds of farms in .New
England
eb a: three feet a per!
the manure that can be bought for wliat the fences
'! i»i- line a!nl well iI'-eiiiiipiised. and vost. or at a sum less than half the
origdie potato is a plant requiring a larger inal cost of the buildings. This is far
ieot potash than inns', other Vegetahen per than Texas or .Nebraska farms,
■s. end a> stable manure is too rieli in
'hive in these latter
places, while the
.monk in gr»w guild sound dry potsi■and can lie had for a moderate
price,
aiiei: ..see abundantiy, it is good vet buildings must be erected at large
si e-e.ii i
e it
la" 1-e :.
1
P you cannot raise as
(p e -|11*1 Is 11J line "ost.
large a crop
tIn- furrow> and then
.i.inui- pihere, it has the merit of being worth
w
1
i
.10
1111
lbs. ;
a ere
Sill
t |IHI
something in harvest time."
'-i.i'
-h i-i
"mi slii s in addiI lie editor ill the London Horticulturist
!'iipi-.n.'i i! sets an- lifted from
: six
ri
fork and asserts that among till the fertilizers proposed tor the grape, none embody more
I Ml.she! bnxi-s to he rafted to the
•he '"I
m :
tak'-s tin- sprouts carefully ol the necessary ingredient thaii hone
It should he applied as early in
u taking
earc
not to lireak the tm ai.
11'l■!:J till sets, and phiecs tllc-Iil the season as possible.
About a ton to
lehrs apart on the manure in the the acre makes a dressing that "'ill prove
tiltt iile for two or three years.
I in-', an- then i-n.ered with the
:•••••>
In the
West, as a rule, tlie necessity for the
toeoi: pletely cover tint
outs,
spt
: i.it tin- hglit f- >sts of this season will
phosphates are not yet felt to any coneonsidcrable degree. When it is so. hone
IlllUI'e tin tit.
ina
i>r a g"inl deal of meal is to he recommended.
The ijuan
-fill t'
••
:
i<me at tin busiest season of 111 \. however, is exeessi \ e. 1 l|ie thousand
'iiat and fur sn cheap a
product as pounds ought to make itself felt for years.
p-'iui.': the labor "f planting is eoni. ralily
inure by
lhis method, but on
Hunting Great Game in Africa.
other hand the labor of
is
■duct
g u-deii.
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re-lured and

siniplilied.

tillage

The sprout

p Mali.i s w ill be up iii ten day s so that
nili ator ran run between the rows,
ni a kept going every ten days tin- puiioi
will grow so last that they ran lie
I almost entirely by the cultivator
d plough, scarcely any hoeing being

■■'■did. and before

the few scattering
headway the crop will lie
nly lbr market, and harvesting is bei>y tin iTill to •.‘llth "I July. Ih-fot'e
Nmlolk steamers brought such quali-I early potatoes to our market the
ri lei n i
used 1" make a very good busi"ii

get

any

s

|• routed

i:i
;

ga

a

potatoe

•.

hut

now

the

by sprouting is in getting tile
tin- way early enough to get

"p "lit ot
In-i erop from tin- land the -ante
ir.
\- this see.md crop will fjSHui-nre
in
matiagi-nien; of the potato lows we

ay :tl.tit. If
follow the potatoes with
ll.ii-i
row.of potatoes are
ipia-le
anted and t hen a mu i. ft blank I'm- I he
I -1 11'
: fill
n -i -I |
■: 11. :sll
(I tost ill M ,'11
,m ii June Pith, not .-ai iii-i.
w ill Ii.!In-11 the squashes would run before
ban- time to clear away the potatoes:
potatoes should all be cleared oil'
'inpar,- bet ween tie- quash rows
ghid before July til nil when the
si .lies will -i ii mi ruler the land.
II il is desired In follow the potatoes
iii early celery for fall market then
i-i-oml row of the Held is left blank
the ei-lery plants, whieh are sel ill
upon the alb-mate rows : if, how
r. we wish
to liilhjiw tin- potatoes by
cilery lor w inter sale v.i can set the
inii.- Meld with celery after a full emp of
I ib'i-s lias been clean'd away and tinid ploughed about July !i(Ith. Tile
ni a rail be il<>iii with lali' ea I ibagvs and
:h turnips.
Tlie cabbages will need
"Milioiia! manure for a good erop, as
ib!-a res are a hungry plant and will not
r \ e w it limit
feeding.
T"taliir- are a emp that can be raised
.Me
profitably upon artificial manure
ni most other
\stated above stable
iii

I

.ini

In

■

■

..inure

••■•litaitts too

large

a

proportion

ol

tinmonia Im-the potash contained in it.
and win a we apply e tough stable manure
'"
supply tin- potash in '-ili'il by the emp.
e him- such it .surfeit of ammonia that
'hi- potatoes pmdiii
enormous vines and
The u riter ha- a
.go watery tubers.
'•'-e oi
drained meadow m- sv.ale land
m il has been
cropped with potatoes for
y ears in siteei sinii: manured lu-avily
>r the first three
years with horse mail produced very heavy 1 ■ 11l watery
Till to :5(»ii bushels p -r acre of Early
[■
T"
About tliive-quiirters of
potatoes.
n iv of this land w as planted in I -71>
III Early lii’se potatoes without any
.umiv unaievrr. ana
|ir<>cm«*c«i at me
its ul -j.-iU Imslii'ls per acre.
The same
11a-i•
-1|natters of an acre In 1-77 was
"■il with giln llis n| Stock&idgi' |»iifertilizer applied in the drill and
rushed over with a birch broom just beu '■
planting tin' .sprouts : tlie crop is now
mg harvested, Jtilv I 1th. and to all ap"
aranee is as good as last year, which it
’• "uld
certainly not have been without
'Hie fertilizer.
Sprouted potatoes have another advanige over late ones, they sooner get ahead
•'
the lings and are less likely to be seriThe Marly Muse
ously injured liy them.
|"’tato is not as good as live years ago:
.-

■

1

■

is less

.1

productive

and more

subject

to

watery cavities in the middle of tile tubers. and is more subject to the rot : this
hitter trouhit* however, is not in general
cry troublesome with sprouted potatoes.
They are nearly always marketed before
1 ill* rust strikes the vines, which
geileralhappens in August, and is immediately
'"Unwed by the rot. The rust and rot
i\e been
abundantly proved to lie the
"i’k of a fungus by the researches of
I'l'iif \V. (i. Marla w. of the Hussey Instit: it it ui. There is no known
remedy except
die early.
| Ploughman.
1

Potato

Beetles.

We observed a number of remedies for
die Colorado potato beetle, advertised ill
the newspapers, most of which are
particularly recommended because they are
"luble in water.' Paris green being well
known to lie insoluble. All these remelies as a matter of course owe their efficiency to their poisonous character,
"Iherwise they would not kill the diets; and if soluble they would be absorbed by the potato plant and the lu
l",rs.
Their solubility would therefore
make them dangerous by poisoning the
potatoes.
Nothing lias yet been found
that will compare with Paris green for
die certain destruction of this insect, and
its entire
safety is partly owing to its
insolubility and its not being absorbed by
tlie plant. Another point of safety is the
iron contained in all soils, mostly about
"He hundred times as much as is
required
h» neutralize the poison as soon as it is
"aslied down. Slid another is the very
minute portion required, when compared
"ilk the. entire hulk of the soil in which
the plants grow. The. fact that it has
been used on tens of thousands of farms
at tlie west for several
y ears past, wit limit tlie slightest trace of any
injurious
etfcct on the wholesome character of tlie
potato, is a conclusive proof of its entire
safety. [Country Gentleman.

| From Travels in Africa.J
years ago. says a traveler, in my
lirst hunting-trip in Africa, I had been
tramping about for days through the liot
sands, which seemed to moisten as 1
walked : and at last, wearied out, we
camped down for the night close to a
pool. 1 was in the land of dreams, and
bark in Kngland, when I was awakened
by one of my Kallirs, and, sitting up.
there was about the strangest noise of
wallowing, spouting and trumpeting I
ever heard.
It was for all the world as if
sonic great beasts were
playing with water and kept saying' ••I’ouip I”
"Klepinins." my hoy whispered.
And we lay listening. I without the
slightest desire to go and attack them in
the dark and at last, all becoming silent,
I dropped
gain into that sound sleep
enjoyrd by the tired man.
Tim next morning, on seeking tlie
nearest pool, the lirst glance convinced
u
that oar ears had not played us false
in llir night, lor there,
deeply impressed
in tin-.-oil mud. lay the giant
footprints
of several splendid hulls.
\ careful survey round about soon
showed us that they had come down the
valley to the right, and. after drinking
and splashing about in all the pools, had
gone out into the low hills on the left:
so. putting my best S|.ling Kallir on the
truck, we lo.-i no time in starting in pursuit.
I lie troop, as well as could he judged,
consisted ol about ten or twelve bulls,
among them three or four regular old
teasers, with footprints nearly two feet
in diameb'r.
Alter following their
spoor about a
couple of hours across a sort of easv
country, it lead us to some much higher
and more rugged hills, and here they
had ceased to feed and taken to an old
path, stepping it out at a brisk pace in
single file.
Alter tallowing the spoor for another
hour along this path, it once more left it
ami struck oif again in the old direction
across the hills, and,
just here getting
among a lot of yesterday's tracks, we
bad great ditlieulty in following it : but
at length my hoy with the
sagacity ami
pei ov'eranee of a hound, ferreted it out.
and aw ay we went again.
About e.i’Veil o'clock we got into a patch
ol' very thick,
scrubby (what the Kallirs
call
ldoro" bush.) in a deep kloof between the hills, and here we went
along
with great care and caution, expecting
every instant to see the elephants, as I
made sure they would not pass a place
so favorable for their
midday siesta : however. they went clean out of here, and
up the steep hill on the other side. Arrived at the top, we looked down upon a
large kloof inclosed on all sides with
steep hills, and covered with dense bush,
thicker a great deal than we had just
come through : and as 1 looked I felt sure
my triends were sleeping not manv hundred yards off.
At this instant glancing to the right. I
perceived elephants coming down tlie side
"I a hill a little on ahead
(my bov afterward claimed to have headed these, and
turned them hack toward the
valley); so
I ran to
intercept them.
I was just in time, and as
they passed
in I font of me, not
any more than fortv
yards distance, in single lile, I gave the
last one (he having the finest
ivory) a
shot in tlie middle ol the shoulder, hut a
lew indies too high ; however it slackened
Ins Speed considerably, and he left tile
others, bhiiekly reloading, I
some

,um

followed,

'4,*uii)li Iii \\lii*iv tin* hush was a lit-

lie more open, shouted behind him :
"Hi,
their ! wnho, old man !” and fatal curiosit',oi' perhaps a wish for
vengeance, inducing him to turn, I planted another
four-ounce hull in his chest, lie wheeled
around immediately, hut
strength failed
him, only walked a few yards, stood under a tree, and after receiving another
bullet square on the shoulder, gave a
lierce shake of the head, making his
huge
ears Map again, and sinking
slowly
with his land legs doubled out, surrendered up his tough old spirit looking for
all the world, though dead, like a tame
elephant when kneeling for people to ascend the howdah.

dow7i,

Not long ago a man applied to a carriage manufacturer of New Haven for
work.

ily

to

He was very pool- and hud a .fam-

The manufacturer said
done, hut would
gi'e the workman a chance to make a
lew carriage bodies,
merely to keep him
Irma want.
The price was lived for the
lot at a rate sul'iicieiit to allow the workman to earn >'•_* a
day, hut it was less than
had been paid.
The unemployed person
said he could not consent to receive reduced wages, lor he did not wish to be
instrumental in creating a reduction in
The manufacturer replied that it
rates.
w as all the same to him; lie
preferred to
have the raw material rather than the
manufactured article, which lie would be
compelled to store till the spring came.
'Idle mail went away. There were hosts
of applicants for the job, and after aw hile
he returned signifying his willingness to
do the job for the price offered, lint the
manufacturer said it was too late and he
could not employ him.

support.

lie had no work to he

“Down

the

Road.”

credit oi four to six months. In addition
to this sdiHMHN) of credits
they had
granted an extension to some of their
other southern customers on notes gr.eii
tl»c preceding spring, to the amount of
Xo friendly tree its welcome shade
sgoo.nun.
thus making the aggregate of
Athw art his
weary pathway cast:
their credit as rising ssuu.otin.
Xu babbling brooklet
To
leaped and played
Along the roadside us he passed.
"swing this liusitiess the capital of the
tirm was slim,OOP, and the rest was made
Is there no shady
spot," he cried.
"At hand T to one who
up of mono, borrowed from the banks.
by him strode.
"Oh 1 yes." the other one
This was a small margin, it is true, but
replied—
"A little further down the road."
Helton's credit was good, and the
profit
All well 1 we all are tramps, at best :
ot this southern business was
huger in
We stagger 'ueath life's
load.
daily
percentage in proportion as the pay1 et on we press—and hope for rest.
ments were slower: accordingly the linn
"A little further down tin* road."
felt no anxiety and were congratulating
themselves on their heavy sales, notwithstanding a presidential election fraught
Blackmailers ami their Victims.
with ext raonlinary excitements was pend[from tlie Boston Commercial Bulletin.]
ing. and more conservative and thoughtThe business done by criminal lawyers ful minds, looking down the vista, saw
consists much more largely in tactics.'ne- the red demon of civil wav preparing for
gotiations, etc., outside of the courts, than his carnival of blood.
in tic prosecution or defence of criminals
Hy the I nth of February, slim.non of
before .juries.
An immense number of what was due the tirm had been
paid,
crimes and misdemeanors arc hushed up and in six weeks more
they made their
by the parties concerned and their law- calculations that they would, by the retors. cither in consideration of monev
ceipt of >-.">(M).<lot) from their customers,
paid, or through lack of evidence, or by be again sailing in smooth waters. The
tlie combined ellbrts of the counsel on features of the
political situation were
either side, who, for various reasons, may indeed such as to create the
greatest
advise a settlement.
alarm, but Helton Ov t'n. were ot a sanThe extent to which blackmail is ex- guine temperament, and believed the
torted from tlie fears of persons who are trouble between tin- sections would be
really or apparently guilty of crimes is smoothed over and all would be well.
something startling, in a community like Adroit and pertinacious collectors had
New York. Curtain lawyers of the un- mean bile been
dispatched to the southscrupulous class lend themselves to the ern s ates, with instructions to settle and
blackmailers, and make large fees by proe ire payment of all outstanding acsuch services. An extortioner backed bv counts as thev matured, hut after the loth
a lawyer
generally manages to screw of February these agents began to send
something out of his victim if he is rich hack reports of a very lugubrious and
and weak enough to yield to the pressure
unsatisfactory nature.
of the conspiraev.
Will'll tnc -1th of April came. Belton \
Now and then, however, alter bleeding
Co. if.uu.l that, instead of collecting
freely, the victim turns and becomes the *51 Hi.l ll 111,
they had only been able to
assailant, in which ease the lawyer and draw in *:!il
(Kill, and the prospect of reblackmailer are liable to meet their desslim." at
ceiving any more was very
erts. as the laws are severe against such
least Ini' tile present.
By dint of extrantl'enses, and neither judges nor juries
eli’ort in the way of ‘•shinning,"
show any mercy to the offenders in this ordinary
the firm had managed thus far to meet
class of cases. Such an instance was that
their obligations and keep their credit
of one Niles, who twenty-three years ago
hut now, unless * 150,(1011 could he
good,
was detected in a conspiracy in which a
raised, failure was inevitable. On the Btli
man and his wife were associated with
nt April notes discounted for Belton
him in a blackmailing job. wherein the day
<N Co. would come due to the amount of
v ictim, after submitting for a season to
*75.000. and in two weeks later others to
the extortion, turned at last on his persethe same amount.
cutors, and, after securing the conviction
Now it happened that the senior partof tile principals, succeeded in having
ner. being a man of line business talents
Niles thrown over the bar. It was shown
and excellent reputation, had been made
upon the trial that the same parties had a trustee
by the church to which he liebeen engaged for several years in the
and by several other parties.
In
longed,
business, and made their living by simiof these trusts be bad in bis
lar practices against many other persons pursuance
to the value of
who had submitted to pay hush-money possession coupon bonds
*g(ili.000. which lie kept at the bank in a
rather than be exposed to tile expense
tin box labelled
Ik, in trust."
and shame of a public prosecution, not- large
Yielding to temptation, on the morning
were
innocent
withstanding they
really
ol April »it ll lie unlocked the box conof any wrong in the matter.
tlie deposit which lie should hav e
As a rule these •■blackmail eases" are taining
kept sacred, and selecting * loo.ooo in iInquietly settled for obvious reasons. The best classes of bonds,
placed them in bis
musty, dusty pigeon boles in lawyers' overcoat
pockets, rcloekcil the box, resales would tell some strange stories if
stored ii to the bank vault, and. then gocertain sealed envelopes could be opened
to a wealthy money -lender, borrowei 1
and the contents spread before our read- ing
*00.000 iipmi the bonds as collateral on a
ers.
I bit these matters are professional
“call" loan, and by ibis means was able
secrets, which are guarded by the Cerberi
to meet *75.000 in notes which matured
of lawyers' offices and will never be told
that day.
till the last great assize, when the judge
is tlie til's! step which costs;" “ill
of all w ill weigh the evidence, and pass
for a penny. in for a pound
“I might as
his sentence upon the guilty
well be bung for a slice]) as for a lamb
1 Hiring my professional practice I was
these proverbs were all doubtless in the
connected more or less closely with sev
mind ot Belton when, a week later, lie
eral notable eases of this kind.
One was
made a clean sweep of all the bonds lc
that of a clergyman of a fashionable
in the bank-box. and carrying
church up-town, around whom a net maiiiihg
tlieni toother money lenders, raised the
w ork of circumstances had been cunningfurther sum of *15(1,000, which he dely woven, and in a moment of weakness
in bank, and-lioping still for iv
posited
lie yielded to the demand made upon him
mittances from the south, and believing
as the price of silence, notwithstanding
that tile eonlliet between the l niled Stales
is' was perfectly innocent of the charge
and tlie “erring sisters" would lie avert
preferred.
oil. lie felt as if tin- crises was past, and
The immediate instrument of extortion
Belton \ Co. would In-safe. With *100.was a lady member of his congregation,
(hhi capital, and *g5(i.oon borrowed tern
who craftily wrought upon his fears in
on those bonds, lie could keep
sin’ll a manner that in the space of eigh- porarily
the linn alloat till better times.
teen months site had drawn from the vicThese “temporary loans" were known,
tim more than *7.Obi). Having nmv paid
of course, to the junior partner, and to
lie
too
that
this
found,
late,
hush-money,
the book-keeper, tint the manlier in
payment was treated as an acknowledg- which
they were negotiated was a dead
ment of guilt, and only paved the way
secret to all but Belton himself,
lie arfor fresh exactions.
with bis eimseienei*.
The anxieties and alarms of the unfor- gued sophistically
justifying the use of tin-bonds Ibr a short
tunate mail alfeeted Ills health so serioustime, and promising himself to bear all
that
lie
was
but
the
shadow
of
his
forly
the blame if anything was discovered
mer self: his Mesh fell away, and his nerves
him in the transactions.
implicating
so
were
much shattered that he feared
Some ten day s after the hypothecation
his reason would be dethroned. Already
nearly one-half of his savings from twen- of the last batch of trust bonds came the
ty y ears of ministerial service had been news of the bombardment of Sumter, proswept away, and lie looked forward with ducing a I lurry in Wall street, a fall in
the gloomiest forebodings to the time the value of securities, and a general eallwhen, bereft of property, health and ing-in of loans. At noon on the loth day
hope, he should view “with hallow eye of April, the money-lender to whom the
first lot of bonds bail been pledged made
and wrinkled brow tin age of poverty."
Driven tit last to desperation, he broke bis appearance at the store of Belton <V
the spell that hound him, and entiling to t’n.. bearing under his arm a bulky enour olliee told the whole story, and lievelope containing one hundred bonds,
sought our aid in extrieating himself from and the demand note of Belton <V Co.,
the toils in which circumstances and his and timling the senior and junior partners both absent,
informed the bookown weakness and imprudence had involved him.
keeper that he had come to call the loan
Acting on our advice he procured tt for *110.000, and had brought the collaterthree months’ leave of absence, on the al with him, so that the matter could be
plea of failing health, and retired to a closed without delay.
The book-keeper pricked up his ears,
southern city In the interim we emploveil a detective who investigated the true and drew the money-lender out by askcharacter and antecedents of tin* liarpv ing in a casual way.
“Yes, yes, let us see a moment: what
who had fastened herself upon her pastor.
For three years she had been a mem- loan was that i"
■■Loan on forty T. S. sixes, thirty .New
ber of his church, passing herself oil' as a
widow, but being in fact a married wo- York Central lirsts, and thirty Hudson
River lirsts.” glibly replied the man of
man, bearing an assumed name, and being used by her husband, a disreputable money.
The book-keeper made a mental memdoctor, for the purpose of levying blackmail upon the clergyman. A lawyer, too, orandum of these bonds, and begged the
was mixed up in it
a shyster who preyed
money lender to wait a few moments till
At this junclike a nauseous parasite upon the com- Mr. Helton should return.
ture came two other money lenders, who
munity.
After the detective had mastered the made reipiest for the payment of ,* loll.non
call loans on collateral.
ease thoroughly, we arranged an interview in such a way that the
The, book-keeper pumped them, and
clergyman
and three conspirators were brought to- speedily ascertained the description of
gether, the detective being so placed that the bonds which they held, and made a
lie could overbear w hat was said, and at mental memorandum of the same which
the proper time be made his appearance he afterward wrote down as a refresher
and took the three extortioners into cus- for future reference. When Helton came
tody on the charge of blackmail, and ob- in, a lew moments later, the book-keeper
taining money under false pretences. At kept both his ears open, and took note of
the same time we attached the doctor’s the bank where the senior partner "spouthouse, which had been partly paid for ed" the bonds in order to pay the call
with tlio money screwed out of tile clergy- loans. That industrious and impiisitive
man.
man of figures and accounts during the
The entire matter was kept a dead next week busied himself in obtaining a
secret, but the pressure was so forcibly few tacts which he deemed of importance
applied that the whole amount of the ex- to himself in connection with these bonds.
tortions and all expenses was returned to It appears that Helton had for the past
the victim, together with a paper exoner- two years employed his
book-keeper to
ating the clergyman from all wrong, and cut off and collect the coupons or the
confessing the \illainy perpetrated. The trust bonds, and in this way that indiv idprecious trio were then allowed to go scot ual speedily satistied himself that the senfree.
ior partner had used those securities to
Most of these birds of prey the black- bolster up an insolvent linn ; that he was
mailing gentry hunt in pairs; but now in fact a defaulter to the amount of
and thi'n a solitary vulture, possessing
lil.ni 1(1.
himsell of a sinful secret, feeds alone on
Cold-blooded, calculating, and utterly
his spoil. The following story came to unscrupulous, he determined to avail himmy knowledge, in consequence of mv self of his knowledge, and extort money
connection professionally with one of the from Helton, as 1 he price of his silence reactors in the final stages of the transacspecting a secret, the divulging of which
tions which it involved.
would produce the immediate collapse of
In the winter ol ISlii, a drv goods jobthe linn, and the complete ruin of the
bing house, to whom we will give the senior partner, who. he was convinced,
name ol
Helton ,X Co., were engaged was the only one guilty of
wrong in the
heavily in the southern trade, selling matter.
goods annually in that section of our
He lost no time in putting on the screws,
country to the amount of one million, and ami oil the “7th of April sought a private
having an excellent name and credit with interv iew with the luckless and culpable
the bank where it kept its account, and Helton, who now saw this chasm of dewith the trade generally.
Helton, the tection and punishment yawning in front
senior partner, owned eight-tenths inter- of his steps. There was no
escape; his
est in the concern, and attended to all
persecutor was indexible in his demand
the financial business, the junior partner for $10,000, stipulating also that he should
looking after the sales and purchases, and retain his place and salary as book-keepreceiving only one-fifth of the profits as er. The victim succumbed at last to the
recompense for his services and in lieu of pressure and acceded to the terms imsalary.
posed. except that instead of paying .*10,In the summer and fall of 1800, the ooo in cash, lie gave him £.1,000, and his
firm, being persuaded that no war would note for .*.1,000 at four months for the
occur between the north and south, did a
balance.
The facility with which this hush monlarger business than ever before, selling
goods to the amount of $(100,000, to custo- ey was extorted encouraged the rascally
mers principally in the Gulf states, on
book-keeper in thirty days after the lirst
A

lusty tramp,

summer's ilav—
Tin- suu was glaring fiercely down—
Trudged on along the dusty way
That led toward the nearest town.
ono

■■

act of phlebotomy to insert his hill beneath thi' sensitive cuticle of Holton and
gorge himself anew.
The victim writhed and struggled, but
all m vain: his pertinacious assailant
stuck to him like a green-headed horsefly, and, when shaken oil', returned to the
charge with a glutinous, clinging persistency that at hist prevailed over the reluctance of Helton to bleed again, and
the contest ended in a surrender to the
book-keeper of another check for S5.000.
From that moment the merchant could
not call his soul his own. he submitted to
every exaction, paying sums at different
times during the next sixty days
ranging
h'oin •*.">1)11 to si .non and
amounting in all
to *l(u>tln additional, besides
giving his
notes for *10,000 more.
The book-keeper proceeded to invest
the hush-money in real estate;
living on
his salary is tin* accountant of the linn.
1’lie feelings of the senior
partner during the period nt these exactions mac be
better imagined than described. To" kill
himselt. or to he murdered 1>\ incites
ami to die leaving ruin and a
blighted
name behind him, were in his
thoughts
da\ and
night. Daily he saw the remorseless possessor of his secret before
him, cool and imperturbable, performing
his duties as a book-keeper
irreproachably. and gloating over the assets which
he hoped eventually to gobble to a much
larger extent than he as yet ventured to
do: the sight of this man was
poison to his j
victim. and but for one ray of hope Thai j
show ed itself through the gathering gloom !
lie might have even added murder to cmbezzlement.
Il chanced that late in
April ol' the
same y ear ami whilethe
regiments of the
hostile sections were concentrating around
the ('apital ol the Republic, Belton chanced to meet a cotton broker (for whom he
had done some triendly acts) and inquired about tile price of cot to i.
'•Bound to go up," was the reply, and
hy the way, Belton, why don't you buv a
couple of thousand hales ! I'll hold it for
you six months on a ten thousand dollar margin : you can make a hundred
thousand on it as easy as winking.”
I’he idea struck the merchant like a
hammer: that very day he took 4,000
hales at Id cents per pound and put
up
s.'iO.ood with the friendly
broker, who
this
small
accepted
margin, partly out of
gratitude to his customer for past favors,
hilt mainly because lie was confident that
the certain rise would secure him from all
loss.
The merchant covered his tracks from
his wormy and inquisitive employe, and
watched the cotton quotations with an
agonized interest.
Previous to the battle ol Bull Run tbc rise in the
staple was
When that event occurred
'cry slow.
the gross profit on the purchase was little
o\cr sdo.Olld.
But when the call came
f. r boti.oixi men the prii.. the article

cy lie could easily raise, and then lie
would he free: his credit would enable
him to goon in business, and as his largo
stock of domestics and staple goods were
likely to rise much higher, lie looked forward to u complete recovery from all his
losses. Ho was ready now to enter
upon
open hostilities with'the man who had
for live months past held his fate in his
hands.
With this condensed balance sheet in
his pocket, and on the same dav that lie
had thrown the bait to the tishv man of
tigures, Helton sought the office of Heckley \ 1 heales, and told the whole storv
to Mr. Heckley, who gave his client an
interesting account of the statutes respecting blackmail, and instructed him
as to the best course
by which he could
bring the scoundrel to justice. The whole
w
plan as arranged, and on the following
morning the curtain rose in tin* private
counting room ot Helton, on the following
drama, in one act. three scenes :
Ai r 1
Scene 1st.
latter Mr Helton
and book-keeper.
The latter asks for
*40.000 in a cheek. The former tells him
lie will pay nothing further:
book-keeper
threatens to blow, and says Helton \ To.
are *400.000 short, and are insolvent.
Seem* g’d.
Enter cotton-broker, who
congratulates Helton on making *g5s.-
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make as much
by holding it a few
months.
Hook-keeper pale and silent.
Helton gay
Exit cotton-broker. Helton
shows tile book-keeper the little balance
sheet, and defies him.
Scene Hd.
Enter managing clerk of
Heckley .x Theales.
•■Now 1.-."says Helton, advancing
on the book-keeper, "well have a settlement, once for all.
My lawyer here will
tell you that you are liable to heav\ line
and imprisonment for this black-mail
business.
You hold notes for *15.000,
given you as hush money, and you have
bought a house for *'J4.00(1 more, all of
which you extorted from me. Return the
notes and property to Helton \ To. and
you can go free, refuse and we'll send you
to

Sing Sing."

saw

ter

that Belton meant business, ami aftinding that his employer refused to

gi'e up the notes and was backed
up bv
his lawyer, he slunk
away, muttering that
we should hear from him
in a verv unpleasant way the next dav.
fhe tact that the man who made this
threat had employed as counsel one of
the sharpest and most
unscrupulous of
the lombs lawyers, was proof to
my mind
that no stone would be left unturned to
trouble Belton, and force him to let the
extortioner go with his plunder. Accordingly we concluded to go that afternoon
to the Tombs court, and see
what steps
-might take under the advice of his
lawyer and in pursuance of his threat.
Belton and I hurried thither, and
just
as we entered the main door of
that
gloomy temple if criminal justice, whom
should we run against but 1_and his
lawyer, who after a curt salutation, retired into one corner of the hall for a conference over the unexpected reeontre.
l,,t-lton and 1 in another corner
occupied
ourselves in a similar manner.
1.-and his lawyer went into the
court room : we tollowed.
Another wliispered conference on both sides, and then
the lawyer approached me and
suggested
an interview the next
day at Belton's office.
I acquiesced, and so we
bluffed"
ott our antagonists that
lay from making
any complaint, by threat-ning to enter a

■
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counter charge.
i lie settlement between Belton and his
book-keeper, now that tin matter w is in
tin1 lawyers hands,
dragged on for sixtv

days,

the latter growing w >aker. mil retiring step by step until lie was forced at
last to disgorge, Belton, however,
paving
the legal costs and charges rn both sides.
As tile protits ot the cotton
speculation

ultimately amounted to .* 1st >.( Mill. all ot
which was passed to the credit of the tirm.
Helton ,N Co., having doubled their
capital. were now in a highly
prosperous condition.
Belton had paid up the loans on
the trust bonds, and the whole matter
being known only to tile book-keeper,
who died shortly after, and, to the lawyers. his credit was unspotted, so that
when, in the spring of istig. the tirm
withdrew from the dry-goods business
and started a stock brokerage concern in
Wall stivet, widows and orphans, e!erg\ I
men and trustees, as well as business men
generally. came thro,.ging to the olliee ot
Belton \ Co., and laid down their deposits hundreds of thousands for the j
brokerage tirm to do with them as thev j

tempts the use ol' his eyes. 1 never had
the slightest fear when I entered a den,
and in that lies my success. W hen I was
ilt here
(pointing to a long mark just
over his nose) the blood tilled
my eyes
and blinded me, but 1 kept on
••King
and using my whip, and that saved me.
If r had shown a sign of weakness, I
might have been torn to pieces probably would have been.
I-ast year, on Decoration Day, while I
was with Howe \
Cushing's circus, I
went with a den of lions in the prm-ession. old Parker, the famous animal who
died in Central Park some time ago. and
who left a record of four men killed, was
in the den.
There was a great crowd in
the street, and some boys stirred
up the
lioness, and they began to tight. 1 tried
to stop them, and used the
whip vigorottsly. Canada, an immense lion who Was
behind me, sprang upon my back and
fastened his teeth in my waist.
Then lie
suddenly let go his hold and crouched in
his corner.
1 was bleeding and vexed.
and I ordi red the driver to get out of the
procession and go back to the show, on
the way I continually threatened Canada
but did nothing until we were in the tent.
After my wounds had been dressed 1 returned to the den and had Canada tied
down. Then his daws were cut. lie
raved aim tossed furiously, and we gave
him a piece of pine bark to chew.
He
snapped it into splinters. When he was
untied two at each end of the den pounded him with iron bars, and 1 beat him on
the head with my loaded whip. He stood
like a monument. I put him
through his
regular performance alter.card, and he
did it well.
In breaking an animal there isalwaxs
•auger that he may pass you and cut otf
Thai's why I need assis
your retreat.
lance from the outside
some one to hit
tht> lion on tin' back. When lie is thus
struck lie will quickly turn, and then
your opportunity to escape lias arrived.
< *ld Parker w as tin' best
performing lion
in the country. I used to put niv head in
his mouth in three different ways, and
even the show
people couldn't tell how 1
succeeded in escaping unhurt. That wal or instance, when he was ,u
rn) .-cere
his back
would kneel on his stomach,
and forcing open his mouth, insert tm
head. I held him so that if lie made the
slightest show at biting me. he bit liiinseli first. I pulp'd tile Mesh from his jaws
right over his teeth and held him with a
linn grip. <»ut i:i a country town, when
we wished to eloso our
stay with an t
citing scene, lhad a sponge -oak.-: wit I
tluid ot bloody color and tin- .non
I
fastened in the top of rlie den.
In in
closing scene of the performance, when
the lion- were evidently in their great.--'
rage and while I was slashing rigid
ad
left with my whip and shouting ai
top of my voice. I suddenl) gra.-ped dir
sponge, and what seemed to be Id.
streamed over in\ arm.
'Phis alwavcrented the most terrific cxeitei: ni and
great cheering. 'The man's had his arm
chawed otf was the cry. and th countr\
newspapers gave descriptions of the awful
scene.
I had in) arm chawed oil in all
[tie country towns.
In Icoding lions at tin* exhibitions I
never give them enough to lei fiiem w aste
time in chewing. If 1 did ii would be
1 throw them little snap
fatal to me.
and as soon as they tuastieate these. I
stand ready with my whip and whack
them over the nose. The limn
Nellie,
owing to sickness, could not eat meat,
and I performed what seemed to In a
I'd take
very wonderful trick with her.
a great chunk of meat and hold it before
her.
Slic'd grasp it out of spite, and
then we would have a seemingly frantic
■■

The man to whom these words were
addressed sat pale and silent, looking
from one to tile other of those who were
pressing him, as if he were studying the
situation and characters of this sudden
shilling of the scenes, and preparing to
decide on the course he should pursue.
As the representative of the law linn
ot
Heckley ,X I'heales ! orooeeiied t‘1
demonstrate to the book-keeper the seri- would.
When we tell the story of Belton, and
ous position in which he laid
placed him- how he
made a fortune by using trust !
self by extorting money from his empim
lands, we do it. not for the purpose of
or. and informed him that nothing lmi
lull restitution would save him from the showing how prosperity may grow out ot
w rong-doing, but
only record an instance
penult} of the law.
among many which are constantly occur- j
1 lie l>tm»k-ke:•;mm at last broke silence,
and said: ‘-You charge me with levying ting in New York City, where great for- J
tunes are made by lucky strokes on the :
I deny the charge, and will
blackmail.
make you prove it." So saving, he w heeled basis of t rust moneys.
began to move.
ahont and walked out of the office.
Acting on intuition, the merchant doubWe saw now that we had relied too
All About Lion Taming.
led his stork ol cotton, and soon saw il
much upon fear as a means for compel.lumping one per cent a day. In a few
A linn Lunin', with forty-two reminis
ling restitution. Our plan had partially itikts ol'
weeks he could sell out at a
encounters w itli the beast on Ins
protit of failed, and wc must cast
about for new
*•■>.->11.1)1 H).
lace, neck, back, bivasi, and limbs, bins
struggle tor its possession. When I mThen lie laid a trap for the blackmailer. expedients to accomplish what we de- al .il.» Hudson .-[reel, \ i
lie is hareli
came t he winner the applause was alway
sired.
Before this time, however, his lirst note
of loir eom\ thirly-i iinv y ear.- ol agin
1 he other lion,
Helton
was
loath
to
hearty and prolonged.
enter
a
complaint
mill had become due and he had
for
!>li'\it>:i. lias brown hair and moustache, watched the tussle with deep interest,
ill a criminal court, as he disliked the
prevailed upon the holder to surrender it idea of
and is oi robust build.
Ills eye is quirk and craved the meat, but 1
kept them at
having the whole story brought and
and accept a new note for
sixty dovs. in
searching: and, witlm,n intending hay.
We alway- feed them raw meat
which he omitted the words “or order": out in the papers. The charge of black- an; relleetion
upon the murage of the Liver acts upon them just a pills do upon
mail would have to be pro veil clearly,
this omission rendered the note non neoi the forest, ii may truthfully be
human beings.
and what evidence had he to prove it ex- King
gotiahle and therefore not transferable bv
said lb,it I- rank 1’. Lawson s braver than
In making an exit from a den. I inv ar
his
own word:'
on
examination
cepting
endorsement.
The book-keeper overa lion.
U ithin the past n n years m arh
iably go from the door si the centre pat
looked this little omission. The mer- of the hooks it was found that the bool,
all the s lion men and almost r\ cry lion in tition. The worst of the aiiim.il-. arc tii t
keeper had covered his tracks by an ad ini i America have been
chain also a eei ained that all the money
introdlleed to Lausoll. shut in the end partition, and I part from
that had been extorted from him was in- system of entries: the cheeks on which
Lawson lirst made the acquaintance of
tip pet in the second section. Liotie.<
vested in a line brown stone front house money had been paid had been drawn to the lion
by scraping the dens. 1 his was area hundred percent more treacherous
which stood in the blackmailer's own beaver : the notes had been drawn to oiwhen lie was traveling with .lames Nin- than lions The
lier of the linn and been indorsed with
majority of the lion-turn
name.
When the extortioner next apons Circus.
Later, while employed in ors who have been killed in delis were
the name of the linn: it was highly im
proached him with a demand for money,
Adam I'orepaugh s menagerie, Coi. Hail, drunk at the time,
lint not all of them.
probable that the book-keeper had put
he turned on him and asked liereelv
liis name upon them, and if the notes had the lamer, was injured, and Lawson took There w a poor doe Whittle, who w.s.
whether lie thought II for his interest to
his place. I lie show was in
1’liiladeiphia with John o’Hricn's circus in l>7 1 lh
uin the lir.. Belton A ('o. --W mild been sold to note-brokers, it might lie al tiie lime. Hall had hern in a den with
went into a den and caught a lion by the
diflicult for the firm to avoid payment of
“ii kill the hen that had been
two lions and two tigers, and there bad
laving them even
nose, and attempted the novel feat of
the
defence
were
that
by
they
these eggs in your basket
Keen a terrible light among tin* animals,
inquired the void from the
tossing the animal about, doe was tei
and
such
dea
beginning,
merchant. This, idea struck hack the exoi tin- course of which 11 ail bad bn
bit- rilily mangled, and we ad .oriow.-d ovei
fence would moreover compel the princitortioner. lor he well knew that in ease
on
llie
ten
shoulder. It wastin' lirst lime his death.
the linn failed, not only would he lose all pal defendant to tell the story of the that
( hi
performing lions olid tigers had been
duly I of la.-l y cat I w a periorm
hypothecation of the trust bonds, and of
hit lire opportunity to continue his
prac- his having ielded to the
put together in any American menagerie. ing in a den on the public siptare in fall
dey
impudent
blit
tices,
Lawson had been in the ileus before, but, River.
possibly lie might be compelled mand for hush
I was feeding the animal
old
money, which of itself was w hen be undertook
to disgorge Ins plunder.
to run this quarletie,
Accordingly, a confession of guilt.
Parker had a habit of resting on In
tor the time being he held back ill his delie wa -almost disheartened,
l or nearh
stomach and putting his claws out ol tin
If. however, the notes were still in the three weeks, lie
mands.
them daily, and cage. Charley Wilson, my assistant, w.i
fought
of
the
lie
means
ot
might
possession
book-keeper,
and
By
“kiting"
was scratched and turn until lie
“.shinning"
scarcely close to the cage. I warned him away,
tile linn had thus far been kepi on its be prevented from selling them by an in- ivcogm/ed himself in the
looking glass. but lie did not go. Suddenly old Parker
With
much
reluctance
Helton
the
junction.
legs;
VI last he succeeded in lraining them to
book-keepei was well aware of
reached for him and ton- the top of bethat, and so he bided his time, trusting consented at last to ha\e injunction pa- do various tricks, but be never trusted head oil.
I fought hard to rescue Chur
and
afternoon.
served that
that the rise in cotton goods, of which pers prepared
them,
l'orepaugli beeame dissatisfied ley. and old I 'urker I urued and hit me in
Meanwhile the hook-keeper, after leav- with the allihrst
the Iirm had a large stock, would soon
constant quarrelling of the right side.
My other assistant nseu
place il in circumstance!! which would ing the ollice of li is cm plover, directed his the beasts, and they were finally pul in scrapers in lighting him hack, and Rig
to
tile
and
hank,
the
him
in
steps
presented
his
demands, lie
'ustily
renewing
separate dens. Col. Hall never reeovi reel Dave, one of the showmen, hit him in tin
had now sucked out >g‘|,oi)i) in cash, be- HIM) note, and linding payment had been front his wounds.
hack with a bar of iron.
Isold Parket
hastened
to
a
note-broker
and
sides tile three notes for sb.OIIO each, and stopped,
Lawson remained four years with Porc- turned I
out of the del
Charley
jumped
offered
the
three
for
notes
sale, telling
this would serve for the present.
paugli as the superintendent of the zoo- Wilson died soon after" ai d. old Parker
him that lie would return in half an hour
The time at last came when the victim
ol
the
show.
In the killed a man in A st ley's Then I re. in Ron
logical department
for the check. Helton \ Co.'s paper was winter lie was
The old lion ad the
thought he could turn upon his perseeutemployed in "breaking." don. one night.
well
known
to the note-broker, and that
>r and put him into
chancery, where lie individual hastened out to tiud a custo- or training the animals, four lions or younger ones got loose from their rag'-,
lionesses constitute a den. "If they were and the man that discovered them in
could punish him worse than Sullivan
mer who would take them at d per cent.:
young lions," continued Lawson. -I used stead of calling the keeper, undertook
punished i'im llu‘Crow," in that famous but on
the
notes
to
the
submitting
money- to go into the den every morning with a himself to drive the animals Rack, old
bar-room light in days of yore.
lender he soon saw that one of them was hroom and
l lit' liny iicinre tlic second note lor
sweep the lloor. Then the Parker finished him in short metre.
the words ••or order" hav$•>.000 became tint', the merchant hand- noil-negotiable,
youngsters crouched in a corner, and I
Presence of lltilld is the most essential
while another was due brushed them with a
l'd the watchful rascal a certified check ing been omitted,
hroom.
Phis tier thing for a lion tamer. While 1 was feedthat day.
did not like at lirst, hut they gradually
for $.">0,011(1 which lie had induced his
ing the animals mice, ami was sitting on
The broker, being anxious to earn his became used to
broker to advance on the prospective proseeing me. and skipped a stool in the den. I was amazed because
commission,
the
immediately brought
around me like kittens.
I taught them
i >ld Parker
fits of the cotton speculation, on the
lazily : mtelied mi the Horn
notes to the ollice of Helton \ Co., as their
same day one ot tIk■ collectors who had
places in the dens so that there I kicked backward at him. and lie fasten
were made to the order of that linn,
hist succeeded ill getting through the they
might lie no misunderstanding between ed It is taws on th
all' of my leg. I f I
bore no indorsements but theirs, and its.
Faeii had his own place, bat one of had moved a aut-ele 1 e would have
t'onfederate lines delivered to Helton ami
them
to the senior in person
handing
boss
iiiriii v'v'.is
olel tile others.
C 10,000 in exchange on London, being a
This otic crushed the leg. As it was. lie soon re
asked him to supply the missing words, beeame
my special pet and assistant. hived his hold, and 1 made no fuss about
portion of what was hie the linn from’its and also
his
attention
to
the
fact
calling
Sometimes, however, he rebelled against
southern customers.
The hills of exit. having gone right on feeding the oththat one of the three notes came due that
I'his cut mi my
my authority hut I alway s brought him er lions all the time.
change were speedily sold by Helton, and
to terms. If he or otIters beeame warlike, 1
the proceeds, nearly $5(1,Odd in the form day.
throat i received in a den in Preach'
Helton thus found himself, much to his
nl Hrown *V Hros. < heck, also handed to
clipped the claws of their forepaws to the eireits in Chicago.
in possession of the very
the book-keeper who received these evi- astonishment,
It isn't the report of the pistol." Raw
quick, and this took the light out of them
he had hoped to obtain al once. To trim tile claws
dences of the increasing assets of the linn documents which
was no easison continued, ••that frightens a lion: i:
in
another
his
Concealing
way.
surprise, job. 1 was compelled to catch the lore- is the little grains of powder and salt that
with secret joy not unobserved l)V his
he told the broker that he had coiiciudeil
legs in a slip noose and throw the animal
him on the haunches when the tamet
employer, who had an object in thus mak- not to sell those
as
but
notes,
he, the down: then, while he was held down lu- nip
Tin
hangs
ing a parade of his fresh receipts before
away at him in the den.
broker, had found a purchaser he had men outside the cell, I did the
die eyes of his rascally tormentor.
smoke obscures everything for a tiiinn:-.
clipping.
fairly earned his eomi lission, which he I never clipped a lion a second time. It but the tamer must he
ready to use Ids
Melton then left orders at his hank that would
pay him. The broker took his makes them timid, and destroys their
1
a
whip when the smoke clears away
a certain note for $5,(100 which came due
eommissioii and supposing that the per- lion nature.
tamers used to reeeiv e Ijvm >011 to s;..
the next day sliouid not he paid on pre- soil Wllo Had asld'd liliu to sell the notes,
('nl. Thomas Mavis was cat almost to week
Now they are ottered se.!S o sttii
sentation.
and who was known to him as the book- death in a den in ITench’s
circus in Chi
a week, as though we were t. ady t
isk
The hook-keeper could not restrain his
of
\
Helton
had
been told b\
Co.,
keeper
and I was called in to break the our lives for such miserable pay us that.
greediness, after seeing ninety odd thou- that linn to sell the notes, departed with cage
animals.
I found it necessary to out the
1. for one. am not : but I mi- die .oeiety
sand deposited to the credit of Helton \ entire satisfaction at litis
arrangement.
claws.
If the lion is six or seven years of my lions.
t o. that day. 1 iut like a
ghoul, came dow n
AIm
nit ten minutes after his departure old and has never been handled, he must
that very night on Helton, at his house,
and demanded $ 10,11(111 more in cash. Hel- the note-broker made his entre again, in he chummed with a trained lion, the pet
Insanity and Revivals.
a state of suppressed excitement, and
of the den. Then there is sure to lie an j
t"ii simulated a tear he did not
feel, and told Helton that he had made a mistake awful
A recent nuinlier nl' tile liu.stnn Meili
light. They will claw and bite
begged to know how much he would take in
leaving the notes with him, that lie each other for two weeks or more. It the eal ami Surgical Journal contains an in
to trouble him no more. The
book-keep- had supposed they were the property of pet is the victor, that settles it. I can teresting article upon ••Insanitv and the
er. after a moment's
retiection, replied, the
firm, lint that lie had just learned easily master the vanquished one. lint, Revival." hy Theodore \\ Fisher. M. I>..
'•$5(1,00(1.”
from L-, their honk-keeper, that the it the pet is defeated, then the conqueror in which reports are given of eight ease
"Say $10,000, and we have a final set- notes were his
private property, and he. must lie dragged down and burned on of insanity that have cmne tinder his eh
tlement, to-morrow morning, at lOo'clock.
the broker, was threatened with a law- the paws with hot irons. The lions’ roar serration during the last two months,
Papers will have to he drawn, and after suit unless
they were immediately re- at such times can be heard three blocks which were caused hy undue religion.' c\
that you will at once see the propriety of
turned.
oil'.
I stand in the den with a loaded eitement growing out el' the Mondv and
leaving our employ."
he must apply to me if lie rawhide and pound him on the forehead Sankey revival. The writer sa> it would
Tell H
The book-keeper acquiesced in this arlicit he fair to attribute all these and sim
wants those notes," replied Helton. "Make and on the side or back.
1 have four asrangement, which, notwithstanding the
about any lawsuit. sistants in attendance outside the den ilar eases to the effects of reviv al preach
yourself
perfectly
cas;
modification, gave him so much more I will
with iron bars to protect me, but I do all ing, hut the presumption in that direction
indemnify you.'
blackmail, and took Ids departure with
\u examination el'do re
is very strong.
The broket departed with his message, the talking in fact, I yell at the
his leaden eyes brightened with anticipatop of
Helton to renew his self-congratu- my voice.
I constantly repeat the same ports of asylum in the I'nitsd State in
leaving
tion, and promising himself fresh spoils
lations over his having so strangely ac- words w hieli 1 am to use in exhibiting the lS7ti shows that out of :ili,!>S:{ eases -.'I II
from so easy a victim.
the vantage ground of possession lion,
\uyhody can beat a lion when he were proditeed hy religious excitement.
Meanwhile a neat little drama had quired
In closing his article the writer remarks
a legal attack, which lie foresaw
is tied down; the dangerous thing is to
been arranged for the benefit of the black- against
••It is needless to add that true religion
was now likely to be made.
enter the den and beat him w hen he is
mailing villain. The key to the rinuMVdees net ill it.sell tend to predlire insanity,
lie sent word to me to hasten the prepa- not tied,
Hi such occasions I beat the
iiichI was found in the following stateration of tlie injunction, and awaited the animal fast and swift on the forehead and hut is the best moral preventative and
ment, which Helton had privately comnext move by his enemy, which soon
nose with the loaded whip.
Lions have antidote: hut it is the false thcelegv and
piled lor his own use :
came in the shape of a letter threatening
stood before me like statues while I superstition too often mingled in the
I'll. Firm capital.$11*0.111 >0
instant arrest unless those notes were re- pounded them thus. I of course, keep up religious instruction, and urged upon igHills collected. ISO,linn
turned. The letter was subscribed by the a furious yelling.
Hut there is danger of norant and susceptible minds, with vehe
1 ncreiised value ot' stork C70,000
I’rotit on cotton (II. pi'i
name of one of the smartest criminal
overdoing it, and then your risk is great. mencc and implied threats of Divine
vale).CoS, III HI
Much has been said about transfixing anger, that are liable to disturb an al
lawyers in the city. Things were getting
$007,1)00
hot, and when 1 arrived w ith the injunc- or terrifying a lion by looking into his ready too unstable mental ei|iiilibrium."
0l:. Hail debts ami interest $7111,0110
tion papers Helton was naturally in a eyes. I know all about that. Catch his
Fxpetises. interest, etc. I'“l,000
Haiti 1.
fever of excitement; it was light now, eye and lix yours upon him, his ey eballs
”1,000
Nupoleou is the bulky hurst- .;i Ihimtn-ld
$8(21.000
granger. The owner recently loaded his wagon
and light to the end.
slowly begin to expand and be becomes with
ami told Napoleon to start. Then InHardly had 1 listened to his story w hen blind. Then he will turn his head so that built ahay
lire under tin* horse, which had the desired
Halanee assets.$11.000
Added capital .100,000 who should pop in but L- himself, he may recover liis \ isipn.
Look out for effect. Napoleon went his length, ami soon tinhoping to find bis employer in a more yourself at such a time. When he faces owner saw smoke. Itusiuess was lively. Nano
leon went to the ham. but the wagon ami some
$JHI,000 pliable mood, now that he had received around again be ready to strike. A
per- rods of a neighbors’ fence went to ashes.
It will ho seen by these figures that the lawyer’s letter.
I served the injunc- son outside tlie den
stare
into
the
may
When a ladv (some ladies, at least) makes a
Helton lacked only about $10,000 of the tion order without
waiting for the book- animal's eyes as long as he chooses, but dive
and a grill) at her skirt, a fellow feels verv
sum necessary to
loans
the
to
made
bis
an
batteries. This little
pay up
open
keeper
experienced lion will quickly turn much like dodging,
for she acts lor all the world as if
to him on the trust bonds. This defieienprocess made him as calm as a clock; be I away when the keeper in the den at- she was going for a briek.
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Disaster

to

Russians.
Plevna.

the

Tlio

Battle

of

orrespoiident

••

■

now

I'll K

HAITI.li WAS

LOST.

NT:" \oi!K. Aug. 5.
A special cable
s :
The Russians have been defeated
in various encounters, hut will not
permit the news to he reported. The Czar
overwhelmed with grief at the Russian
disasters.
The hour which was to reveal
Turkey's astonishingly ellective plan of
defence between the Danube and the
Balkans has come. Osman Pasha seems
to lie its hero.
The Plevna repulse occurred through the neglect of General
Brudeiier to protect his flank by failing
to send cavalry to
occupy Plevna when
he was proceeding against Nicopolis. The
only opportunity of the Turkish column,
inarching from Widdentoo late to relieve
Nicopolis. was to occupy Plevna. Brudeiier. intending to repair his blunder in
die failure to seize Plevna, sent three
r< giments to
occupy it. w hich they did afteru severe light, anil then laid aside their
iceoutrenients and scattered through the
streets.
Suddenly a dreadful musketry
tire was opened on them from Kid windows. and the Russians precipitately lied
from the town.
Miothcr correspondent attributes the
Plevna defeat to the Russians being
li.inked and attacked in the rear bv a
Turkish division.
The Russians saved
their cannon. Osman Pasha admits that
both sides lost enormously. Most of the
Russian officers ascribe the victory partlv
to the superiority of the
Henry-Martini
lie used by tbe 'Turks. After this victory Osman Pasha directed the advance
•ward Oabrow.'i to dislodge the Russians
i '< m the northern
opening of Sehipka
Pass.
Another force was dispatched
toward Nicopolis to engage the Rouinanms garrisoning that fortress.
say

UAH

FOR

THE

are

of

London. Aug.
The Daily News’
sends from Percdin, near
Plevna, a graphic account of Tuesday’s
battle, the substantial facts of which arc
as
already telegraphed to the I'nitcd
states.
The following closing scenes give
a v iv ill id'-a of the extent of the Russian
disaster:
The correspondent is with
Prince Srhaekoskoy's command, and docs
not purport to give any account of tin*
condition or losses of (icneral Krudcncr’s
Prince Srhaekoskoy had not a
corps.
man left to cover the retreat, and the
Turks struck without stint. They had
the upper hand for once, and were determined to make the most of it. They advanced in swarms, through the dust, on
their lirst original position, and
captured
the Russian cannons before the batteries
could be withdrawn. The Turkish shells
began once more to whistle over the ridge
above Radishova and fall into the village
behind, now crammed with wounded.
The streams of wounded wending their
painful way over the ridge were incessant.
The badly wounded mostly lay where
they fell. Later, in the darkness, the
llaslii-Bazooka swarmed over the battlefield and spared not. Lingering there on
the ridge till the moon rose, the start'
could hear from below the cries of pain
and entreaties for mercy, and the yells of
the blood-thirsty victors. The 'Turks had
our range before dark, and we could
watch tlu‘ tlasli ot tlame over against us,
and then listen to the scream of the shell
as it
tore by us.
Tile sound of the ritle
bullets was incessant, and the escort and
retreating wounded were struck. A detachment at length began to come straggling up. Rut to give some idea of disorganization when a company was told
ofi to cover somewhat the wounded.in
Rad .diova, it had to lie made
up of men
"i
-rvcral regiments.
About p o'clock
tin stall iptittcd the ridge, leaving it lit
■'■red with groaning men, (icneral Krudeiior sent word in the morning that lie
had lost severely and could make no
headway, and had resolved to fall back
on the line of the River Osma.
There
had been talk of his troops being fresh :
ol renewing the attack to-day with his
co-operation, blit we have no troops to
attack with. ’The moderate estimate is
that we have lost two regiments, say
.nun men out of our three
brigades, a
•liastly number.
beating Kylau and
! ricdland."
'This takes no account of
Oeticrai Ki tideuer's losses.
We, too. re11:• mi the osma
River,[about lhilgaveni.
and. to the best of our weak strength.
• over the
bridge at Sistova. Not a Rusian soldier stands between Tirnova and
me
u 10; nhis
ni Kisii ai
iny 111 ooveea
a id I’lt'vna, and only a weak division of
tin1 Eleventh Corps stands between I’irnova and the Sliumla army.
1 look on
I'rinee Sehakoskoy's force as no longer
this eam]iaign to be counted as a
igliting integer. So, on this side of the
Balkans, there remains hut the Ninth
Corps, already roughly handled once at
Ntkopolis and once at l’levna one division of the Kleveiith Corps and the Rust‘hnk army.
II the Rustchuk army is
marched to the west against Plevna, then
the Turkish army of Rustchuk is let loose
on tin- Russian communications to Tirnova.
'l'lie advance over the Balkans is
The Russian
seriously compromised.
strait is so had that scattered detachments have been called up from out of
Roumnnia. and the Roumanian division,
commanded by (leneral .Mann, which
crossed a day or two ago at Xikopolis,
fas been called up to the line of the Osina
Rio-r. We are falling hack on Bulgaveni
with all speed, leaving the Bulgarian villages to the tender mercies of the Turks.
'Ui our left (leneral SkobelolT was
very
severely handled, having lost dun men
out of his single infantry battalion."
■

There

RUSSIANS.

l.oNiiiiN, \ug.>.
The News despatehIu..in the limit are panicky.
'Die lius■iii
campaign eaiiimt make any progress
m i they have shaken oil' Mehemet Ali
and 11 man Pasha from the
thinks, and
*o'lirko
task south of the Balkans is
.o'
eriou.. hy the concentration of
Milciman Pasha's lorecs. The Koiimam
i:
Ka 11 way is mom ipolized by re-enforcemenls from the reserves at Kiseheiletl'.
dieged that 1 •ohrudseha will he
e
aeualed, and /immerman's corps will
■ luni
via Sistova to the centra! armv.
tin t'/.ar has decreed fresh levies at
koine. The Turks will he crushed if
there is power in Russia to crush them.
I he Turkish plan is believed to be for
< ismati Pasha to
light eastward and Me
hornet Ali to advance westward upon
Tirnov a, while Suleiman Pasha endeavors
to force the Russian
posit inn at Kazanlik.
Prom apparently well authenticated reports of outrage, murder and rapine by
the liushi-Razmiks. Bulgarians and Cosnek.-, the war is fast assuming a character of savage cruelty, which threatens to
make it a war of extermination for ill
the inhabitants of the territory invaded,
w hether Christian or Mohammedans.
\ special states that dissensions
prevail between the Czar and the Grand
link" Nicholas, and since Plevna tile
Czar says he wished himself hack at
Petersburg. It is stated that when the
Russian headquarters removed from 'Drum a to Bjela,
the people were horror
stricken at being left to be massacred by
the l urks.
It is not thought the Bulgarians are of much advantage to the Rus-ians, in or out of the army, they are so
afraid of the Turks. At Sistova the
panic was so great that mothers threw
their children into the Danube to save
them trout the 'Turks, and the bridge was
crowded with wounded Russians hound
to Simnitza.
Aristarchi Bey furnishes
more stories of slaughter,
etc., by CosI itrkish Consul Sherer at this
sacks.
port says that the Porte is not hiring
Americans or other foreigners as soldiers.

already

within it many trains
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denly abandoned places lately occupied
by them, and all the roads leading northward are swarming with fugitives Hoeing

Tin* following arc authorized agents for the
Journal:
S. K. Niles, No. 0, Tromont St.. Boston.
S. M. I’ettengill, A Co., 0 State St.. Boston,
and 3? Park Row. X. Y.
Horace Dodd. 1 *21 Washington St.. Boston.
Geo. I*. Rowell A Co., 10 Park Row. New York.
B.vi es A Locke, 31 Park Row, New York.

Present.

Tuesday Vanderbilt addressed the
following card to the employes of the N.
(in

V. Central Railr >ad.
To the Kmploycsof the New York Central
and Hudson River Railroad Company’:
We have passed through a period of
Administrators. Executors and Guardians
unparalleled excitement. Surrounded on desiring their advertisements published in the Jourall sides by a common enemy, till good rial will please so state to the Court.
citizens felt the necessity of sustaining the
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
authorities in the dispersion of the mob
have the address of papers changed, must state the
and a return of peace. 1 appealed to you Post Office D» which
the paper has been sent, as
to resist the willful lawlessness of bands
well as the office to which it is to go.
of rioters, to protect the property of the
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
company and assist in restoring order.
Your response has won the admiration date on tin* colored slips attached to the paper. It.
is tin* only form of receipt now used. For instance,
and respect of the whole country, of this !•' -May 7'S. means that the
subscription is paid to
company's It!.Old) employes, less than 50(1 that date. When a new payment is made, the date
have shown any disposition to embarrass will be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
it. The property remains intact and un- ERS
DATES ARE CORRECT.
Subscribers in arrears
You
have
injured.
everywhere, except arc requested to forward the sums due.
when overcome by outside violence, performed yourduties, and your example has
Democracy and Prohibition.
tended greatly to allay the excitement.
I think I am justified, under the cirThere is a pretty good prospect that there will
cumstances, in making some marked rec- be a conflict in the Portland convention on the
of inserting in the platform a resolution
ognition of your loyalty and faithfulness, question
the prohibitory law, and calling for a
and have this day directed that the sum of condemning
license law. Mr. Rawson gave notice last year
one Hi miked Thousand 1 lot,i, a its lie
that he would press such a resolution this year,
and be more or less strongly
appropriated for the purpose, to be divid- and lie probably will,
ed ratably according to their position on supported. There is a class of men who call them
selves Democrats- hut who seldom vote that way
! the pay-roll among all the employes, exwho would like the party to abandon everything
cept executive and departmental officers cist* and make the canvass on the sole issue of
and the clerical force, who are not direct- favoring the enactment of a license law. Another
class, composed of timid politicians, would have
ly engaged in operating the road. The nothing
said about the law at all. The convention
policy of the company heretofore adopted >lnmld listen to neither of these. The right course
will apply to the present as well as future to take—and we believe it is also tin* most politic,
things generally are in spite of the tlieo
emergencies. Men who in time of trial asiesright
of misanthropists -is plain enough.
strike and embarrass it^ operations by
The Democracy of Maine is practically unaniviolently preventing officers for doing mous in opposing sumptuary legislation—the Bel
their duty, cannot remain in or re-enter fast Journal to the contrary notwithstanding.
its service. The late reduction of HI per They have seen the smartest men in the Republican party t:y for twenty years to form a prohibicent., including as it did every officer and
tory law which shall help the cause of temperance,
in
of
the
branch
service
ami tr, in vain. The present law has been an in
employe
every
except those w ho receive one dollar a day jury to the cause rather than a help. Prohibition
has been long and perseveringly tried by its chosen
oi sail per month, was considered a fair
friends and
conditions,
and equitable result of the company's and ii has under the most favorable
utterly failed. Opposition to sumptuary
business, and the compensation thus fix- legislation is a cardinal principle of Democracy,
*
*
ed is fully equal to that paid by corpora
and it will continue to be.
Let the convention, then, simply reaffirm its
tions or individuals anywhere for similar
ancient and sensible principle of opposition to
services. Your pay wiil be increased the
sumptuary legislation, and let it goat that. [Rook
moment the business of the country will land Opinion.
\\ 11.1.1 A M II. V ANIIEUI’.ILT,
justify it.
Sumptuary legislation may be defined
President.
as that which undertakes to regulate the
Tlie

The

Ohio

expenditures of
dress, diet, Wc.

Republicans.

thin Republican State ('(invention
met \\ ednesday and chose Gen. Grosven
oi', eliaimian. who made a speech warmly endorsing President Hayes. At an
informal Caucus a dispatch says that
Stanley Mathews proposed a platform
declaring for the repeal of the resumption act, the remonetization of silver, a
greenback currency, and the payment of
custom dues in greenbacks.
Garfield denounced the proposed platform in most
scathing terms, and was sustained by
Cox and Poster. The convention organized permanently by the choice of Gen.
James A. Garfield as chairman. A platform was adopted re-affirming the National republican platform of Isfti. and declaring unfaltering confidence in President Hayes, and endorsing his elforts for
j the pacification of the country and for
I civil service reform. 'The resolutions declared the unalterable purpose of the republicans to enforce the provision of the
constitutional amendments for the protection of the rights of all citizens irrespective of color. They declared in favor
of both silver and gold currency and in
favor of the remonetization of silver. (ip•positinn to further grants of land or money to railroads was affirmed.
As a remedy for strikes it was recommended a national bureau of industry be
established, and that Congress exercise
necessary supervision over the national
rail rays to secure .justice to the public and
employes, and that a board of arbitration
to settle disputes be established.
The convention then nominated for
Governor, \Y. 11 W est. ForLieut.Gov.,
Fred Yoclger. For Supreme Judge, \Y.
AY. Johnson.
For Attorney General,
George K. Nash.
•

sale of liquor to

the

Therefore

resolution such

as

the

mends would he

one

directed

a

Opinion recomagainst the

] Maine liquor law and would be understood and accepted as such on all hands.
It would call for the nomination, and if
the election of members of the

possible

Senate and House pledged to the repeal
of the law, and a Governor who would approve such repeal.
bition would leave

The

repeal

of

prohi-

just where we were
-that is, without restraint upon the liquor traffic. This is
equivalent to resolving in favor of license.
Indeed the Opinion says, in another part
of the article referred to, that the Deus

before its enactment

mocracy, when in power, will he able to
frame a sensible and salutary law in reto the liquor traffic.
There is very good reason to believe
that our Dockland friend is mistaken in

gard

saying that “the Democracy of Maine is
practically unanimous in opposing sumptuary legislation," or that such opposition
is

one

appeal

of its ‘•ancient

principles.”

to the record.

Let

us

The Democratic

1 tarty achieved its last success in Maine
in 1S55, when it elected a majority in the
Legislature, and by that majority chose
Samuel Wells Governor, in default of a
choice by the people. (>ne of the resolutions of the Convention that nominated
Wells was as follows

Tobacco Rox Factory Burned Seven Girls
I’erish in the Flames.

Ui-solvod, That we are opposed to the utirestrich-tl salt* <>t' intoxicating liquors, AND IN FA
VOK OF SUTAHLL NiOHIIHTOKY LAWS:
but laws to command respect and obedience, must
be based upon the principles of the constitution
and the bill of rights. Their provisous must liar
inonize with the sentiments of an enlightened pco
pie : their necessity must be shown by actual, existing circumstances—their wisdom 'must be re
lleeted by their practical operation.

Cincinnati, Aug.:!. Hesteriug's cigar
box factory was burned this morning.
Twenty -two girls were working in the

upper stories. Four perished.
Later,
file tire at Hesteriug’s box
manufactory this morning originated in
the cellar. An attempt was made to extinguish it without aid from the lire department, but proved unsuccessful. The
llames reached the roof in an incredible
short time. The employes, mostly girls,
were in the
third and fourth stories.
Some escaped through the windows to
the roofs of other buildings, but it is
feared that eight orten perished.
Four
bodies have been recovered, so disfigured
that it was an hour before any could be
identified.
Pieces of clothing led to the
identification of Alary Nttrre, aged go,
Alena Kenba, aged I I, Frank Studoer and
Anna I’otger. John Hlanchard, engineer,
died soon after he was rescued. Two
girls and one man will probably die. The
lire spread to six frame and one brick
dwellings, which were destroyed.

It

seems

Springs.
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from this that

an

“ancient

prin-

ciple” of the Democracy was the approval of sumptuary legislation, and that the
party was then “practically unanimous"
in asserting the need of prohibition. It is
also apparent that the Democracy carried
the state on this platform. The Democratic Legislature matured and passed a
bill repealing the prohibitory law, and
substituting a license law. Gov. Wells
gave it his official

approval, and license
went into operation.
A majority of the
party, believing that the people were with
them in support of the principle of license,
inserted in the platform adopted for the
election of I,'Sot!, a resolution approving

Inched.

1
0

Poail.

Feet.

Inches-

banner “opposition to prohibition,” it will
a terrible defeat.
At the same
time, if the advocates of liquor license

J
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with cost of

laying

from the

:j

lo
2

probably

be

no

better time for

are now.

Among the candidates mentioned for
the Democratic nomination for Governor
in Maine, should Mr. Talbot decline, is
Charles II. Haskell, of Portland. Mr. II.
is a prominent merchant, highly esteemed

]

But

an

undertone,

when

superficial

effects of

somewhere says:

mob of

is not reasonable,
and therefore does not get drunk in the.
human and reasonable way.
It is a
a

men

drunkenness of passion that runs riot and
communicates its inthieuce to the people
who stand appalled before it. Even their
natural and human and “reasonable” desire for strong drink is quenched by the
excitement of the impending crisis which
threatens them with disaster and suffering. Their safest resources is their sober
senses, and this know ledge tlicj grasp by
instinct, and they net upon it without
thought. The stiike ami resulting molts
have made these peculiarities of human

to

nature manifest to those who have ming-

led with

watched the turbulent currents in St. Louis.
()n Thursday the saloons

or

ordered to close, and most of

were

them

obeyed, but the excitement bad
been intense for several days before, dur-

ing which period less drinking bad been
done in the city than usual in untroubled
The saloon

times.

men.

this remarkably dull
line, closed willingly.

being

aware

of

business in their
There

was

noth-

ing doing ami nobody getting drunk. On
Friday the saloons were opened again,
but scarcely anybody came to see them

supplied,

the small cost

are all
greatly in its favor. Formic, we should
much prefer a larger supply, even at an

and smile

over

bargo, The

increased cost, believing that its many
advantages of protection from lire, health-

ed wliat

derived from its sale, would justiand
fy
compensate for the expenditure.
But a supply from some source we must

revenue

have.

If the

the removal of the

of the city, or their
representatives, believe that the expenditure contemplated by this report is as
mui'h as we ought to undertake at this

the matter with the stimu-

deservedly popular.

He

was one

of

the Maine commissioners at the National
Centennial.
Hon. Arno Wiswell and family are summering in a beautiful cottage at Sullivan.

who "must get
drunk" upon occasions, found occasion
for their sober senses.
and the “reasonable"

:

men,

----

Secretary Scluirz made a good point
for the administration in his speech at
the Schuetzan banquet in Washington.

time, it will doubtless be acquiesced in Speaking of the recent extensive riots,
by those who have argued for a larger he said “At the close of the war of the
amount. The advantages of a water sup- rebellion, it was predicted that, should
will be

ply

so thoroughly demonstrated
minor source, that the way to
by
a sufficient- one will be made
easy.
even a

We are now in the midst of a drouth.
The roofs of buildings and all points of
danger from lire are as inflammable as
tinder. The dread of lire, under such

circumstances,

is

in its intensity.
Let the reader relied upon the feeling of

painful

safety and security which would take the
place of this dread, if we had water mains
laid

along

our

streets, from

highest buildings.

the northern section of the
become the

foreign

Hundreds of families

was

possible, but the South has

ward with oilers of

shut down, if the drouth continues.
It
is the great, pervading want of our city,

property, and

liable to yearly recurrence. The way
to avoid this great trouble is to vote a
one

supply,

and if the

ent consideration is the

for-

and money to

supremacy of this (Government.”
Good Gkai'Iui.'s !

one

under presone in

preferable

all respects, to vote this—and do it

at

The Bangor Whig
good deal of satisfaction
resolutions passed by the Repub-

publishes with
a

set oi

lican

water

men

conic

put down this violence and maintain the

seems

without water, save that hauled from
distance. Hotels and the large stage and
livery stables are forced to the same resort. The large steam factory of Mathews
Bros, is hauling water, and will have to

to life and

or

war

ty tn reopen the eontlict of the rebellion.
The aspect of allairs last week seemed to
me tu be the moment when such a course

are

danger

of internal violence

scene

threaten the country, the
South would avail itself of the opportunia

a

full of

Republic ever

a source

supplying ?<i hogsheads per hour, with a head
sufficient to throw it to the tops of the

caucus

a

in the town of Ktna.

It

that this little local volcano got
into what Mrs. Partington calls “a state

of miction," and belched in this wise
Unsolved. That President Hayes is a traitor to
his party, to his country and his Rod.
Resolved. That we will not give him or his in
ipiitous policy any support either political or moral.
This anathema issues from a population of sou, in a hamlet on the line of the
Maine Central Railroad. If the man that
sits in the White House don't now call on
the rocks and mountains to cover him, it
will be strange, very strange.

oxen.

The Republican County Convention
The city government has appointed a
made short, work with Brackett, Register
special meeting for next Monday, to con of Deeds, who was candidate for re-nomsiiler the question, at which citizens can
; illation, and was cut olf with one term.
he heard. It is a proposition that needs
After giving to every other incumbent a
no argument
for it commends itself to
second chance, by acclamation, they apevery fair and intelligent miml that is
plied the ballot box lever to his demand,
without special bias. We learn that Aland ousted him by a vote of two t<> one.
derman Ferguson of Ward 1, at the meet1 le seems to have had a
u in-

ing

Monday last, expressed his purpose to oppose the. project, on the ground
on

that it taxes wards four and live without
benefit to the residents therein. Mr. Ferguson does

constituency

which would have averted the
As

calamity.

a

ances, and at an early hour our streets were tilled
with knots of men wrangling over the coining
nominations.

Two

subjects

weigh esRepublican mind:

seemed to

remarkably
ning way of making people dislike him,
olliidally and personally, is accused of
charging exorbitant fees, with numerous

other sins of omission and commission.
Therefore the party have wished him, as
the arch-bishop did Gil Bias, “all suits
of prosperity, aild

a

little

more

taste."

The Progressive Age having inclined
support of President Hayes, the
Bangor Whig tries to persuade it hack to
the Blaine camp by publishing extracts
to the

from the speech of the editor of the Age
Those
extracts rather contradict the paper’s
at the State convention last year.

present position. This is pretty sharp on
the part of the Whig but it must he remembered that the country is to he saved,
and that there is hut one way to do it,
though politicians may
spin forever
down the ringing grooves of change.” No
••

matter what

right

a

man

has been, if he is

now.

Pittsburg will have to pay dearly for
the momentary countenance of the mob
which encouraged the mob to destroy
several millions of property of the Pennsylvania railroad. By a law of the state,

Allegheny county will have to pay all the
loss, and in addition to this, the great
machine shops and yards that give employment to so many men will be removed,
it

lesson that should he heeded else-

;s a

where.
We

are indebted to Hon. Edmund Wilof Thoniaston, member of the Democratic National Committee, for a pamphlet copy of the otlicial proceedings of
son,

the National Democratic Convention at
St. Louis. It is an elegantly printed volwith portraits of Tilden and Hendricks, and valuable for reference.
ume,

Bangor declines,

city, to build any
The people last week

railroads.

more

o'clock A. M., and Raymond S. Rich of Jackson,
was given the chair.
Mr. Rich is a man of almost

gigantic proportions—and he may have been se
leeted on that account as being a good fellow to
sit down on" objectionable resolutions.
The
secretaries chosen were Janies A. Colson, of Searsport, and Dr. Craig, of Unity. Various commit
tees were appointed.
It was decided to dispense
with a committee on resolutions, thus choking oil
the growlers. While tlie committee on credentials
were at work. Esquire Ruuuells. of
Searsport. made
a violent speech, in which he declared that he had
come to the convention as a candidate (for County
Attorney), but that he had heard on the street and
in the hotels that now was tin* time to punish !
bolters. Such language lit* considered as pointing
••

himself, because lie voted for Baker for sheriff
instead of Norton, three years ago. So lit* mat;

to

nanimously withdrew,

as a

as a

candidate—which

then tlu* committee on credentials made its report.
There were iu all 17J delegates present, islesboro
alone being unrepresented. Soon the nominations
began; tlu* first in order was for two Senators:
and 1. M. Boardman, of Belfast, andOrrin Leonard,
of Burnham, were nominated by acclamation.
For County Attorney ih*o. K. Johnson of Belfast

nominated

by acclamation.
Mr. Cook now arose and moved that tin* nomination <*1 Register of Deeds be made by ballot—as
the only fair way of g.-iling at the true voice ot
was

the convention. This motion was opposed bv
several friends of Brackett but was finally carried.

During tie* balloting there

of much
noise and confusion.
The ballot would have been
very amusing for “one who had no friend or
brother there."
1

iM*

vote

w as as

was a

lollows lor

seen

Ibvistcr of Deeds

Full number thrown
D'.*i
tor a choice
x|
(Jeo. K. Brackett
I no
James 1‘attee
The nomine**. Mr Futtee is a Jackson man
received many congratulations on tin* spoi.

Necessary

Whole number thrown
Necessary for a enoiee
K. B. Hahn
J. B. Wentworth
It was then moved to make tin*
unanim*»us. ami they were so made.

We
ness

are

likely

to

get

of this matter.

It

that sells bogus jewelry,
gives away the money, and finally doesn’t
give it away, recently swindled a lot of

greenies in Camden. People that read
the papers are posted and escape.
Darius Alden litis been elected President of the Granite

bank,

in place of b.

H. Cushman resigned. The Colonel is one
of the best business men and shrewdest
financiers in Maine.

Salem.

at

trap

The Augusta Journal quotes "Spring chickens
of an antique pattern” at J’J cents a pound.
Miss Kate Field alleges that (Jen. (irant. since
181)1. has shaken hands with AOO.(H)i) persons.

••

Hon. A. II. Stephens appeared in Court in Georgia the other day as the attorney of a blind colored
man.

Frank Walworth, who murdered his father in
New York, has been pardoned on the ground of

struct the
We

Republican

acknowledge

State

platform.

polite invitation to accompany tlio annual eastward pilgrimage of the Peering Club, to its beautiful resort on the shore of

Hadley

Lake,

ed of a

goodly

a

Machios. This club is composnumber of good fellows, resident in

near

Portland. Camden, liungor, and at the eastward11, is named for the popular commander of the
Lewiston, and what they can't extract in
the way of enjoyment from surroundings isn't
worth having.
steamer

bathing in Cabbossee

f*

»;:{
xx

n**min:itions

re-

blackest chapter of fraud and theft that
litis country has ever known.

the

of

City and County.

lie wined his heated brow, he did.
His brow so intellectual :
But all he said about the heat
Was sadly ineffectual.
But she. sweet lass, did say to him,
In mellow tones, unwavering.
Dear (Jcorge. 1 am so warm : I'd like
lee cream, with lemon flavoring."
paper collars.

Dog days

are

terrible

Mackerel

are

biting abundantly.

Tin* leaves
The drouth

on

beginning

are

causes

to

fall

So

flics.

are

early

this year

it.

Be

This is usually a season of sickness.
ful of diet and exposure.

can-

All signs of rain fail about this time—likewise
of the wells and cisterns.

most

Street commissioner Stevenson is getting the
avenues in excellent condition.

city

An astonishing number of city people
timing by the sad sea wave, on the Maine

stream.

Heed of Waldoboro. has been prostrated by a severe attack of sickness, llis con
dition is somewhat more comfortable now
Hon. Isaac

Israel Cox
the Journal.

A daughter of Leroy b. Frost of Franklin. N.
H.. 17 months old. drank sugared lly poison from a
saucer Thursday night and died in six hours.

is one

are

fat

coast

the old time subscribers t<>

ot

week he paid his forty-fifth

Last

subscription.

annual

The youthful sportsman is getting ready his
three dollar gun. and there will soon be shot to

Wheat in Minnesota is magnificent this year. It
will In* the largest and finest crop ever known in
that state. It is estimated at Jn.OttO.ltOi! bushels.

pick

somebody

out of

Belfast unearths a lmy pirate, a bold
search of household goods from the cot
tages of honest people.
'Plie city government has made a small appropri
And

barn uni's t irons which oil lapsed at Atlanta. < la.
111.000 according to a schedule furhad debts of
nished the C S Marshal, with assets of ~UP.oon.

now

rover in

The Telegraph says there is a ereat deal oi hay ! atiou to repair tin- gearing of the I nitarian church
in brunswick. and also in the state, much of bell, that is
rung for city purposes.
which is nearly ruined : and there arc ions upon |
tons of grass uncut.
Ansel L. White, late of the firm of 11. 11. John
wul
-on A Co., has gone to New \ ork. where h
Robert Dos Anges, a deputy collector of New
York, has just finished his sentence of two years
he in ilu* employ of (iilehri.st A \N hit.
iu prison for complicity in silk smuggling. His
The latest original conundrum W hose was tie
line of >10.000 has been remitted.
Vdam’s, and the first package was
first express
"brick" Pomeroy is writing a hook on the poli
when Kvc was put m the garden expressly for him
ties and finances of the I'nited States. There is

out

not a person in the country who knows
little about these thimrs as Pomeroy.

probably
so

Pile 1

Adjusters

have completed settlements >f losses
at St. John. N. P>.
The Hartford t oi,ra:.t
the total amount to he paid by the Insuraiiee

Companies

tu

round numbers

An immense grape

a>

S.coast survey

sell. Krnest. Lieut, Hum

ley. arrived here last week from her station

tl

her post

o

Brooklin.

She

refitted and sailed

! >r

Tuesday.

-si,T Jo.000.

Belfast has hc«m sent !>v
to Lewes. Del

apt. A lour.o Shu!.the

op is maturing in Califor
nia. and the question is what to do with it. Cali
fornians do not want to see the product of their
:t.).ttoo,000 vines wasted by bad management.
c

to

assume

Kalph llowes,

of sell.

owners

command of that

v

essel and to proceed

her voyaire.

on

Pile spiritualists of Swuavdle and vicinity w
Sutidav the Idth. have a basket picnic m Mat
dens (irove. on the west shore ot ... pond

It lias been determined to let tin? troops in dif
ferent riotous States remain where the\ are tor
some time to come, as the\ can be as well cared
for where they are as in the former barracks

on

at 10

commencing

Allen P. Cole, a shoemaker • IN years of ace. cm
ployed for a Ion a time at \.t>. bill-' bool makinc
establishment. Rockland, hum- liim-ndi in the ,-tock
room atljoining the
workshop Tuesday liiomiin1.

a.

oldest house

ui.

this city is the oiie ocellpie 1
Condon, hear the corner ot Miller and
It ifieri,
owned by the Dnttin ln-irIriiown
tb
Hubert Miller house, and iu- 1 m11:
I he

by \
High

New York chemist says he wants nothin-'
than three pails, a barrel of cold water and
twenty cents' worth of drugs to make six gallons
of just such champagne as tools pay a dollar a pint
A

in

J

17

hi

more

surveyors, meimlmg tie- .• 11y .lustra t
have been instructed not to do anything upon the
streets and higliw a >. except to repair damagewithout a written order from the municipal other

Allhighwa)

for.
Since the inauguration of President Haws the
annual interest account of the Government ha*
hecn reduced Sit.000.000 by the funding of the six
per cent, bouds in securities bearing a lower rate
of interest.

or

eomuottee

on

streets.

At.

The trustees of the Wesleyan (amp (ironic:
might do something to abate the terribh dust\
condition of the streets through the grounds

Charles Bade. and Charles IL Boss were arrested
Boston Saturday for passing
and ho cent
On searching their lodgings a quantity of
zinc ami other metal, and dies, plate and easts
were secured.

pieces.

Beach gravel is abundantly at hand and liber
coatings would greatly abate the uui>a::er

drove of cattle, passing through Boston on
Thursday, attacked a horse and carriage standing
in the street
The carriage was tossed in tlm air
and completely demolished, and the horse was

The steamer Pioneer, with the Uocklaud Baud
ami about tour hundred people, made all exemVi
to this city on Friday, arriving .i
..'dock. p. m
and leaving at 7 in the evening. The eompain
enjoyed themselves while here by promenade-

seriously injured.

about the cite.

John \. Campacart. a cigar maker of Worcester:
who was arrested to answer the charge of defra id
ing the revenue and placed in a cell at the police
sta*;oi|. immediately shot himself through tie- lead
and tied instantly.

will reveal the

The new state hanki:::' law requires that savings
hanks shall publish their exhibits untimely insulin
Those of
paper in 11; county >f their mention
the Belfast
Searspor: Savings Banks will be

'file New York papers are showing up the mean
spirited employers who have discharged employ s
members of military companies, because tlmv re
sponded to the call to put down the labor riots, by
publishing their names.

found in today’s paper. show ing both to be in
eelleiit condition and under good management.

ex

Dr. Pendleton asks the city government to give
him control of the flat iron piece of land at tinjunction of West High and Church streets, opposit.
his residence. He wishes to beautify tin* plat •:

the Old Orchard House tin* other evening, a
thirsty individual, tramping the corridors round
and round to find the bar. exclaimed, it pears to
me there’s tin* most piazza and the least rum here
of any house on tin* beach."
[Pre.*>
At

ground

as

lawn.

a

weeds and is

an

It is

eve

sole

now

to

Hill,
apt. Jabez li Snow. .*ai!ed
Jan. *JC»th. for Falmouth, F.. loaded
with rice. She is now out Fill days, some 7t» days
overall average passage, and great anxiety is felt
for her safety in Bucksport. where she is mostly

Stewart’s house has

oWlll'd.

be

ill New 'l ork is very severe, and the seeou<! hand
furniture and pawn broker.*' establishment* are
filled with household furniture, jewelrv ai d nick
naeks of tlm better class, parted w ith to nmnr
gent necessities.

that no on-- else was there, tud still
he learm l that he had set out at the
tirst rugillg of the bell.
Tills exec-- ..i pietv !s
exceptional in tie* profession locally.

Ship

from

T.

allowed to grow to
in that vicinity.

people

N

So111

itaugoou

of tie- tenants in the

ore-

an

rear

unhappy dog

John
lined ii.

of

eon

way. and permits the whole neighborhood to
annoyed by his hovvliugs If there was a soeietv
for tie.* prevention of cruelty to animals, and
Bau imori;. August d. S. Spragg Bell, cashier ;
! people within hearing of hi* dismal yells, its dm
of Franklin County Bank, was found dead yester
day. ill the woods near his country seat, twelve would clearly be to inter- -tv
miles from here.
lie had been gunning, and hi*
A legal gentleman of this city, arose betiunskull was partially blown oil’ by the discharge of
last Sabbath morning got himseU into ‘ns be-r
his gun.
He was astonish
array, and proceeded to church
The pressure of the times on tlm middle classes

The attempt was made in Fast Middleburv.
week, by two men. to get home alive a
hundred pound hear which they had caught
trap, hut In* bit one of them so severely in the
that tlmy decided to take him t.m rest of the
as a dead carcass.
last

\ t..
two
m

a

foot

way

some

ed

at

more

J
j

j

when

IIov.es

on Friduv
reeel ,-.1 a tele
Kverctt. mate of .sch. Ralph
ilowc-. at l.ewcs, Delaware, stating that tin* cap
tain. K J Ryder, died oil hoard Jib; dd. 1.
tluit lie had turned hack and brought the vessel

S

j

the fact

so

V

from

gram

\

a

i’o.

T

The bodies of Captain Yates and Custer and
into port at tin* request of the
captain before luFields. Smith. ( alhotiu and McIntosh, of tin- 7th
| death. Tin* vessel w as on her passage from Burk*
massacred
e
with
Custer,
ha*,
arrived
at
cavalry,
vilie to Guadeloupe
(’apt. Ryder was a native
Leaven worth, and will he burmd in tlm national
it is not
eemeterv then*.
Tlm body ot Limit. Kih-y was j Islesboro. where he leaves a family
buried at Washington.
! stated, but undoubtedly tin* captain was buried at

sea.
Saturday, a man by the nann-jof Spcm-er of Han
We should like to have sonic of those cock
committed suicide by slmot ing him>e!f thro'
I
B. ILl/eltllle last week receivd tWelitv bhlek
|
friends of labor who shut up the Vulcan the head with a shot gun
lie had been inform'-,!
bass immi Iish commissioner Stillwell, which he
Iron Works come forward and ligure tip that he was about to he removed to tie-aim* Imu-. j
at Fllsworth. and made tlm remark 1 hit win
In*
j placed in (i oo*e l*oiid. Swuutviile Tin pond is full
exactly how much profit labor has made was moved he w ould he a corpse.
of large and handsome trout, but it is a peculiaritv
the
immense
blast
furnace.
by chilling
Who was the as.siultiim part\
; of that particular pom! that tin* trout won't bite
I'util the mob prevented the workmen
Idleness.
\ few ran be taken on the spawn
at bait or tinfrom continuing their work tile company
W ho was assaulted
mg beds iii the fall, but practically the locality is
had on its pay rolls a thousand men,
Labor.
useless for tishiug purposes.
W ho has been hurt
In time tin* bass will
whom it was employing at full wages,
The workingman.
exterminate the trout, but will stock it with a use
[Chicaeo Times
Now it is
while it made no profit at all.
till tish.
'fhe first reduction in the force of the New Oisttited that it will be three mouths before
the furnace can be put in order again, lcans Custom House has been made. It displaces
The Republican caucus on Satuixlav -vcium
seven >TJ00
and meanwhile its workmen must remain laborer and clerks, three foremen of weights, one was a
very tame amt spiritless atlair. compared
weigher, one marker, one Custom
in idleness, and share the idleness of the House Superititeudant. ten da\
inspector*. fi\e with some of that party’s gatherings f;,me w.-i
(piarrymen, miners, teamsters and labor- night inspectors and tour boatmen thirtv live in six votes less east than than there were delegates
all.
ers who furnished the material for tile
chosen. In Hu* absence of Postmaster Thurlow
blast. The establishment paid out someBoss's goose laid eggs in llott’s doorvard in < in
Dr. Brooks called tin few t.
ore r
and invited
and
llott's goose hatched from them one
ciunati,
sdiHiii
like
a
cent
thing
day, nearly every
< ’ir.srlcs
M S Staples
Bickford was
|• r. id*•
The tpieslion
of which went to pay tin- wages of labor; gosling. Who owned the gosling
made *e. retan
In -lecting tlie d7 delegates to
was
disputed by Boss and Hott and the;,
from oOOO to 10,000 human beings de- have angrily
gom* to law about it. The gosling ha* grow
! tIn- county convention but -.*1 votes were thrown.
pended on it for their support, its stop- into a goo.se, and is worth a dollar at most Tie- I'-aeh voter elected a lich-gate ami six tw»*ht\ iirstpage has withdrawn liearlv a lialfa mill- litigation has already cost two humired dollars.
"t another
ddn* state delegation of II are about
inn of dollars from the fund which would
A painful feature of the strike is reported fn-m
equallv divided between tin* admiiiist; at i.-n and
have been paid for labor during the next
West Troy, where the wife of W ill.am ( orin-11. a
iini administration factions of tin
part*.
three months, and lias added an army to striking employe on the New \ ork Central load,
went
mad
from
intense
nervous omiteiimut
pro
W
the host of those wllo will compete in the
understand that tin- ancient tribe m .n.-rm.
dueed by fear of disaster occurring to her husband.
struggle for employment. This is terri- Last Tuesday she escaped from her home and dis lies who make their home m and ai»out \\ imlerput
ble punishment for a criminal folly, and [ appeared, and no trace of her ha* \ et been dis
imodernized into \Vinterport i have taken to t heir
covered.
none the less terrible because the inno
canoes, and with their families aie summerim
it
cent must suiter with tlie guilty.
Fsiiuimaux Joe. who took part in ihe Bolan*
|(;iobe
Lsleslioro
Among tf,• -m are some of the sachems
(
to
wrote
How
St.
gate
Louis.
for
a
Democrat,
expedition,
apt.
po-diioii
w ho visited ii* iii search oi
open w ater during tinoil the Florence, saying in his letter
Me good
1

<

man : no

York Tribune publishes an
interview with ex l!ov.
Washburn of Wisconsin, who owns the ex
tensive Hour mills at Minneapolis, Minn.
From this report it appears that a ring of
speculators have obtained the re-issue of
an old patent for milling Hour which was
never used, but which was made to cover
the important process of grinding now in
general use. This new process lias been
in use in Europe for fifty years and was
introduced into this country in IS74.
This gang of patent swindlers have commenced suits against the hugest millers
in the country, hoping to terrify the smaller ones.
A suit has been commenced
against Mr. Washburn and lie has been
placed under bonds in the enormous sum
of $250,(HM), pending the suit, The sw indlers propose to grant licenses at the rate
of $3000 for each run of stones, and as
there are 0000 rims of stones in the
country, this license will amount to $30,000,000. This vast sum of money, if they
succeed, will virtually come out of the
farmers who raise and the purchasers
who consume the wheat and llour, and
will amount to nearly one dollar tax per
barrel. Great indignation has been excited at the West against this nefarious
scheme, and an attempt will l»o made to
have Congress cancel the [latent.
The New

account

of an

Boston Corbett, the man who shot .1. Wilkes
Booth, is siek ami destitute at bis home in film
den. N. J.
Annie Louise Carr is sutl'cring from an nttaek of
lmy fever. She 1ms been eontined to her bed for
several days.

mington, Me., lias been established

chap

~

at the true inward-

The Bangor Whig would like to have
the author of the Etna resolutions con-

The

in a

A

One of tin* possible witnesses is Joyce, who is
very anxious to get out of jail and who may tie
cide to testify if he sees his way clear to a release.
Joyce has got a lot of letters, which have never
seen tile light, from Avery and Babcock, and it is
alleged that some of those were written to him or
his friends since his confinement ami promise his
pardon for a sum of money, w hich In*, however,
declined to pay over. McKee’s defence will In* that
his pardon covered his liabilities on a civil suit,
and this will loud to a lot of curious developments.
Some of the important papers relative to his pardon have been abstracted from tin* office of tin*
Attorney (leneral. One of these was Con Me
Crew's affidavit that his testimony against M< K< -*
at his trial was perjury.
Mctircw managed t<« g*-i
this oil' the tiles of the Attorney (ieneral's otlice.
It is also stated that McKee is likely to In* cm
barrassed by the importunity of ex Attorney tien
eral Williams, who was promised a fee of x juiin for
his services in endeavoring to intluein e (irunt to
pardon McKee. Tin* money lias never been paid
to Williams.
The trial of tin* suit will make a
lively sensation in St. Louis if it brings out halt
the promised developments.

boys.

extend

lu*

lbl

million, as having been fraudulently
ceived by him. A despatch says

ilooschcad Lake.

to

proposition to loan credit
the Piscataquis railroad to

:

'Flic St. Louis whiskey frauds are comThe
ing up once more in the courts.
has
sued
McKee
for
half
a
government

water will pay the whole interest
cost. Let us have the water.

the

News

white lobster has been taken

in

For County Treasurer <L*i». \
MeCrillis was
nominated by acclamation.
For County Commissioner tin* vote was by hal
lot as follows

voted down

a

was

manifestly unnecessary as he stood no chance of
a nomination.
With quite a flourish he offered a
resolution “that liquor shops are nurseries of vice,
and demanding of the sheriff of this county the
abatement of all such places." Tim resolution was
adopted. Runnells' speech was brietlv replied to
by Mr. Cook, of Jackson, and characterized as
‘‘slang." A lively row seemed imminent, but just

fire expenses are now about $2500. And
there is no doubt that the stile of surplus
on

pearl

A

a

Senators, a County Attorney, a Register of Deeds,
a
County Treasurer, and a County Commissioner.
The truly rural and the "trooly loyal" meandered
into town in all kinds and discretions of convey-

em-

behind tile bar wonder-

men

was

people

able. The interest on the water expenditure will be only $800, while our annual

and

un-

".Mull, being reasonable, must get drunk,
The best of life is but intoxication."

Tin: above report is much more favorable than we hail supposed it would be.
The distance, elevation of the source,

reliability,

of the

judge
strong beverages

[

its

is done in

mobbing

A good

the Alack, about two miles, the cost of preparing
the Muck Pond as a retaining reservoir, the cost
of pipe and laying from the Alack, through the
business portion oiP the city, making distributing
hydrants at convenient places, to be about fifteen
thousand dollars.
Your committee would most urgently recoin
mend, in view of the fact that labor and materials
are now far below the
average price for mam
years, that some active measures be taken ini
mediately to save our city from further disastrous
conthurrations.
A.V. Burgess. 4 Committee
A. K. Pierce.
on
O. U. White. ) Fire Pent.
Ueltast. Aug. li, IS, i.

amount of water that will be

fairly
sufficiently

men hiss and show their teeth and perform other functions of wild beasts. They
feel the need of no human stimulant then.

4

Spring

but after it is

large attendance in this city on
Tuesday, Aug. 7th, at the Waldo County Convention holden for the purpose of nominating two
was

pecially heavy on the average
insanity.
the)' were first whether or not to pass resolutions
The poor-house near Simeoc. Ontario. Canada,
—like those lately erupted in the village of .Etna—
burned Sunday, and seventeen persons were burndenouncing President Hayes as a traitor to every- ed to death.
second whether or not to ••bounce" Brackett
The eldest sou of Horatio S. (Jarcelou of Authing a gang of destroyers at work think thing;
the preseut Register of Deeds—who has made him- burn. was drowned
Friday, while in bathing near
of. The excitmont itself is maddening to
Littlefield's tavern.
self extremely unpopular in his office. On other
an extent that no
intoxicating drink can questions there was an unanimity of opinion.
A son of l>enj. N Dill of (lardiuer. aged about
reach. Whiskey makes a noise. The work
The convention was called to order at about 10 twelve years, was drowned Friday afternoon while

of

9

Waterman’s Largest Spring
8
It will be seen that the present surface of the
Shaw Springs is from 9 ft. lo in. to 2d ft. 2 in.
above the surface of the Muck.
At the largest
Spring it would be necessary to build a small dam.
which would raise the surface of the Spring at
least six feet more—making it about lt> feet above
the Muck.
Your committee have been over the whole
ground oil foot with the engineer, and would re
port the grade as a comparatively easy one.—near
ly all the way through a clay and sandy soil.
An accurate measurement of the
quantity of
water now running from the largest Spring*was
made about thirty rods from the source, and was
found to be 1 H>03<> galls, per day of 21 hours, 1834
galls, per hour, or 7t»jj hogsheads per hour. This
is ail exceptionally dry season, yet live persons
owning adjoining'farms, say that the quantity of
water llowing usually is double the present amount.
The right to take and use the water it is believed eau be had for a small sum : also the right to
cross farms oil the route to the Muck will be verv
small, if anything.
Your committee have made an estimate of the
probable cost of iron water pipe of 8 in internal

diameter,

iiicipieucy,

Generalities.

Republican County Convention.

There

der way the situation is
intoxicating to dispense with the use of
other stimulants. Whiskey is the last
i

have forgotten the lesson of 1855-5B and
’58, and are determined to try once more,
tin1 experiment than the present year.
They will be wiser sixty days hence than

1

in its

|

4
4
5
lo
S
3
2
5

powerful factor in scenes of
No doubt this is true of a mob

a

violence.

s

matter of economy in the lire department this supply of water is desir-

they

key,” is

I

march to

there will

the desire for any other stim11 says that it is generally supposed that alcohol, in whatever shape it may
appear under the handy name of “whisulant.

aWo

Muck

injustice to himself and his
in taking such a position.
The interests of the people of Belfast cannot fairly be divided in that way.
It is a
A 13ig Undertaking.
the license law, and it was made a prom- fact that Central School District, which
Nkw \ our, Aug. 1. George E. Young
inent feature in the campaign. The re- excludes wards Four and Five, and inA Son, of Boston, lately purchased besult was that the Democracy were over- cludes only portions of the other three
tween live and six hundred spurs, in
Hamilton, Out., and in order to save the wneimmgh deleated. llnndiii was elect- wards, pays four-tilths of the tax of the
If this money shall be voted,
large expense incident to shipping them ed by
votes over Wells, and a pro- whole city.
hy rail to Boston, determined to try to
was chosen.
That eighty dollars out of every hundred will
hibitory
Legislature
float them in a ralt by way of New York
be paid by the city proper- as all
city exand Hong Island Sound. A contract was Legislature, in order to test the feeling of
made with Christopher Schwinger, of the people, provided for a submission of peuses are. \V lien the expensive bridge
Touawanda, N. Y., by which he engaged the principles of prohibition and license which Alderman l-\ crosses on his way to
himself to superintend the transfer. The
to the popular vote, at a special election the city was rebuilt recently, four-Iifths
spars left Hamilton Out., on the ISth of
ol the cost was paid by those who will ask
•lime. When the spars have arrived at in the summer of 1858. At that election
for this water supply.
So of the two
Troy, they will he made into a raft Hid prohibition was again overwhelmingly
leet wait: and Btlli or 400 feet long, whit'll sustained
bridges
connecting with ward live, and
only eleven votes for license
will lie taken to New York by tugs,
till the highways in the other wards.
having been cast in Belfast. And in the
onee here, the raft will he taken
apart state
This is just and proper. No one in the
1he
of
and rebuilt with the greatest care, iron
generally
practical unanimity
We only ask
chains replacing the withes.
It will then the party rallied to the support of license city wards objects to it.
he taken through the East River into tlie
that
the
be
adhered
to
that
principle
to a scarcely larger per cent.
Sound, and round to Boston. The open
those who ask and receive equity, should
These
records
if
prove,
they prove anyocean oil" Cape Cod is not feared so much
be willing to do equity, lint if our friends
as tlie heavy swell at I’oint Judith.
H is thing, that the Democratic party cannot
the
objectors are anxious to pay a larger
expected that *0,000 will he saved by place itself on record in opposition to
this mode of shipment, if the raft should
per
ventage of the taxes, there is one way
prohibition, without disastrous results.
arrive safely at Boston.
Whether it be right or wrong, the princi- to accomplish it—and that is to prevent
a proper water supply, and wait until a
From the Atlanta Constitution.
ple has become so ingrained with the
lion. A. 11. Stevens says he is more people of Maine, that it cuts through third destruction of the city by lire takes
hopeful of the country now than since party lines and holds voters to its
place. They can then be taxed to their
suplrtoti.
Said he : "Eight is breaking. Mr.
because they believe it to be correct hearts’ content, when the holders of city
port,
Hayes is doing what Mr. Tilden never
bonds demand their money. More than
could have done. Had 'Tilden attempted in morals and politic in the regulation of
what Hayes has accomplished we would public atfairs. We have aforetime striven this, if another such dreadful morning as
have had another civil war. The revolu- to believe the reverse to be the
ease—but that of the 25th of August, 1872, should
tion of sentiment in the North is somedawn upon our city, the feelings of the
cannot help seeing what is so plainly set
thing wonderful, and indicates it return
man are not to lie envied who should look
before
us.
The
is
a
true
index of
to right principles.
! think the inaugurpast
ation of Mr. Hayes was equal, in the good the future in this matter. We believe upon the desolation and reflect that his
it lias effected, to the abdication of James that should the
party inscribe upon its vote had helped to defeat a water supply,

II, ol England, and I think that events
since that time have conspired to produce
great results and prevent great evils.
In my opinion the people of the South,
outside of party, should sustain and aid
him in his policy of pacification. I told
RATHER MORE CHEERFUL.
Lon'iiov, Aug. .1 Pull details of the Mr. Hayes that he should cut loose from
battle before Plevna confirm the previous party and give the people good government and pacification, and seven-tenths
reports, and the loss of the battle appears
attributable to a lack of support of of the people would uphold him. 1 advised
Schackoskoy’s movements by Krudener. hint, moreover, not to have a hand in the
The latter was too slow; the former too Speaker’s election, hut to appeal to the
on the strength of his own execrapid. The positions taken by Schack- country
utive right-doing.”
oskoy were recovered by the Turks, who
sw armed and overwhelmed
bislight force,
Mr. Ira. M. True of Ilalluwell, lias demonstrated
and the. slaughter was terrible.
most conclusively during tlie
six months the
A Bucharest correspondent, reviewing benefits to he derived from a past
strict adheranee to
habits
of
the situation, says he thinks the panic in
temperance, prudence and well directed
Roumania groundless. The Plevna de- industry, lie has shingled, claplioarded and painted
his house, aud made other additions to his
promfeat, will certainly be retrieved. Discuss- ises. out of
money saved, as tie states, that might
ing the Russian chance of holding the have been spent for rum hud lie not entered heart!
positions in Balkans, if obliged to retire ly into the work of reform.
to them, the correspondent, who recently
About three tons of
were sent to New
passed through Scliipka Pass telegraphs York this morning per sturgeons
steamer Kutuhdin. [Bangor
that it is strongly occupied and fortified. Com.

supersedes

as follows:
Your committee have employed a competent
engineer. L. 11. Eaton. Esq., Chief Engineer Ibm
gor Water Board, and his assistant, for the purpose of ascertaining the levels above average tide
water, and above the surface of the water in the
Muck Pond of various points about the city, which
arc as follows:

The

Republican philosophizes

the recent riots in a way to show how
the intoxication of passion drives out and
on

people in matters of
lating patronage. And still the wonder
The prohibition of the fulness, aid to manufactures, comfort in
The fact is the mob
grew and grows.
he drank may be classed the
watering of streets and grounds, and contained its own elements of intoxication

sumptuary legislation.

as

Shaw

<fce., ask leave to report
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from Turkish revenge and massacre. The.
fate of the poor people of Hnlgaria will be
dreadful. No mercy will be shown them.
Magnificent

BY

SIMPSON.

II.
AND

the

on

The committee to whom was referred the feasibility of bringing water from the Shaw Springs to
the Muck Pond, thence to the business portion of
the city, for tire purposes, the quantity of water.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 9*1877.

short, rations.
A Vienna correspondent telegraphs that
the wildest panic prevails everywhere in
Hnlgaria, where the Russians have sud-

Vanderbilt’s

Report

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

provisions and forage. Prince Mirsky
and Gen. Gourkho might hold it for a
fortnight on full rations, or longer on

A eanoe 111 feet long has arrived at Bangor, after
passage of twelve days from Charles river, it
was rowed by Cutter and Stetson, two Harvard

a

Tile Abbott

Family

School, for

boys,
full

a

tion. A rani will be found elsewhere in
Journal.

at

Far-

genera
to

day's

The town of Wiseasset on Monday Voted a subscription of Slill,IHHI to the eupitnl stock of the
Wiseasset A Quebec Kailroad Company. Only six
teen votes were east in the negative.

July 20tli. Mrs. Samuel Spinney of lilenwood
Plantation, Aroostook, having occasion to call on
neighbor some distance away, left her two eliil
dren, aged one and three years, asleep in the house.

a

was at work in the
screams, ran to the bouse, which
in forcing the
in
(lames.
He
succeeded
he found
door open, but was compelled by the tire and
smoke to retreat and leave the little unfortunates
to their sail fate.

.Mr. Benjamin Kastman, who

vicinity, hearing

so

everytliing

good mail like me.
for ship.
Me want

Catch seal. do-.:,

>

»n

month

and

hack when Florence do." As Joe
terms
were exorbitant
Capt. llowgate refused to cm
ploy him

come

\n entire
ami his lour

family, consisting of Lew i> Spcmer
children, two girls and two hovs. li\
ing in Clark county. Mo., were murdered Thursday
night. The eriim* no doubt wa- eommitted for
money, as Spencer had in his possession 'Jhi he
bulging to the township, of whieh he was trustee.
The weapons used were an axe and a pitelifork.

There

are no

traces of

the murderers.

(Ml the Dudley Hog. so called, ill Milfold. folil*
miles from Ohltown.
persons assembled on Sat
unlay to pick blueberries. A gentleman from Did
town travelled over tin* hog among the pickers to

ascertain lew many each one had gathered during
the day.
lie found the average to he ten quarts
to a person, making
quarts, or a little over
bushels,
worth in the ltangor market >.».*<>
seventy
bushel.
per

hard winter of IS!d

Hametisliiu has gone t<> othei
distant hunting grounds, and Fat wood is de
taiued l»y family cares hut tln-iv are .i good mans

and

m camp there. Tin ; and their wives
pappooses arc thriving on salt bree.n *» and
clams. Their habits of industry go with them w.

•‘high joints"

ami

are

in

receipt of an excellent

of their

and

substantial basket

liamliwork.

Kiri.

An alarm of Inv. oil Tuesday afternoon
tolilld t" proceed from tile house of Kussell <i
Dyer, local editor i*t the Journal, on lias View
street.
The family were all absent at the time,
was

and the house loekt-d.

The lire took somewhere
about the kitchen >b>\i*. and burned thromrh tu.»
tloors. branching oil' through the partitions >« ant
streams from wells were soon cot ...i ir
md after
some time one from the river laborimisly fore
ed up the hill, hy which the tire was got under

A Spaniard. Joseph Costa, stubbed a Swede.
The house was 1 i.ellv llama, -d 1 *j. lire and smoke
Andrew Peterson, on hoard the fishing schooner turn.tare thrown out. In-m-hed
with water, w.n
Lincoln
at
Portsmouth.
It
that
laidy
appears
Damacc ahoa: >.oo. In
Peterson rushed upon Costa with a sharp pointed ‘lows km»ekcd out. a.
lish fork, striking the prongs into the latter’s hack, siired in Klna ot Hartford.
and in order to defend himself Costa used his ut
A Kki.!«‘ oi Otiii;k Days.
throat knife, so-called, with the result as before |
Tlie workmen in
stated, the wound, however, not touching any
digging for a partition wall foumlation in the eel
vital part. The men were drunk at the time
lar of tin- Masonic block, on
Friday of hist week
An old gentleman of Hridgton. who has a genuine
respect for the Puritanic Sabbath, astonished hi>
neighbors last Sunday by taking his Imsh scythe
ami axe and going to work rutting down busie s,
lie worked away the most of the forenoon, when
his family sent word to him that it was Saidia’
Day : whereupon lie stopped working as suddenly
as if struck by lightning, and returned home in
double quick time, overwhelmed with mortilica

unearthed a relic of autii|uit\ When about tuelvv
feet below the present surface of the street thev
discovered, in a good state of preservation, a bar
rel. embedded in clny, tin* lower head resting on a
ledge. It is remembered by the ‘oldest inhabi
taut” as the Nesmith spring, but at what time tin
eask was placed there is not known
Its location

tion.

is about on
street, and

Speaking

of the

peculiar

death of

Jack" W est,
w bile in the act of
lit and did not re

the eccentric colored man. who.
taking a drink of whiskey had a
cover, we are reminded *»f a similar incident which
happened in this city a few years ago. A well
known man was on a spree for several days, dining whieh he persistently bothered the bar keeper
in a saloon on Asylum street. Finally the bar
keeper turned and said pettishly. Co down to tindock and jump into the river and drown yourself."
The poor drunken man obeyed the command, and
the next morning his body was found lloating in
the river at the foot of State street.
[Hartford
Times.

Quite an excitement was caused in Llmira. X.
Y.. the other day by Mrs. Lincoln, a notorious wo
man, who shot at F. C. Denning, Jr., on the public
street. Denning is a highly connected young mar
ned man. having married a Kussian lady while
abroad some three years ago. He has led rather a
wild life since his return, and by some means got
in Mrs. Lincoln's power. She has dogged him
around of late. Meeting him on the street she re
quested him to ‘-settle up that little matter.” This
he declined to do. and she left, saying she would
make him settle. She soon returned and repeated
her demand, at the same time levelling a revolver
at his breast and shooting. The ball passed through
his coat. She was arrested and locked up.

a

line with the old boundary of High
under tin* corners of Lancasters

was

and Mitchell's stores before their removal.

James

Nesmith, in I7!»!>. built a house and store at this
point, and in 1X0-J High street was laid out. As
rail alongside this spring, it must at that
time, or shortly afterwards, gone out of use. tilled
up and been forgotten until the present discovery.
In removing the barrel a perfect imprint of tin* hoops
and staves was left in tin* hard clay. Some live

tin* street

feet from the old spring, workmen are making a
well, by blasting from the solid ledge. A vein of
beautiful water has been reached, which in this
of drouth yields JOO pails of water in twenty
hours. It is undoubtedly the same vein that
supplied the ancient spring. AVhat food for con
jeetlire this old relic is! AVhcn that barrel was
time

four

placed in position that part of our city was uswale
and marshy piece of ground, ten feet below the
present level. As late as 1X00 there were but
twenty live houses in the city proper, and then
the old spring was going out of use. Undoubtedly there is not a person liviug in this city who remembers when this spring was resorted to.
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Passaga.-.- awakeaj Eiieampment. No.
i»
I’ w a- instituted in this city oil Tuesday by the
following Crand officer.-: Jo-hua Davis, of Port
l.tnd Mo-t U.uthy Crand Patriarch: Charles II
From !.. Portland. M. K c. II P.
Charles l*
Rhode-. Saco, acting W S. C. \V.
X c Cum
mill;
Portland. W. C. Scribe : C. R. Nash. Port
C. Fh Plummer. Portland, acting
Isjid. W <i T
C
W
W. .1
F. T, Merrill. Portland. W. C. S.
as-ist.*d by Patriarchs from all parts of the
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and Portland
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lowered.

ing boat and were met by Belfast bulge. The ell
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ampment degrees were conferred in the afternoon
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Pierre's Hall, where a picnic supper was furnished
by the Daughters of Rebekah. after which dancing
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The ship S
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soon

there will be

a

light harvest

of

"M*ed time and harvest.' but the tim<- is not so
important as a good crop.Some weather wise
people put great reliance on the moon in their
predictions as to what the weather will he for a
certain time.
They have dry moons and wet

of

a

they say
dry ones.

the four
These

or

live last

dry and

wet

moons

have

moon

ideas

shallow, to say the least. A dry moon in
and a wet one in other portions of New

(I

an*

«i

Maim*

| Fngland at the same time is an
absurdity. How
tenaciously some people will cling to traditional
whims.Mr. Hobert MeCobb has built the pres
season one of the best barns of its size in the

county

JX
:t

A

0

:to
I

Trotting

Among the leading tern
(ioveniors

After having inspected a pile of calico
in one of the Woodward avenue stores
yesterday, a somewhat rusty looking man
blandly remarked to the clerk before him :
■•Credit must he given me•Nil, sir: we don't trust," was the re-

ply••I

Terrible fire.

going to remark that credit
be given me forwas

must
■•We coukhft do it. sir.
The rule applies to every one.”
••Couldn't do what !" asked the man.

“Couldn't give you credit.”
“You are very uncivil, sir. very : but
yet I will say before I go out of here that
credit must be given me for being honest
and impartial, when 1 say that 1 never
saw three hitehing-posts look nicer than
them out there. That's all. sir. and I
wish I hadn't said that much.''
and Mrs. James (i. Blaine, and ex See
retary and Mrs. < ;**<». M Bobeson. arrived in Ban
gor. Saturday evening, from Kllswoith. where
they have been visiting lion. Ki.geuc Hale, and
left on the Pullman train, the former t< r Augusta,
and Mr. and Mrs. Kobcsoufor Northampton. Muss.
Senator

Whole Township Destroyed.

Dingley

j
j
;

j

J
j

house.
Mii.vvAt'KKK, Aug. 7. Accounts from
Eaton confirm the reports of sutl'ering by
the fires. The settlement of l’olanders,
I’d miles from Green Hay, sulfered severely. About thirty families are rendered
homeless and lost their crops, farming
tools, clothing and everything they possessed, barely escaping with their lives.
They were compelled to force their wav
through a line of lire for about two miles
and huddled together for protection on a
track of broken ground. Many were severely burned in the face, and in some
eases their eyesight was
impaired. Many
animals perished, lying in heaps and
crowded together for fancied safety. Some
portions of the town have not been heard
from yet. There were heavy showers
yesterday and this morning, and there is
no probability of any further
damage.

Tin- N. V. Sun says editorially that Jmlgu Bradley, when a luemher ol the Klcctorial Commission,
| wrote out an opinion that Florida had elected Til
! den electors, hut during the night great numbers
of Republicans visited him. and the next day when
the opinion was read it had been changed to the
Republican side, the same words and arguments
I being used, with simply the substitution of Re! publican names for Democratic.
■

■

The Tribune exposes the rottenness of the Chi
The
cago Protection Life Insurance Company.
Company is in default of half a million.

$9.5Cal2.50 Corned Beef
72a75Mut'*on
75 Lainb

1.50Turkey

Rye
Barley

persons alllicted with Kidney Diseases. Pain
in the Back, and all rrinary Diseases. Diabetes,
(iravel. Dropsy or Nervous Debility, should at once
take Hi nt's Kkmlhy.
V11 Diseases of the Kid
Bladder and rrinary Organs,
Hr NT’s Bkmf.dv.
Ci.alki.’s

Tooi

Hills,
Many who

h

Ann-:

Potions

Drums

and

aue

are

cured by

Brighton

Pungencies.

are

weather and

increase th<* number of “drinks.'’ and in time
become continued inebriates. A beveratre which
will not create thirst for intoxicating liquors, and
which is intended especially for the benefit of
debilitated persons, whether at home or abroad,
is Dr. Schenek's Sea Weed Tonic.
Containing the

many medicinal herbs, this preparation
does not create an appetite for the intoxicating
cup. The nourishing and the life supporting pro
perlies of many valuable natural productions eon
tained in it and well known to medical men have

juices

«>a00
OaO
lOall
Hals
OOaOO
lOalo
0 UaOO
OOaOO

Cattle

Sheep

of

a most strengthening intiiienec.
A single bottle
of the Tonic will demonstrate its valuable quali
tics. For debility arising from sickness, over ex
crtiuii or from any cause whatever, a wine glass
full of Sea Weed Tonic taken after meals will
strengthen the stomach ami create an appetite
for wholesome food. To all who are about leaving

their homes, we desire to say that the excellent
effects of Dr. Schenek’s seasonable remedies. Sea
Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills, are particularly
evident when taken by those who are injuriouslv
affected by a change of water and diet. No per
son should leave home without
taking a supph
these safeguards along.

For sale

by

all Drug

llow

It

is

Done.

The lirst object in life with the American people
is to “get rich"; the second, bow to regain good
health. Tin* first can be obtained by energy, lion
csty and saving: the second, (good health) by us
iug (jukk.n’s Ai orst Flowkk. Should you be a
despondent, sufferer from any of the effects of Dyspepsia. Fiver Complaint. Indigestion, Ac., such as
Sick Headache. Palpitation of tin* Heart. Sour
Stomach. Habitual Costivcness, Dizziness of the
Head. Nervous Prostration, Fow Spirits. Ac., you
need not sutler another day. Two doses of *\r
<ii st Fi.owkk will relieve
you at once. Sample
Bottles 10 cents. Regular size 75 cents. Posi
tivcly sold by all first-class Druggists in tin* V. S.
Sold by R. II. Moody, Belfast; kittridge. Rock
land; Fletcher, Camden; Smith A Sons. Sears
nort; Robinson, Thomaston; also to be found in
Wabloboro and Bucksport.
Iyroew-10
Think

Yourself.
Thousands lead miserable lives, suffering from
dyspepsia, a disorder**<lsto nacb and liver, produc
ing biliousness, heartburn, costivcness, weakness,
irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after
eating and often ending in fatal attacks of fever.
Tiiky know thky akkskk, yet get little sympathy.
Tile unfailing remedy, which is yearly restoring
thousands, is DaCosta’s Radical Cure sold by W. <).
Poor it Son, sole agents for Belfast.
A. J. Jordan,
agent for Bucksport.
A 25 cent bottle will convince you of its merits.
Don't delav another hour after reading this, but go
and get a fiottle. and your relief is as certain as you
live.
Will you do it. or will you continue to ’suffer f Think for yourself.
Professor Parker’s Pleasant Worm Syrup is per
feetly safe and extremely palatable. No physic rett‘49.
quired. Costs 25 cents. Try it.
for

BOSTON MARKET.
Monday, August

0.
Butter—We
choice New York and Vermont at 23a25c; fair to good do at 10a21c; choice
Western dairy packed at 2la23c; Western mill butter ranges from 14a 18c per lb.
Cheese—We quote line factory at lo l-2allc; fair
to good do at UalOc; common cheese at 7a8c per lb.
Eggs—The market remains dull and trade is low
at Rial7c per dozen for 1* E I, Northern and Eastern.
Beans—Pea beans are firm, and while trade is not
active prices are steady at $:{ 25a3 37 1-2. Mediums
are in moderate request, and the sales are in small
lots at $2 80a2 85 per bush. There is some demand
for yellow eyes at $2 02 1-2 per bush.
Vegetables—There is u fair supply of Maine Potatoes, which are selling at $1 50 per bbl, and natives
and Bristol lancy stock at $1 75 per bbl. Onions sell
at $2 00a2 50; Squash at $ 1 75a2 00 per bbl. Waterinellons at $ 10a 12 50 per hundred.
Hay and Straw—We quote at $10 00a20 00 per
ton for prime coarse hay; $18 00 for medium do, and
$17 00 per ton for fine. Straw at $10 00a20 00 per ton.

quote

FAUXCK.

and Condition of

Savings Bank—Belfast.
1877.

President.

U.

JOHN

Deposits.$700,483

63

Profits.

67

R E S0 U R C E S
Pohhe Funds Owned.

ParvnL

City of Toledo bonds. 8s. 1873. Ohio.$ 7.000

Fst'ed ral.
$ 7.560 00

00

Market.

Total Bank Stock of Maine.$25,200 00
Bailroad Bonds Owned.
Belfast and Moosehead Lake. 6s. gold. 1890. Me_$47.000 00
Eastern 3As. 1906. Mass. 20,000 00
Total Railroad Bonds of New

5,560 00

00

10/200 00

$47,000

00

*26.000
10.000
5.000
15,000

00
00
on
00

$67,000 00
26,000
10,800

00
0o
00
00

5.350

15,750

14.500 00
6.600 00
11.400 00

00

6.600 00
11.400 00
962 25
200 00
200 0o

8

5.ooo 00

5.000 00

l,22f» (M»

1,225

58 si

,»50 00

5.000 00

Savings Bank Books of Now England.
(_'"i']>ui\iti.;,i Stud.
Belfast Gas Company, Belfast, Ale...
Dwight Manufacturing Company. Boston. Mass_
Great Falls Alanufacturing Co., Somersworth. N. 1J.
International Telegraph Company. Portland, Ale...
Piscataquis Iron Works.
Tremout A Suffolk Alan-ufacturing Co., Boston.Alass
Total

850 00

3,500

>7*

Wishing

close out their Entire Stn

to

FLOOK-ROOM !

WILL

u

-t'

FURNITURE, CASKETS &C,

OFF Kit

Special

Complete Assortment

our

Bargains
TUK

NKXT

Thirty Days!

give below a list ot some other goods
can always lie bought at our

e

Store at LOW PRICES.

nominate a candidate for Hovernor. to bo supat the September Flection, ami for the
transaction of such other business as may properlv
come before the convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Faeli city, town and plantation will be entitled to
one delegate and one additional delegate for
every
seventy-live votes east for the Democratic candidate for tiovernorin 1*7b. A fraction or* fortv votes
will be accorded a delegate.
Tin* Democratic State Committee will be in ses
siou at the Preble House, on Monday night, and
in the Beeeptiou Room. City Building, on the
morning of the convention, at p o'eloek. for the
purpose of receiving eredeiitials.
F. D Lyfokh. Androscoggin.
*1. C. Mai»u;.\n. Aroostook.
L B. l*i i.i.siu'ky. Franklin.
A. A. Baimi.ktt. liancoek.
*1. H M ai: in. Knox.
<H:o. c. Bklly. Lincoln.
A. S. Ki.muall. oxford.
C. N. 11 husky. Penobscot.

20.000 00

20,000 00

Flower Pots,

36.450 00
500 00
3,000 00
8.500 00

500 00

3.000 00
8.500 00

10,500 00
38,000 no
5.900 00

Bed and

10,500 00
38.000 00
5.90000

200 00
00

25,000

Ity.XM) 00

21.100

39 Main

00

5,000
1.000
3.000
5.7(H)
20,000

00

Cora.
lvanhoe.
Leonora.

Lucy

A.

5.0(H) (Hi

4.0(H) 00
l.ooo 00
200(H)

1.000 00

Nickels. Searsport.

Ship

Resolute. New York...
Alortguges of Real Estate.
Other Collaterals.
Suspense Account.
Premium Account.
Expense Account.
Cash mi deposit bearing interest at 3 per cent..
in Howard National Bank. Boston. Alass.
Cash on Hand.
l upaid Accrued Interest.
Loan

F. F.
*I.No. D. Anm.lson. Cumberland. Secretary.
The usual arrangements on all the railroad and
steamboat lines for fares at reduced rates, which
will be more particularly announced hereafter.
•I No. I). ANiu;i;s<in. Secretary.

.5.000 00
161.471 98
8.000 00

on

1.980 00

Due depositors, and

including

other liabilities.

VIAURLEIA.

30,711
5.000
16,1.171
8.000

5.0(H) 00
164.471 98
8,000(10
39.600 00

'aimed

70

2.59(H)
118 01

00
98
DO
89.600 00
2.59 00
118 01

61.122 22
6.213 27

63.122 22
6.213 27

In Hinglnun, Aug. 1st, Anna ,1., wife oi .John M.
Trussell, formerh of Belfast, aged 4J years, 11 mos.
In Kocklaml, July L'Oth, Emma .Jackson, aged 11

MES C

PEN

L I A

Reserved Fund
Protits.

years',

s.

In Surry, July 26th, Mary Belle, infant daughter ol
Henry W. and Fannie I.. (Hass, aged 11 mouths.
In Sedgwick, July 24th, Mrs. Emma A. Morrison,
daughter of Jonathan Young, aged as years and 10

.-.

...

I Kl.I.lKS OF

*130.379 50
! .300 oo
2.189 90

300

AIUUVKD.

3.000 00
5,150 00

2.939 00
j.l.o oo

8.000 00

;. 199 58

Citron. Sage. Chocolates, Macaroni,
Sago, Tapioca, &c.
EXTRACTS

Aug. ltd,
Ksperanza, Smalley,fishing grounds;
America, Harvey, New York. (corn.
Aug. 1th, schrs. Empire, Ryan, Boston; Charley
Bucki, Foss, do, to repair ; T. II. Livingston, llodsdon, Portsmouth, N. II., to copp» r; Jachin, (ietehell,

15.588 5S

United States Bonds.
of Bangor Bonds, Maine..
On Hank Stock.

Aug. 5th, schr. Mary Farrow, Lvmel urner, Boston ;
Aug. .6th, schrs. Railroad, Web.-ter, Portland.
Sarah, Toliuau, do.
Aug. 7th, sclir. .1. P. Merrian, Deal Boston.
SAILED.

Aug. 1st, schr. J. (i. Drew, French, Kockport and

Jacksonville.
Aug. 4th, schrs.

Florida, Bagiev, Kockport and
Jacksonville; Dione, McDonald, Little (Basse Bay,
( ’. B.; Hattie, (iilehrest, New Y’ork.

MAM'I A< 1’I KI.K

School

100 00

BOYS,

Free ?

2,000 (Hi

00

300 00

0,250 00

0.250 00

0.250 00

500 09

500 09

500 09

Ship Frank Pendleton, Searsport.
Nancy Pendleton. Belfast,
Phineas Pendleton, Searsport...

00
00
00

2,(KM)
1.5(H)
2.000
500 00

2,000 oo
l .500 « 0
2.0(H) 00
500 00

41,853 52

42,853 52

Due

I f any person who appreciates a really line grade
of TOBACCO, for Smoking or Chewing, will send us
their address by Postal Card, we will send in return
(free of expense) a sample of the very bent Tobacco
in the market, manufactured by the

100 oo

2.000 00

**

300

depositors,

2,357

50

0,lHH> 00
42.853 52
2.357 50

2,357

50
205(H)
II3 29

205(H)

25,510
4,704

25,510 IS
1.70101

THE

Success in

its Treasurer)
the buildings

Beginning

purchased the Patent Right to manufacture ami sell the above Churn in Waldo,
Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties, we take
pleasure in ottering it to Dairymen, in full confidence
that it has no rival and is THE ONLY PERFECT
CIU-RN NOW IN USE.
SIMPSON & MERRILL,
fitf
Searsport, Maine.

Having

harboring

1

or

on

s

been

parcel of real estate, with
thereon in said Stockton, bounded:
the west side of the County road lead
a

hereby
persons
on town account.
C. C. ROBERTS,
> Overseers
of
fi. II. CROCKER. >
)
Poor.
F.J.M ARDEN.
Jwfi
1877.

May

Stockton, Aug. 7,

E.

Marked Down!
Men’s Fine Calf Button Boot,
$4.00.

hereby,

|

Mrs. James A. Russ. The lot contains about 10 acres of land and a
tine privilege for water.
House
located
on high land with a commanding
eligibly
view of the village and bay. For terms
apply to
W. G. CROSBY.
Belfast, Aug. 1, 1877.
4w«

FormerlPrice $4.75.

Men’s Fine Calf
$3.00.

Vest-Makers

Dill) \ KST MA KKIJS can tin«l j>I**nty of good
at .1. 1
Sh-cprr's, No. »i> Main >t.
d. i.. si.kkpkk.
Belfast, .July II. !•*; :. Jtl

BOY'S

Hussett
At

Slippers

Critchett & Francis.

New.

Something

kk.mkoy.

aiakkii

»

tarrh
Cold in the ID ad.
Hawaiian
anted in all
of tin*

mr.

a

per ID*\.
Addre-s
for circular ,l. .1. I'KA V IA W a-IdngOui, M*
W. <>. I'OOK & SON, At'., Belfast.
or

parts

\\

>

••ruts

cmintn

Corn! Corn!!
Bushels

Prime

Yellow

Just received and

tor

sale I

Hu

Corn!
Lane’s Wharl.

it

A. M. CARTER.

Hard Pine Lumber lor Sale!
(Alton

t

>F 11A KI > 1*1 N K II

MKI.K,

including
I’lttuk. I'imber and Board-,
all dimensions,
Vlanded
from schr F lorida, and tor -ale.

r, A 1

Shoes,

)

!

K R

FRENCH KID WALKING SHOES
Critchett & Francis.

Mass.

otice.

ALL
or

persons
hereby forbidden from landing
entering upon Sears' Island, without license.
are

W. T.

COCHRAN,

Searsport, July 11, 1877.—2w5

For

i

A. Gilmore

NEW!

GEO. G. WELLS'
1ST E W

Store!

Variety

Is the place where you \i ill find even thing tor FACT KSIn.NS and 1’1( N h S, consisting ot

Boston Baked Beans, Smoked Dried
B«ef,

Canned Ham,

Tongue

& Beef,

Pickled Touoes.Bolope sausage.Sardiues
(Hires, /‘iekleil Limes,

Stencil Plates!

Taninri mii/s,

h'rnpornteil Apples.

Bond’s Boston Bread
IN KVKKY SIN LK.

Figures &z, Letters, PICKLES-all brands.JARS PICKLES
—

Plain

Atm

and
EUR

SIZES,-

Fresh for 10 Cents.

Ornamental, White Corn Flour.
A

MARKIM;

Clothing, T runks, Barrels, Boxes,&c.

Large Assortment of

Groceries, Wooden & Paper Ware,
Fruits and Confectionery.
A Good

Trade in

Coffees and Teas!
Door

Plates,

Parities, Rubber Pusiness

Stamps, furnished

At

HERVEY'S

at short

writer,

TFliM begins Tl’FSDAY, Al'GUST 28.
J continued 1- weeks. For particulars address
the Principal.
3w4

CHILDREN’S

French Kid Boots

Proprietors.
At

ALL KINDS FISH

TACKLE, HOOKS. LINKS, etc.,
-AT-

Geo. G. Well’s New Variety Store,
Jewelry Store.
No. 13
BELFAST, ME.

CASTINE. ME.

SALE OF

13 Commercial

just
Impure of I). W. 1>Y F'.K, or ( apt
1>77.
IwJ*
Bellast, Aug.

Strap Shoes, MnilTIlIVi,

Potatoes &c., 171ALL
Butter, Eggs, Beans,
St., Boston,

1

Critchett & Francis.

Former Price $3.50.

At Critchet&Francis.

Patronage ol’Shlppers and Farmers solicited. SatisrriHE house and laud on Waldo factory references given. Price Currant and Marking
4w0
JL Avenue recently occupied by Plates sent on application.

Registry

vntt-r l.uicolnvill,-.

CLARK,
Jr7T&CO~ Eastern State Normal School.
Commission Merchants,
FOR THE

For Sale.

Boot & Shoe Line

6,500

TIT I ID keep constantly on hand FA Tit AS t«-r
YV tl„
SPRAGUE MOWER.

are

trusting him

Button

At Critckett & Francis.

certain

into laud of E. 11. French, being about 00 feet wide,
and same conveyed to said Clara by Levi Staples by
deed recorded in Waldo ltegisty, Vol. 171, Page hO.
The condition of said mortgage having been and
still being broken, the undersigned in behalf of suid
Bank, and in his said capacity, claims to foreclose
the same and gives this notice for the purpose.
TKIEO. C. WOODMAN,
Receiver Bucksport Savings Bank.
3w0
Bucksport, Aug. 1, 1877.

a

farm,

who in

ing from Stockton to Prospect Ferry and a Held
formerly belonging to E. H. French and bounded by
road and extending about 70 feet west from the road

Pauper Notice.
Joshua Freeze,
pauper of the
town of Stockton, has left Ins home at the j
WHEREAS,
town
and all
forbidden

MISSES

At

duly appointed
Bucksport Savings Bank, of
Bncksport, Maine, hereby giv< s public notice that
Clara T. Spinney and William 0- Spinney of Stock
ton, in the County of Waldo, on the tilth day of
May, 1875, by his deed of that date, duly recorded,
mortgaged to said Bank, (the mortgage running to

Butter-nuking at Last Attained,

in the

Every thing

Agents

63

undersigned
Receiver of the
THE

CHURN!

Searsport Savings Bank of Searsport, in the
County of Waldo, gives notice, that James (j.
Gilmore of Chelsea, in the County of Suffolk, and
State ol Massachusetts, on the 15th day of Mav, A.
D. 187.‘I, bv his deed of that date, recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book l(ig, Page 401, conveyed in mortgage to Win. G. Nichols of said Sears
port, certain real estate situated in Searsport afore
said, and bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the southwest corner of land, and by
YVilliam Y oung’s, thence north twenty-two degrees

Best in lTse.

8133,809 10

Notice of Foreclosure.

THE EUREKA!

Foreclosure Notice.

all deles

I work

Thankful fur past patronage 1 hope for a eontinu
of the sann
These t io<»ds constant ly oil hand.
I
R. SWIFT, Wadlin’s Block,
‘t? Main Street, Belfast, Me.
Evl

205 00
113 29

25,510 IS
4,704 01

IS
01

132,331

and including other liabilities.

THE ONLY PERFECT

linn,

W ANTED.

s
Slightly Damaged.
For One-half the usual Price-

2,041 11
Surplus above all liabilities.
\\M. W. BOLSTER, State Bank Examiner.

MERCHANTS’ TOBACCO COMPANY,
'Jw(1
30 Broad Street, Boston.

tip

Oil! (t

Safety

75 Prs. Men's & Women

on

J? 134,372 75

TRY IT!!

m

*•!

*•

Blue, Farmington, Maine. Address,
4w6
A. II. ABBOTT, Principal.

100 00

2.000 00

Vessels of Maine.
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate.
Other Collaterals.
•Names alone.
Expense Account,.
Cash on deposit bearing interest at 2J per cent..
Freeman National Bank. Boston. Mass.
Cash on Hand.

Little

»-

he ;>ait! within TlllHTY HAYS.

KINDS.

<

Boston Marine Insurance Company, Boston. Mass...
On Insurance Polict/.
.Etna Life. Hartford. Conn.
On Vessels.

Total

must

At

ALBION DRAKE,

300 00

B. Thomas.

A 1.1.

Plaoo !

the

Forget

-•

OF

Fresh Tniiinrimls. put up in Fiti/itr. in.
per Uk, fresh J‘iel:leil I.lines. ,\eie Yuri:
Sliectl Ilrieil Apple. I'reserreit ! Ftinter.

1,930 00
4,425 00

First National. Bangor, Maine,.
On Corporation Stork.

R.

tind Bargains here not

0.355 00

City

Salem.

KINDS

\EE

Notice.

Total Corporation Stock of New England. 15,900 00
Loans on Pablo Funds

schr.

OF

Hewport

10,000 00
2,000 00
4,032 87

sure to

i V Owing to the change

Pepper-sauce. Ketchup, Horseradish,

12.159 27

Corporation Stork Owned.
Eastern Express Company, Best on, Mass. 2.000 00
International Telegraph Company, Portland, Maiue. 13.900(H)

BELFAST.

4,330 02

300 00
4,330 62

oo

astonishingly

H. H. JOHNSON Si CO.

DKSc KIl'TIoN.

10

Market and
Kst'ed rat. Cost to Hank.
* 8,800 00
* 8,800 00
* 8,800 00
5.150 00
1.737 15
2.785 50
3,150 00

62

Total Public Funds out of New England.

NEWS.

1 \ Ki:V

anc«-

Total Public Funds
Maine.
12,030
Cmintv of Jasper, 7s. 1897, 111.
3,000 00
3
7
10s. 1900, Ohio. 5,000 00
Citv of Cincinnati
St.
Paul.
7s.
ISOS.
Minn.
of
8,000 00
City

July 21st, Sarah A., wife ol (ieorge
Whitten, aged 61 years.

all 1\ iuds.

B1 U T 1 E S

of

mouths.
In Canaan,

loot Is of

Spires.

readily with Starch, hot or cold. Prevents
“blistering" and tin* iron stu'kin^r. Saves twen
ty ti ** percent of labor and starch.

R E SOURCES.

In Appleton, July •-'7th. Mr. Horatio N. Hilton,
aged 07 years, ; months and J days.
In Cambridge, Mass., July 2Mh, Elizabeth, wife of
Reuben (i. Smith, of Rockland, aged 72 years

..

Prices!

will he

Don’t

Linen Glace Starch Polish !

CHARLES F. (JORDON. '1’reusurer.

Paid,. Pnads Owned.
Par val.
United States Bonds I ts. 1891.* 8.000 00
Uitv of Bath Bonds, 0s. 1S91.
5,000 00
3,000 00
City of Portland Bonds. 0s. 1907
300 00
Town of Hampden Bonds, 0s. 1SS1.
Town of Searsport Orders, Os,. 4,330 02

,i.

l»«* found at any other jilaee in tin- ett\

Combin*--

*133,809

days.

/>,/•',. av

Fruits, Dried and Creen.

The

Deposits.

years, t months and 11 days.
In Kocklaml, July 27th, Elmer F.,son of Isaiah 1*
n months and 5 days.
Hall, aged 1U
In Rockland, July 27th, Charles F., son of Thoiuns
11. and Harriet Dilliunt, aged _* months.
In Kocklaml, July :toth, Annie I'liorndike, infant
daughter of Charles I.. and Emma F. SamK
In St. (ieorge, July 2‘.*th, Annie Bell, daughter of
James and Annie Collins, aged 8 mouths and 2U

<

Brilliant White

1877.

DEETON. President

Customers

CONFECTIONERY

Searsport Savings Bank—Searsport.
J \

..

<,

Full Line Choice

OF

July 95,

ll As

CPr.w.

600 00
5.200 00
2,500 00
4,200 00

Statement of the Standing and Condition of the

Date, Marne and Aye

,i.

IN

to

1.500 00

Ill

DIED.

Sri ling at

an*

Low

<.s.

itoPr“n<

8 3.624 41
Surplus above all liabilities,.
W.M. \V. HOLSTEK, State Hank Examine!.

Camden, July •*:>, Mr. John C. Curtis and Miss
Mary 1 Johnson, both of C.
I n Cushing, Aug. 1, Mr. Alonzo Watton, of Friendship and Miss Vesta M. Weaver, of Cushing.

IN

We

p-

.51
13

702.775

DKAI.KK

DKAI.KK

M

S-'

*730.882 30

*707,409

P1IIX I S.

Fancy Groceries,
Tn*.

200 00
2.479 70
1.032 00

63,122 22
6.213 27
9.307 25

TO M'L'l.S,

CHOICE PLUG JOBftCCO!

l.ooooo

Total Vessels of Alaine.

11. II I'Dson. .11: Pisi-ataqui-.
A. l.ii-.uy. Sagadahoc.
W. D. IIayuln. Somerset
L. II. Mi la n. Waldo.
W. ll.v I II \\\ w Washington.
F. S on i:. York.
PiLi sr.! i:v. Kennebec. Cliairman.

TA1SLI■: liAMASK.

V r 11. rs.

CIGAR MANUFACTURER
AND WlliM.l'NAU.

00

5.0(H) 00

2.479 70
1,032 00
4.500 00
600 00
5.200 00
2.500 00
1.200 00

•"

HI.ACK Al.PAI A.

SIIKKTIXGs,

F. B. SWIFT

A I.Si*

W. Parker. Belfast.

i.

Bl.At'K CASIIMI KK.

in si its.

s.500 do

City of Brooklyn. Belfast.
C W White."

Ship

HI.A ('K SILKS.

At Critchet & Francis.

00
00
00
00

5.0(H) 00
3.000(H)
500

OF

r ij.ixkx.

French Kid Newport Ties!

On I mis.
••

STUCK

ITliKK V K! h

l.ooooo
l.ooooo

34.700 00

Barque Caprcra. Stockton.
Dirigo.
Wiliard Aludgett.
Brig
Mariposa. Stockton,.

SON,

Ul'll

BELFAST.

LADIES'

61.3(H) 00

5(H) 00

St.,

&c.

200 (Hi

5,000 00
1.000(H)
3,000 00
5.700 00
20.000 00

Central School District. Belfast.
Total to Municipalities of Alaine.

.1,0, THOMPSON 4

25,000 00
10.000 00

1.000 00
1.0(H) 00

Town of Stockton.

Table Casters*

Upholstery Goods. &c.,

59.300 00

5,000 00
3,000 00

Boston Prices!

Lap-boards.

00

-1.400 00

24.100 00

at

Children's ('arriages,

12.000

ity of Belfast..

(

—

Cambric and Linen

Curtains and Fixtures, Tassc's,

Railroad Bonds out of New England.
To .)/'■. n'ljKl/itiKS.

to

i \

Whuh will !"• Si-Ul

Cnion Pacilic.

ported

SUITS

Brackets,

Railroad Stock out of New England...
On Bail road Bunds.

on

UF

LADIES’

Picture Frames. Pietur, Cord and Knobs,

1,450 00
15,000 00
16.450 00

Total 0:1 Railroad Bonds of New England.
Chicago. Iowa and Nebraska. Ill.
Chicago. Burlington and (Juincv. Ill.
central Pacific. 7s.’..
Iowa Falls and Sioux City. Iowa.
Total

LINK

FULL

Wooden Ware, Feathers

40000

15.000 00

Total on Railroad Bonds of Maine,..
Eastern. Alass.
Vermont Central, Vermont.

CITY HALL, PORTLAND,
Tuesday, August 14, 1877, at If A. M.,

Ware,

(Hass ITesme Jars,

J00 00

New England.
Oh Bail road Stud.

on

and Glass

1.000 00

1,450 00

Mass.
Eastern, Mass.
Cnion (horse) Mass.

held in

west to land owned by John Beals,'near a large
hemlock tree; thence easterly to land owned by
.John Gilmore; thence south twenty-two degrees
east by the Gilmore line ’till it strikes wall of R. C.
Gilkev; thence by his line to the county road; thence
by said road to the first mentioned bounds, containing sixty-live acres, more or less, with buildings,
privileges and appurtenances. Hereby excepting
and reserving a ten foot lane leading to Capt Libbeus Curtis’, being same land conveyed to said Gilmore by said Win. G. Nichols by warrantee deed
dated
15th, A. D. 187J, and recorded in said
Registry in Book 16.1, Page 141). And the said Win.
G. Nichols, thereufterwards, to wit, on the sixteenth
day of September, A. I). 1874, assigned, transferred
and set over to the said Searsport Savings Bank,
the said mortgage, the unpaid notes and claim thereby secured, and all his right, title and interest in
and to said mortgage, said assignment of said mortof Deeds, in
gage being recorded in Waldo
Book 167, Page 172. The conditions of said mortgage being broken, the said Searsport Savings Bank
doth
by reason of such breach, claim to
foreclose said mortgage.
SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.
By Chaki.es F. Gordon, Treasurer.
8w6
Searsport, Aug. 2, 1877

OF

Crockery. China

00

12.650 00

Cambridge (horse)

Total

*50

Corporations of

Total to

The Democrat.- of Maim- and all others who sym-

Tobacco

in Belfast.

seen

now

x?

3.500(h)
6.5(H) 00

00

o.5o0 »0
400 00
1,000 00
400 00

Total to Corporations of Maine.
Paeitie Guano Company. Boston. Mass.

pathize with them in their purposes ami objects
regardless of past political affiliations, are invited
to send delegate.- {,, a State Convention to be

Fine

c-

:o:

that
I

Corporation Stock of New England,.
r>> ('ui'/iui'cit<uits.
Belfast Alanufacturing Company, Belfast. Ale.
Alaine Central Railroad Company. Me.

Democratic State Convetion.

Family

-O

EIGHT THOUSAND SQUARE FEET Summer Dress Goods

\\

no

on

Belfast and Aloosehead Lake. (2d mort.).
European and North American.gold 6s.
Alaine Central.
Portland and Kennebec.

FOR

UF

ft,

Brooks.
The Democrats of Brooks are requested to meet
in mucus at tin* School House in Di-triet No. P,
*m Saturday.
Aug. II. at b D. .M.. to choose dele
gates t«» attend the State and ('ountv t'ouventioits.
Pi-:t: Oudku.

Abbott

DRESS GOODS

occupy the whole of Two Large
Buildings, or Six Floors, ha ving nearly

,,j s,

on

Total oil Railroad Stock of New England.
< Vdur
Rapids and Missouri River, Iowa.
Iowa Falls and Sioux City. Iowa,..
Iowa Kailroul Land Company. Iowa.

OF

not, cal!

FUK

Bank Stock of Maine.

Liincoluville.
The Democrats of Lineolnville are requested to
in Caucus at I’nion Hall, i/meolnviile Centre.
«»n
Tuesday tin* Nth day of August, at B o'clock
D. .M.. to choose delegates to attend the
County
Convention to be held at Belfast. August ISth.
b.
Is,
7.
IT.i:
Oi:iu;u
Tow
n Co\j.
Aug.

PORT

STUCK

2,250 00
800 00

soO 00

Sut'nu/s Haiti■ lluols.
Belfast Savings- Bank, Belfast. Me.
Boston Five Cent Savings Bank, Breton. Aluss.

meet

SHIP

Ever

In addition to
2.250 00

On

Total

whether

one.

or

1.362 25

Haul- St -1.
Belfast National. Belfast.
I’ieonie National, \\ aterville.
ft,.

Convention*

purchase

FURNITURE!

56,000 00

11.400 00
962 25
200 00
200 00

m

Street,

H.H.Johnson&Co

14.500 00

Mates Bonds.

on

to

SUMMER

LARCEST STORE!

We

14.500 00

I

Total

39 Main

and examine the

20.000 00

England.$67.000 00

O F

Furniture Wans!

A.Y/l

$49.350

nited States Coin Certificates.
City of Portland Bonds.
Town of Hampden.
Stockton Orders...

imca

E W

3XT

wishing

$25,200 00

Total Railroad Bonds out of New England.$56,000 00
Real Estate Owned,.
Lotu s on P ddir F», d•>.

Belfast.
The Democrats of Belfast are requested to meet
at the Court House, on
Saturday. Aug. 11. at 7
‘“•lock I*. M.. to choose delegates to attend the
State and ountv Convention-.
Belfast. A it _r 7. 1*77.
I*i:i; Dki»KK Com.

months and 17 da\

closing on sale

3.500 00
13.100 00
400 00
8.200 00

18,078 00
448 00
11,316 00

Cedar Rapids and Missouri River 7s. 1916. Iowa,... 26.000 00
Central Pacific 7s. gold. 1883. 10.000 00
Central Pacific 6s. gold. 1895. 5,000 00
15,000 00
Chicago. Iowa and ^Nebraska 7s. 1880. Ill.

Tin- Democrats of Waldo Count}' are hereby re
quested to meet in Convention by delegates at the
Court House in Belfast, on S.\ ituuay, An.i st i**,
at
lu o’clock, A. M., to nominate candidates lbr
county officers as follow.- I wo Senator-, Register
of Deeds County Attorney, County Treasurer and
County Commi'-ioner, also to transact urn other
business that may properly come before the ( om en
tion. The ha- is of representation will be as follows
l.ach town i- entitled to two delegates and one ad
ditional delegate for every twenty live votes gi\ eu
for the Democratic candidate for Governor in ls7tf,
a majority fraction will be accorded a
delegate. 1 he
County Committee will be in session at the Court
Hou-e two hours previous to the assembling of the
Convention, to receive the credentials of delegates.
I'l l: (lltiiKH tnc.vrv Com.

h e

Having completed the additions and improvements to their

Would like to have every

Belfa>t National. Belfast. 3.500 00
Casco National. Portland. 13.100 00
First National. Bangor.
400 00
First National. Portland. 8,200 00

NOTICES.

Obituary not ices,beyond t
must be paid for. J

GREAT

Ch'dim B>>oks.
$ 7.000 00 $ 7.000 00

11 ,d; Stork Owned.

Peoples National. Charleston. S. C.

County

5,698

$730,882 30

grade.

Democratic

Treasurer.

J. C. THOMPSON & SON.,

Reserved Fund.24.700 00

and Lambs
I ho-e from the west and Maine
were all owned b\ butcher' and taken direct to the
Abattoir to be slaughtered
there are but a few
Sheep or Lambs offered in the market for sale.
Swine— None in market.

SPECIAL

QUIMBY.

LIABILITIES.

—

common

Standing

July 24,
ASA

Wednesday, August 1.
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 2s59;
Sheep
and Lambs sl >; Swine ooOO; number Western
Cattle 1204; Eastern Cattle 770; Milch Cows and
Northern Cattle .-25.
Prices of Beef Cattle j»**r IX) lbs, live weight—Ex
Ira quality $7 25a7 75; first quality fo 75a? 12 1-2;
second quality $0 2 l-2a0 52; third quality $<> 12 l-2a
5 5o; poore.-t grade of course Oxen, Bulls, &e $2 75
a5 00.
Brighton Hides 7 l-2a*c per lh; Brighton 1 allow
•»o per lb.
Country Hides 7u7 l-2c per lb; Country
1 allow 5a5 l-2c p< r lb. Call .'kins llaloc per lb.
sheared Sheep Skins 25c; Lamb Skins 50c each.
Working Oxen There was a lair supply in inurket, many of them suitable for Beef. Not much call
tor W orking Oxen yet, a few pairs each week
being
all the market require*.
Store Catth—There was a good manv small Cattle in market from the North and Maine this week,
most ot them being grass-fed Steers and Cows and
in a fair condition.
I he trade for Store Cattle does
not usually amount to much until later in the *eason.
Milch CowExtra $55a95; ordinary $ 5.i5o.
Most of the Cows offered in market for sale are of a

instant/*/.

suffering from the effects of the
are debilitated, are advised by
physicians to take moderate amounts of whiskey
two or three times during the day.
In a little
while those who adopt this advice frequently
warm

Belfast

1.25 Chicken
75 Fowl
0 at s
5S G e e s e
Beans
$2.25a.3.0b Duck
50 Hay
Potatoes, New
$10.00al5.00
OOaOO Straw
Apples
$6.00a7.00
Dried Apple0a7 Washed Wool
10
Butter
20a22 Cuwashed
20
Cheese
Halo Hides
4a5
10 Cali Skins
10
Fggs
Round Hog
0 Lamb
50a75
Pork Backs
12 Hard Wood
f4.50a5.50
Lard
Halo Soft
f3.00a3.50
Beef
SalO Shorts per ct.
$1.40
Veal
0a7 Lime
95
•»
5a0 Butter Salt
Dry Cod
Pollock
2 l-2u2 1-2 Plaster
$1.00

All

gists.
A

Flour
Corn
Corn Meal
Rye Meal

Statement of the

MY SOI L:

She sighed, gave the boy the handkerchief, and sighed again.

of

uses.

ripening grain providentially escaped serious injury. The destitute families will
he temporarily provided for at the, poor

lias. O'Connell, ot Bel

were ex

for farm

Hay, Wis., Auj^. 7.
Sunday
tin- forest lires swept tile tliieklv settled
tanning township of Eaton.
Most of the
men were on the prairies
making hay
and their wives at home
unavailingly
fought thetlames. Only three houses remain in the entire town, the inmates
hardy escaping. Thirty families are in
a plowed
held, having lost everything.
Dead cattle lie about every where. The

l»

I’erham. and T. B. Simon ton of Camden. Tim
irises were speeehes, original
poems and
itisie. The following was the order of exercises:
Forenoon session, 10 A. .M. till noon.—Call to
•I'der by Waldo County Templar Cluis. Baker. Be!
i>t prayer by Bev. .1. A. Boss, Belfast ; introduc
>orv
by licorgc K. Brackett : music by choir and
audience: remarks (ten minutes each) by Bev. A.
N Jones, Jackson: music: remarks
by Philo Her
M esq., Belfast: music: remarks by Bev. C. At.
Bit odes, North port; music; poem (original)
by
>|ster A. K. Alarden. Palermo; remarks bv At. J.
Dow. esq.. Brooks; music; remarks by \Vm. U.
Poor. esq.. Belfast : music.
Afternoon session. 2 till 4 P. At. Prayer by Bev.
C N. Jones. Jackson; music; remarks
by T. B.
•siinonton. esq.. Camden: music ; remarks bv Sid
J"*y Perham, (*. W. Chief Tcmnlar : music—duett ;
Poem (original) by^Sistcr S. F. Meador, Belfast ;
remarks by Nelson Dingley, Jr.. Past (J. W. C.
•♦Mnplar: music benediction bv Bev. J. A. Boss.
Director of music, Horace P. Haseltine. Belfast:
organist. Miss Alice Bicknell. Belfast ; Alarshal and
nds. FredS. Walls, Irvin C'alderwood, A. K. Clark.
^ H.
Walker, Jeff. F. Wilson. <i. H. Bich.
•i

Dround

every thing. Feed in pasture lands is becoming dry and crispy, and water for cattle and do
luestie use is getting scarce
There is a promise

was

kl.md and Camden.
on

at

must

at Wesleyan Urove. on
well attended, over *J.."»(IU being pres
excursion steamers earn** from Bangor,

■

M.IhHT <»T

a

\ Usi'on!.

new

rains

Temperance Pieuie

<d.tv.

was

Lin< oi.\vii.i.K
'l ie* hay clop has all been cut
this locality, and there is one fourth if not one
third )e>.sthan la.-t year, as a general lliing... ’flit*
long continuance of dry weather has nearly cheek
cd the grow th of all held crops : and unless copious

fast.

1

premises. Mrstilings were theirs,

load deals.

o

«.>
i
|

You will have to Send
tin- a handkerchief.
Your bewitching cws >u
turned my head that 1 forgot to take one with me.
for which I shall kiss tin.* sweet face of uiy own a
thousand times when 1 come home. In two hours
and twenty minutes it will be PJ o'clock. and then
1 can come to my beautiful rose.
1 long to ily to
you. A thousand kisses. 1 send thee, my fairy
wife. Yours tenderly.
John.
Si

the above

be built i:i

«•

..

;>
»

■!
7

wen*

ded

Si.

I N NINOS.

i
.2
.2

the

was written, further search has
carpet taken from the cottage of Mr.
Strickland of Bangor. near the camp ground, and
clothing from Dr. Lombard’s.

Since

rev-

I
I
I
0
I

1
1
LarrahiM*. lb.
I
; IVllH<\ c.f.
Burns, r I.1

•)

•*:

B
•{

v,

< 'olliits,
j liurptM*. j>.

M

on

theiving. for the heavy articles from the Doctor's
cottage must have been taken away in a vessel. It
is thought that a nest of river pirates has been
stirred up.

I;

>.

I>oh»*rt

She went slowly to the drawer to get
the desired article, and while looking for
it she came across the following note,
dated tw o weeks after the wedding :

•Never better than now." is tin* report of all who
havi* Mopped this season at that excellent Hotel,
tin* American House, situated oil a wide street,
convenient to business and places of amusement,
litti-d and furnished with every modern improvement and kept in splendid style by an experienced
landlord, it would he difficult to find a better tvpe
of the American Hotel.
(Boston Commercial
Bulletin.

».

I

John.

work in tin-city, must have
been informed of *he proceedings, for he could not
be found.
ll<- doubtless had accomplices in the

Stevens, who

:i

«.»
;
1

u

It

■*

found

were

cut

I-AMI Ml.'
«•

too.

het'ii

1

They had been married about three
mouths. The boy from the store appeared with a note frmu her husband.
She
rluh hed the precious missive with an eager hand, trembling opened it, and read :
Pen: Win.: Si n,1 me a puckethandkerehief.

iu*ys.

Itoeklaml eanic up on
I
-er ami -!iare« 1 11..• late of their
Koekport
ul>
The iraiue lasted nvo ami a ijuarter hours,
fie following is the score

t<111IJ. v
A.K M>

< *n

out of

i..

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for t h e J<sU+ n a.
By C. II. Sargent, Nt 6 Mair Hrert

Kentucky

said she thought the
as
her husband said be bad traded oft’ some
lumber for them. When she found out the true
state of affairs sin- assisted the oftieer in bis search.

I*iiila\ the liireiosoi

<»ii

keeping with the
Monday the Doctor, accompanied
a

Stevens

ism \<;s

i
I
0

excellent style,

retired, lie reposed beneath the Doctor's bed cloth
ing. Some comfortables. t\c.. were found which
belonged To Deorge Wells. All these tilings and

ones

ii

Approaching Elections.

Within a year Mr. A. < ('ashman of Paris ha>
lost four valuable cows and ahorse that he refused
board. The tea ami codec were boiled in vessels SJOO for. < hi" of the cows was found, in two or
belonging to the man of medicine His pants were three hours after it was turned into the pasture,
stretched out on a smooth, level piece of ground,
there t-< be worn, and in tin* evening Stevens read j
with her hack broken : no other injuries could 1m*
from the Doctor’s book, entitled "Life and Death j discovered about the animal.
Three of tin* cows
and tin* lmrsc were poisoned.
Hebei Prison." without a thought that lie
m .i
ought t<* be m similar durance. At last, when he

I

•»;

furnished in

by siieritf Walls, went to tlm house ot Frank
Stevens and there found the majority of the miss
ing article*. His tine ehroinos hung from tlie walls,
while three times day his walnut extension table
was spread :md euv.ovd with his linen.
'flic Doe
to.--* plates, ups and saucers, silver forks, spoons
and dishes of all descriptions were placed upon the

0

•_*x

roundings.

sui

II

I
P
:{
J

was

completely sacked. ljuite recently it has been
brought to the ears of tin.* Doctor that a family in
the northwestern part of this city had household

ti

.'{

ers

was

'l-IITF.KS
.1
I
1

oll'u

cottage, which

score

Hakf. '.’I)

••

•:-iirii

On

Flippers
Rock|»ort
were easily defeated in a

and

|;.

season,

Belfast.
ot

by the follow my:

«».

the most

of the

favoi o|

in

\sl I .\l K>.

I-.

m i,
'•

I

hours

•!«• :<!>..
-ui'iri-. 11>
ri
'■

contested

was

iie.-ii tin

i,ist

.t.iiiM,
•>

Stockton nine

with ill*-

i and

Kcv

in

years, and in Ibat time lutv»
oM-rliflv niatehed Rallies, in that number
been defeated blit three lin es.
The re
about

‘astle. H. V

will be remembered, by the readers of the

It

make
home,

They
play ball, and seldom h ave
mw
and then play a friendly game lor pus
i' their name
implies. Timy have be. n or
do not

<

Journal, that the cottages of Dr. A. S. Davis, at
Turtle Head. Islesboro. and Deo.
Wells, on the
shore of our bay. were broken into last winter and
robbed of the most of their contents. Dr. Davis-

and !

pia; er

w

w.

and visiting patriarchs expressed
themselves pleased with their stay in Belfast.
Draii'l

.ok sharp after
Pi.-d ( ottrell as short stop. Phincas
\\ iriea and Peter Ko\ le as tichlefS

i-e■

in-

aid

-id.

i.•

t

i.|

Wadha
h

II.

l.e-t hall players in the slate.
P < lia.se as catcher and
p.ti tic,..al ly adapted to those positions.
r>\
.^11.
<oibun and Llewellyn

soi;

is

10.

Paslime Ball club of this
th.m a passing notice, tor it

Tim

vi

1*.

<ioodcnoiurh >. W. I!. D Dyer. K. S. : Finer
son Bobbin-. F. >.
F. H. lialley. Tivas. C. W.
Haney. 1 W. The new encampment starts out
with twenty charter members, and will take a
high rank aimuur the bodies in the state. The

more

•'

Mathews' staliioii Young Buchanan.
Burkett's stallion Red .laeket. and II. L
mid's aiehliim Hopeful were entered.
The
soon in three straight
heats by Young

W

Mender.

.1

Mr.

he

-ha

H.O. pil'-a li ^ieldiniT.
Pa!:ay and I> L. Pitcher's
tlm contestants. Fannie

|l> e!,i

M- L
Lai

!••■;

! irm

t.m

.1'

A.

Annabie."

end

i*y<• in search of

oi;e

leaeiier

a

O*

I

a.

13;i

n;,s

tooih iron'•.

1'uriiei

••■•It

t

!m

pa\cr'. employs

n\

-•

ami notify (i. W

ltiu-

'ml

The

Wells' horse ran away on Monday, and
on the home stretch with but three wheels

held her State election yesto the wagon.
terday. A governor and other State ofMathews Bros, are putting an extra boiler in ficers and a
legislature were elected. The
their sash and blind factory. Their business has main interest centered in the election of
increased beyond the capacity of one hoi lor.
legislators, who will chose a successor to
The tax collector is now required to make a Senator McC'reery, whose term expires
l'7!T
The only news we have received
monthly statement to the city government, of all
concerning the result is a dispatch from
taxes and interest collected during the month.
Lexington, saying that the vote in that
The sell. T. il Livingston is on Dyer's railway,
place shows a Democratic gain of 17(1(1
whore she will he metal sheathed. The sell. Charley over l.~7.->.
Next follows Vermont, where
B : ki i.- also in the dock undergoing slight repairs.
the people will vote for State officers on
The Masonic block has made a vigorous start the 4th of September. On the l()th of the
same month .Maine will elect State officers
the past we.-k. and the bricks arc being rapidly
September 5 Califorlaid. The timber is being prepared in the rear of and a Legislature.
nia will elect a Governor and Legislature.
< 'astle's
foundry.
The present Governor, Irwin, Democrat,
The odd Fellow- an* determined to keep alive
was elected by a majority of 435 over
the almost unpronounceable name of our river—
both the Republican and independent
Passagassawakoag,—having christened their new parties. The Legislature to be elected
en< ampment with that name.
will select a successor to Senator Sargent,
The records of Pho-nix Lodge of Mason-, in the
whose term expires in 1S7P.
< >n the second
past lour years, have gone through two conflagraTuesday in i ictober elections occur in Ohio and Iowa. In both
tion.-. while in the keeping of tin* present seen*
States Governors and Legislatures are to
tary. and have been saved unimpaired.
be chosen.
The Legislature selected in
It w i- a lady. Mrs Antionettc Crosby, who dis
the former will also select Stanley Matcovered and gave the alarm of lire on Tuesday.
thews’ successor in the Cnited States SenShe ran all the way to the sash and blind factory
ate, although Matthews' term, like that
and called to the engineer to sound the alarm.
of Sargent, does not expire until 1S7!>.
1 :,<• reservoir at Mathews Bn>.-. sash arid blind
The Oovernors whose terms expire at
factory that has never failed to supply them with the close ot the present year, and whose
water -inn* the factorv was built, has given out in
successors must
therefore, in- elected,
this time of drouth. It furnishes but half the are as follows: Iowa. S. ,1. Kirkwood:
quantity used the balance being hauled from Maine, Sclden Connor: Massachusetts.
<ioose Kr er.
They are strong advocates of a wa- Alexander II. Rice: Minnesota. .L S. I’illster supply
Lury : Mississippi, ./. M. Slum-: Nevada,
/.. U. Jlruillc/i; Ohio, T. M. Young: 'TennOwing to a call by <J«>v Conner, on hi- start' of
essee, ■!. 1). I’nrur; Texas, liii'hnnl f7r/,c,li« t-. t.. attend with him the Centennial ( Vidua
Horace Fairbanks: Virginia, •/.
tioli ofila* Battle ot Ueuliingtnli. at Bellhillgtol* Vermont,
1.. Kimpm Wisconsin, H. Ludington.
\’t .Indue IL-rsey will adjourn the \ugust session
'The Democrats are printed in ihilirs.
:
Pro >au* Court Tuesday afternoon at B o’clock
making seven Republicans and live 1 )cm
P M
Persons desiring to do business will attend
oerats.
to it on that day.
Tile result of the coming elections w ill
Attention is called to the following new adver
probable be the choice of il Democrats
tisements
Sehr Kio lor sale at a bargain, by and (i Republicans in these States, a DemThumbs A u.-honie. House for sale on Waldo ocratic gain of I.
The Democrats will
,1 A
avenue, by Mrs
Russ. Pauper notice by probably cam Ohio and Wisconsin in addition to what they now hold, while the
town oj Stoekton.—The attention of farmers is
chances are that liiey will lose Nevada.
called :>• tli-* Litivka churii for .-ah* by Simpson A
.Merrill S.*arsport. The churn is highly recoin
[Rangor Commercial, Aug. 7.

'ratal boy is wanted at this office—one that
homo in tin* city.
u

in

ame

CRITCHETT &IFRANCIS.

High St.,

Freedom Academy.
Tl outlay. Aug:*
Fall Term will
£?th. and continue eleven weeks.
THE
commence

Mr. M. H. Ferguson,

Principal.

English,
$:;.f»o
4.00
Higher
fi.oo
Languages,
Book keeping, Extra.
No scholars taken for less than half of a term.
Terms—Common

Particular attention given to those
themselves for teaching.

desiring

to tit

Board anti rooms for self-boarders furnished ut
reasonable rates. For circulars, or other particulars,
address WM. S. FTLLKIt, Secretary, Freedom, Me.
4wf»
Freedom, Aug. 1, 1877.

Thou

Art

KV

Ijivmg Yet?

JAMES

G.

The

CLARK.

Is there no grand, immortal
sphere
Beyond this realm of broken ties.
To till the wants that mock us here,
And drive the tears from weeping eyes:
W hen winter melts in endless
spring.
And Juue stands near with deathless flowers.
\N here we
may hear the dear ones sing
Who loved us in this world of ours !
I ask. and lo! my cheeks are wet
With tears for one 1 cannot sec ;
Oh mother, art thou living yet,
And dost thou still remember me !

feel thy kisses o'er me thrill.
Thou unseen angel of my life :
I hear thv hymns around me trill.
An undertone to care and strife.
Tin tender eyes upon me shine,
As from a being gloritied.
Till 1 am thine and thou art mine.
And I forget that thou hast died:
l almost lose each vain
regret.
In visions of a life to be :
But. mother, art thou living
yet.
And doest thou still remember me !
1

The springtimes bloom, the summers fade.
’I he winters blow
along my way :
But over every light or shade
lives
Thy memory
by night and day :
It soothes to
sleep my wildest pain.
Like some sweet song that cannot die.
And. like the murmur of the main.
C>rows deeper when the storm is nigh.
1 know the brightest stars that set
Return to bless the yearning sea :
But. mother, art thou living yet.
And dost thou still remember me

Superannuated O. G.
Jpbn Sweet was a London thief of dis: credit and renown, a shoemaker also.
[From the Detroit Free Press.]
“I have bean called a superannuated old London getting too hot for him he went
to Paris with his wife, a pretty and modgoose," remarked a woman about fifty
who got a place as
A. P. Mansfield &
years of age, as she entered the central est-appearing woman,
femme de ehamhre in the family of a
station yesterday.
succeeding in renting their store to advanlirst
and
the
opportuniShe sat down and looked at the captain I wealthy banker,
tage, will continue to occupy it themselves.
-C:° othat
have
in
her
i ty
husband
They
disposed of all their old stock, and have
presented itself, let
for half a minute, and then continued:
for
a nice
just
CASH,
purchased
“I have been called an ignorant old and two pals, who robbed the rooms and
would give notice that I have leased the SA LOON
in BILUCK’S BLOCK, and having relitted it
dodo, a centennial parchment, a relieous made a great haul of money and valuaof
thoroughly, in an attractive manner, shall keep contild living pyramid, and several other bles. Sweet and his wife escaped to
on hand
stantly
the same being bought exceedingly
hard names, and I want a certain woman Scotland, he swallowing the diamonds
that
had
fallen
to
his
share
in
of
pills
arrested right oil'."
L O W!
■•It was a woman, eh?" queried the bread so as to get them past the custom And they are now prepared to offer to
any one wishofficials. Thence they set out for Philaing anything in their line consisting of
captain.
••It was a woman, sir, and when i shut delphia, but ou the passage over Mrs.
Sweet couldn’t help showing her brilliants GTIOCEIUES, ELOVH, ('ROCKERY
BERRIES
my eyes her image comes before me as
AND WOODEN WADE,
to dazzle some of her companions; a deOf all kinds in their season
plain as a photograph. You can find her tective
Such
wind
cannot
be
of
it
and
the
as
elsewhere.
bargains
got
diamonds,
got
on the market.”
OYSTERS
We
intend
to
sell
at
LESS
than
ONE
i
HALE
at
were
seized
and
goods
$ PI,000,
“You had a fuss, did you ?" he asked. apprised
tin* usual proiit asked.
Served to < )rder in all Styles.
"We had a dispute,” she replied, as she Sweet was.sent up to Trenton for two years,
Ieo Creams, Cake, Lemonade, Pop
CALL
SEE.
unrolled a white handkerchief and held lie got out in due course and sot up in
the counterfeit-currency business. lieand Spruce Beers.
up a banana. “She had some of these
bandanas for sale and when 1 asked her suit a four-years’ sentence, which he is
Also, THE BEST LINE UE
Foot of Main Street.
how she sold bandanas, she laughed in a now serving out. His wife, who has
tlo2
Belfast, June 28, 1877.
to him faithfully, has taken her
mean way, and said she hadn't a bandana clung
child and gone to the alms-house, where
on her stand.
There they was light before my eyes, and yet she said she hadn't she proposes to await his release.
to he found in the city.

Co.,

Fresh Lot

are on

The In

amp

rowings.
of

joy

sorrows are our

are

spurs.

made hotter by reflection.

1’he blast that blows loudest is

soon

overblown.

Fortune is the rod of the weak and the staff of
t he brave.
Outward judgment often fails, inward justice
never.

Everything,

even

without judgment.

piety,

is

dangerous

in a man

who can Conceal his joys is greater than lie
who can conceal his griefs.
IF-

Death is
to

a

entertain

friend of our. and lie
him is not at home.

that is not ready

How would you be if lie. which is the top of
judgment, should judge you as you are
.\o company is far preferable to ba«. because
much more apt to catch the vices/.»f others,
diseases are far more contagious than health.

we are
as

debts are like small shot, they are rattling
on every side and ean
scarcely be escaped with
out a wound : great debts are like camion, of loud
noise and little danger.
filial!

There is nothing more to be esteemed than a
manly tinnness and decision of character. I like

person who knows Ins own mind and sticks to
it
who sees at once what is to be (lout* in
given
circumstances and does it.
a

There is a sacredness in tears. They are not
the marks of weakness but of power. Tlicv are
messages of overwhelming grief, of deep contri
tion. of unspeakable love.
Despise no woman’s
tears they are what make her an angel.
Scoff
id if the stern heart of manhood is sometimes
melted into tears of affection. They are painful
tokens, but still most holy.
There is pleasure
in tears—awful pleasure.
There is a third silent party to all our bargains,
the nature and soul of things takes oil itself the
guarantee of the fulfilment of every contract, so
that the honest service cannot come to loss.
If
you serve an ungrateful master, serve him the
more.
Fut (iod in your debt.
Every stroke shall
be repaid.
The longer the payments are witliholden. tin* better for you. for compound interest
on compound interest is the rate and
usage of this
exchequer. [ Emerson.
exhaust.less catalogue of heaven’s mercies
mankind, the power we have of finding some
germs of comfort in the hardest trials must ever
occupy the top-most place : not only because it
supports and upholds us when we most require to
be sustained, but because in this source of conso
lotion there is something, we have reason to believe. of the Divine Spirit; something which, even
in our fallen nature, we possess m common with
the angels: which had its being in the old time
when they trod the earth, and hunger on it
yet, in
In the

to

pity.

[Dickens.

F" ii"t

alabaster boxes of your love
and tenderness sealed up until your friends are
dea«l. Fill their lives with sweetness. Speak approving. cheering words while their cars can hear
them and while their hearts can be thrilled
by
them
The things you mean to say when they
are gone,
before
The
flowers
say
they go.
you
mean to send for their coffins, send to
brighten
ami sweeten their homes before
they leave* them.
It my friends have alabaster boxes laid awav, full
o! perfumes ot sympathy and affection, which
they
inn ml to break over uiy dead
body. I would rather
they would bring them out in my wean hours.
id open them, that 1 may be refreshed and cheer
ed by them while 1 need them. I would rather
have a hare eotlin without a (lower, and a funeral
without an eulogy, than a life without the sweetness of love and
sympathy. Let us learn to anoint
our friends before hand for their burial.
Post
mortem kindnesses do not cheer the burdened
spirit. Flowers on the eotlin east no fragrance
backward over the weary days.
Thousands of good people never half enjoy even
enjoyable hone's, because they are always looking
ahead, and imver learn the beauty and* the value

keep

the

of to day. They
ment by and
it conies.

go

by*

through

life

expecting enjoy-

but without the art to take it as
They learn too late that they passed
happiness on the road without recognizing her.
others are never satisfied with anything that hapTheir friend’s houses, posses
pens to he theirs.
si oils and privileges are much better than their
own. and an article once obtained loses
lifty per
cent of its value. Oftlic two habits, that of think
ing of your own children, home, pictures, books,
horses, dogs and cats—everything—the best, simp
ly because they are yours, is better for your own
peace of mind and your neighbors* comfort, than
the opposite habit of depreciating
everything for j
tne same reason.
Vour self satisfied fellow may
be somet hing of a prig, but he is a much pleasant i
er man to have around than the self dissatisfied
j
ne
and he lias, besides, a good deal better time.
Self

Complacency.

Never in to rob any one of his good
opinion of himself. It is the most erne!
thing you can do. Moreover, it is by no
means doing as you would be done by
('rush a woman’s self esteem, and you
mak
her cross-grained and snappish.
l*o the same to a man, and you only make
him morose. You may mean to create a
sweet, humble creature, but you’ll never
do it. The people who think best of
themselves are apt to be best. Women
grow pretty in believing they are so, and
line <)ualitie often crop out after one lias
been told one has them. It only gratifies
a momentary spite to force your own unfavorable opinion of him deep into another’s mind. It never, never did any good.
All! if this world, full of ugly people and
awkward people, of silly people, and vain
people, knew their own deficiencies, what
a sitting in sack cloth and ashes we
should have. The greatest of all things
that a man can possess is a satisfactory
identity. If that which be calls J, pleases
him, it is well with him : otherwise, lie is
utterly wretched. Let your fellow-beings
alone; hold no truthful mirrors before
their eyes, unless with a pure intention to
uproot sin. So may a mirror without a
Haw never be prepared for you. In those
things whicli we cannot help, may we
ever be blind to our own short-comings.
We are neither ugly nor awkward, nor
uninteresting, to ourselves, if we do not
know it.

Goods,

[

Belfast,

T

Fruits, Foreign & Domestic,
Nuts, Raisins and

FOli

For

Restoring Gray

Advancing

dwelling house and 1-8 acre of land
Bay View Street. The house is three
old, two stories high, and finished
throughout, is suitable for two small
families. The locution, commanding a
view of the harbor and bay cannot be surpassed in
the city. In the summer season jits close proximity

REMOVAL!

any."
AVest Hill man named Kodolpli
Khanew was arrested last night for slapping his wife. We suppose he thought
a man had a right to paddle his own
Khanew.
[Ilawkeye.
A

A

Wife’s

The man who goes about selling mone\
and jewelry lias fooled the people of
Skowhegan. First along, he gave away
money, until the thing got exciting, hut
11 nail\ he offered for sale watch chains,
etc., ‘-made from material recently discovered at the Jilaek Hills." He offered
the chains at $2 and sf> each, and asked
who in the crowd had moral courage to
give him sf> for one of the chains. Moral
courage stock was high in the market
just then. Five dollar greenbacks were
seen waving in a
multitude of hands
toward tin* seller’s carriage in exchange
for glittering chains handed the joyful
purchasers who were expecting to receive
back their I-ires, hut •‘nary-’ a Five came
hack. The sale closed, and the Friends,
Grangers, and other citizens stood gasping while the parting benediction was
pronounced by the man of “sharp practice,’’ as follows: “I have sold you chains
and got money, which I can give to the
dogs, donate to the poor, cast into the
street or keep.
The latter 1 shall do
(placing a roll of bills in his vest pocket./
-May God bless you and we meet in
Heaven
Good night.” lie struck his
horse a sharp clip the fellow was gone,
and the fools stood around with their
mouths open. [Augusta Journal.
No other profession presents such opportunities for distinction and usefulness
and honor as that of the journalist.
Its

wide as the world and as
grand as a man’s sublimcst conceptions.
Some there are who will linger in the
valleys, but others will reach the topmost
mountain peaks, where the storm rages
most, but where also the sun sheds its
earliest morning rays and lingers longest
ere it sinks to its nightly rest.
The ascent is steep and rugged, and full of
thorns; but it is a great thing to stand
at last upon the summit.
Let us strive
to reach the height, and so striving we
shall make the most of earth, do the best
for mankind, and departing lienee, leav e
behind us examples of work faithfully done
—clean impressions that posterity may
read to their profit, with feelings of genuine respect for our memory.
[John M.
Francis’ Address to the New York Editors.
as

1 HAVE

REMOVED MY STOCK OK

Stoves

it lid

Tin

Shop

To No. 9 High Street,
Tin* Store lately occupied by George F. White, where
I will be pleased to welcome my old customers.

specialty of

a

Cigars, Tobacco & Smokers Artcles
A full line of each constantly on hand.
Remembering the dull times, I shall endeavor to
make my prices such, that all
may b<* able to pur-

JOB-

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA
GINGER.

Promptly
I

hand.

-W O B K
faithfully

and

sole

am

on

WARE

attended

to.

Agent for the

Belfast,

Come and look at my
my store.

new

location, and examine

This elegant preparation is
prepared from the
.Jamaica tiinger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French brandy, and is vastly suuerior to every other Extract or Essence of
(Jiiiger
before the public—all of which are
prepared with
alcohol bv the old process.

l .’tf

Great

CHOLERA MORBUS.
damps, ams, Diarrhoea, and Dysentery are instant]y relii'veil Iiv it. It will render an attack of Cholera
Morbus impossible, if taken when the
symptoms of
this dangerous complaint tirst manifest themselves.

(Wner

LARGEST

A. B. MATHEWSXEWL1'

STORE,

DYSPEPSIA,
want of Tone and

Granite

70

activity in the .stomach and Bowels, Oppression
al'tei Eating, are sure to be relieved by a single dose
taken alter each meal. A great want exists for a

BELFAST,

I free from serious objections, yet palatable, even inviting to the sensitive palate,'which will create no
morbid appetite for itself, and operate as an assistant to digestion, as well as perform the functions of
a stimulant.
Such we confidently believe is to be

Block,
MAINE.

•IIUI'

1

SANFORD'S JAMAICA

GINGER,

milE UNDERSIGNED having formed a co-partX. nership in business under the name and >i\ le

elegant combination of the True Jamaica (linger

with tin- Choicest Aromatics.

It is

beyond

all

com-

parison the most healthy, invigorating tonic and
stimulant before tin* public. It is earnestlv recommended to the weak and nervous, to those’recovering from debilitating diseases, and to the aged, to
whom it imparts warmth and vigor.

Hazeltine & Go..
And leased the store on Main street, formerly occupied hv .1 L. W adlin, are now prepared to oiler
:i well selected stock of

Boots

Shoes

&

To No. 3 Phenix Row.

THE

MILLION.

AN

MOODTS

ELECTRIC BATTERY

DRUG STORE!

FOR 25 CENTS.

All

tit;

Belfast, Me.
to

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER
Cures Pains and Aches.
It
It
It
It
It
It
it
it
It
It
It
It
It
It
li
It
It
It

Pure

equalizes the Circulation.
subdues Inflammatory Action.
cures ruptures and Strains.

Drugs

and Chemicals !

Genuine Patent Medicines

pain and Soreness.
Kidney Complaint.
strengthens the Muscles,

removes
cures

Ot all kinds.

Rheumatism and Neuralgia,
relaxes Stiffened Cords.
cures Nervous Shocks.
is invaluable in Paralysis.
cures Jnllammation of the Liver.
removes Nervous Pains.
cures Spinal Weakness.
is Grateful and Soothing,
cures
and Fits.
is safe, Reliable, and Economical.
is prescribed by Physicians.
is endorsed bv electricians.
cures

A

large

Stock and

great variety of

TRUSSES

I

The best and most durable

Shoulder Braces

DOZ. Ladies Silk
cents each.

Fancy

Hair Oils,

Eiifl/al,

Pomades,
Tooth Brushes,
Face Powder,

At

fact kept in a lirst-class Drugstore
can be found at

JUST RECEIVED

JACKSON’S BEST
LINE OF

A FULL

SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO!
awarded the

Warranted Strictly Pure and to give entire satisfaction.

DK. 11. MOODY’S
the market.

strip trade mark with words Jackson’s Best
wholesale by Boston and Portland .JobSend for sample to C. A. Jackson & (Jo.,
.Manufacturers, Petersburg, Ya.

our blue
on it.
Sold

Vegetable Bitters

A full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s
and Family Receipts carefully com-

Prescription

WATER-WHEEL

pounded.

In declared tlie 'NTATDARII Ti ll.
BIME J by over O.iO persons who use it.
Price* reduced.
New pamphlet, free, N. F. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

B. PR.
ly28

MOODY,

Corner of Main and

Of

High Sts.

Kxtru Fine Tli\e«l ( anU, with name,
Jmitj 1.0 cts., post-paid. L. JONES & CO., Nassau,
New York.

Very Superior Quality,

JUST

RECEIVED.

Estey & Co., Mason & Hamlin,
N ew England, Geo. Woods & Co.

/’/’/. US. IIOS'I'OA IIA K i'll i I! HAAS.

PRICES LOW!
Fresh

TA MAKIMDS pul up in
Sur/ur h;/

of the above

exchange

IfcjjrEvory instrument

is

fully

F.

new.

warranted for live

years.

Also, Special Agent for the
White, Singer and Domestic

B.

pecially constipation),

rheumatism, gout, gravel,

nausea, the complaint* peculiar to the maternal sex,
and all types of inflammation. So mild is it in its
operation that it can be given with perfect safety to
tie* feeblest child; and so agreeable is it. to the taste,
so
refreshing to the palate, that children never re.

fuse to take it.

For sale

by all druggists.

ROOFING

SLATE;

A. UIIJII II A CO., Matt! Whanea,
•WO Commercial »t., Bouton. Sole Agents
for Merrill’s Celebrated Brownville Unlading Slate.
Strongest, and best made; less repairs than others*
received the highest Centennial award, a medal and
diploma. Sold by the square or cargo at Bangor or
Boston. Also all other kinds of slate and roofing
materials. Address A. W. & Co., Boston, or II. A.
Mkkkm.l, Bangor, Mi-.

FRECKLES!
HKItMIT’M WASH, the greatest infallible
liveable Freckle Tun mill I’imple Cure; mailed securely sealed for Ml ct». by J. It. IIKISJ.KV & CO.,
Salem, N. .1.

j

Call on or
lOwfil

Wanted,
address,
M. A.

a

few reliable

1ST otice.

ALU
or

hereby forbidden from landing
entering upon Sears’ Island, without license.
W. T. COCHIlAN, For Proprietors.
are

Searsport, July 11, 1877.—2w5

his Spring Stock of

hats,

caps

A A D—

FurnishingGoods
VESTS] Prices
that Can’t be
Which he others for Sale at

as

at

of YF.STS,
I wish to

speedily us possible.

»OOII YllYI-nthKItS can obtain work
good prices at my store.
OF.O. A. QU1M1JY.
Oltf
Belfast, Juneau, 1877.

Do Not

Buy

Your

Boots & Shoes
Until you have; Called

CRITCHETT &

on

FRANCIS,

Tor they are Selling the Best
Goods ever offered, and at

Lowest

Prices!

Those wishing to purchase poods of
this kind will lind it for their advantage
to call and examine his Stock before

I

am

Main St.

myself, at No- 54
Don’t you forget it.

C. W. HANEY
llclfast, April SJ5, IS77.

Castiiio, Erooksville
NEW

I

also

tun

RETURNING.
I

l ella

Sanfiiial Whart, for llr -ak-v ill.
I*. .M. Wedm -da
Kiidav and >.i;
at * a.-tuie and l-leshon
.-teamer \\ ill make a round trip, h
A
M.. retu!'iiinu the -a me da\.
I‘a
e. iim et
i..’ei
\\ it h lio-ton I’.oal- going W
Monday and Il;li 1 a
yi ng I a-t W'dii. >d;i\, I
da
and Saturda
>t<mu r lea.e- Sanford Wharf W* dm -dav, i
di\ and and Sati.nla at
A. M
ina
iu.
\
M oi
11 e
r1
a I
I I'. i:
cu- I .\ee
u
Jl .1
W Al. is. S\V \ N \ .-nr
ea\*

Monday

at

:
A

r.

•"

da» at o
!• relay s the
ai; I’-elt'a-t at

**•

.,

Mtouching

>

••

a

Maine Central Railroad.
Summer

Machinery.

At the .11»1 i:\ AL OFF It!

Price of Fine

A rrangomont.

I after Aim. dav,.!
I, trains u ill run a> ft
>t •
-a.in., lirook-.' to, I hormlik
'•.on, l 'nit v, v In, a ri\ ing at I’.urn It am at
a m
la
e I lelfa-t at
1 'hormlikp. in., E.rook-, 4 <
4.I.. I nit
.no, arming at llurilhaiu at ;*» .io i> m
l.’eturning l-ave I’.urnluilu at •v.'.a
in, I n.'
'•
I hormlike, o
lirooks, 10. El, arriv ing at I’.fa-t at 10 .... a.m.
I.eaVe I’.illllham at
El 1>.IU., 1 11 i t \.
lit.!
T. Ilniok-, if .n'., arriving at II. Ma t
dike,
1 ue-e I'raiu-Coniiect at I'.uririiam w.t ii Port.at.
lit -ton and liangoi I'raiu
Belfast, dune 11, 1-. ;.
«.

........

«_i kN

*

gmaoimeanQS

..

Lighthiil,

Spectacle

or

j

BUSINESS

DiRIGO

..

Cyc-ulass $2.50

in it- 'ii y t
ft line, e to m w and more conmiodio
accommodation-. P,. >t r'«.om in t In state. All h
I It g
Il Eraiie]|.■- t a ;.
m c »nin-c| e mi with
a:
im
com -e.
Send foi circular containing full pa: ticulai
Ad'lr.-s
|». \|. \\ A Ilf. Principal.
• tw.’i
Augusta, Al*
o

1

a

NERVOUS

DEBILITY.

Fare $4. New York & Return $7.

arriving in New Y..rk at 7 A. M.
I l l- i- t!i. .»111
line aHbn.ing a deligdittul -ail ttirongli Ti.irr.tK’iiiiMdt liar b\ davbght.
rami ■* rom e na <t e Concert cr err erei>.
«
King hv
Iteeve*'* Celebrated
4 merit-iin ILoiil of l*ror iilence.
Freight train** leave at 2 HI i». it.
^ <»
intermediate
landing*) hem ecu
Providence and \e« York.
Freight trains leave at 2..;o P. M.
l ickets and State Rooms can be se.air. I at < oin
panC office, gif Washington, corner .stale -ue. t,
and at l.oston \ Providence Rnilr ad stahoii.
•). W
R I(’H A RDS( »N Agnit, It.>-t<.ii.
A. A. FoL.sOM, Suji't. it. \ l*. li t;.

the Field !

Arnold Harris,
many thanks for past favors, begs leave
bis friends ami the public generally
Williinform
that he has returned and
the store
to

re-opened

No. 78 Main Street,
With

an

Customers,
Hoarders,
Agents,
Orders,

Mens’ and Boy’s Clothing,

HATS,
-A N

D

CAPS,

Servanis

Aught

Lawyer

or

lo announce.
llom-es or Am
Butchers or Baker

FurnishingGoods

Cooks,
Books;
To 11 ire

line and

Ollices,
Basement,
First Floor,

elegant line of choice patterns, ami

weli-Known

makes of

Casement.
To Purchase

CARPETINGS !

Bloodhound or .'spit/,
Free from Fits.
To Hire a Hall,
A l ender of Bars,
A Driver of Cars,
An Flegaiit Carriage,
An opule.it Marriage,
Play, Concert or Ball,

Skates,
Plates;

I have bought my goods for CASH at a very l.o\V
figure, and will be enabled to give my customers
better bargains than heretofore.
A saving of from TKN to FIFTKKN per cent can
be made by buying your good at the NKW M’OKK.
I promise nothing iu this paper, but what I call
fultiil at my store at

•irtt

SOLU BLE
PACIFIC GUANO.
A No. 1

IT

IS

PROMPT, ACTIVE, & RELIABLE
Tkn years’successful use has shown it to be
OF THE VERY HIGHEST QUALITY.
PRICE

MODERATE.

We claim for it the Greatest Benefit to the Confrom the smallest outlay.

sumer

TIES HAZELTINE 6c CO.,
Wadi in

April 10, 1877.

Block, Main Street.
Tit f

Pet

a

Monkey or Bear,

of

Belfast, Me.

A Cure
A handy
\ Muslin

Horse,
Mare,

OIL CLOTHS & STRAW MATTINGS.

No. 78-Main St..

\ ote-,
Dre.-s, Skirt

To sell to gay
I >iamonds,

creatures

Pearls,
Kings,
Curls,

wash for tlnir leal iin
To huv any odd tiling
sell any odd thin::,
Cats,
Hat-,
(>r

S

Or

Kespleinlciit

Ya!i-e,

Cln-uu-e,

Cheese,
lea-,
Bees,
Peas;

PL. PI. ifcCIDDY,
No. 78State St.,opposite

p

>

at-.

prone
To make known
'» our Store,

Hostelry,
Dry Hood-,
l pliol-.er;

Picnic-,

Lxciir-bons.
Knick-Knack-.
Diver-ions,
( lollies reads made
I uei a
"i i rad.CoaD, Coke and W ood,
Picture
Lecture-,
AII kind- id Food
W ork- on I
ln*o|ogy,
Magic. \-lr«»!og\.
W caltli «.r Felicii \,
Worldwide Publicity,

Dr.

Shirts

or

Collar-,

Almighty Dollar-.

< 'locks,

ash to be Lent.
Cash to he Spent,

Mouses to Kent,
Store, tenement,
(

Locks,
Socks,
Portmanteau

Pig, Sheep

Scent,

Box,

or

or

o.\,

Beau,

l ent,
Koman Cement,
d>
lb ad the advice
Far beyond price
Written below
(

trice
lake the advice
Written below--

I'l.MiiM VI.'.

regard Mr. I .dcy a-"U* <u :In- ni“.>f <t/i<t/‘/> ,m
,s;n,\; <s/ui
practitioner- wiili whom l have had oil:
cud int' icour-e.
CllA>. MASON,
employ :i person more tru-i
capahleoi m-cui ing for them an eai

cannot

or more

and favorable
m-iderat ion at tin Caleut * Mho
I'd >M I \ I > HI' KIv F, late Com. <>t Catenc
B« »> i« *n, <tetoher l'.». Is?"
C. II. I.DIM, I
I »• ar Sir
yen procured
>im->- th* u vou Inn
me. in 1>|0, my lir-i patent.
acted lor and adv ised in* in hundred- :
s, an
mil* emmons
procured many p.i on! n
imvc >cca s ion ally employ ed tin
•: agencies in N<
York, Chii.uh iplit and W a i.i n^ toil. I ,* 1
,11 g,.
yoa uimo-t th* whole of my bii'dims-, in \,.ur lim
and adv i-e other- to employ mi.
'l *mt
ola »l;<. 1 DC VCKI:
truly
Boston, .laii'y !, 1>7.' Iyr’J7.

Belfast
| ¥
I i

in

Excursions.
Steamer MAY QUEEN leaves
W hul
for a trip, acro.-s t lie

Sanford

Bay every Monday P. M. at J.du, and Frida\ A. M.,
at *.» o’clock, returning the same day, thus atfording
a delightful sail.
W. H. SWAN, Agent.
£»ItT
Belfast, June 20 1877.

Savings

It !•'. Mo Y 1 1
Custom I lou

AVI

>
«

;

o

heir

Square,

new
ire

Bank.
Hanking l{o« m
prepared to r*

'■••iv «* deposit<, placing the -ame on ini#re-t on tie
til >t day of .) urn-, July, August ami >« plember, ami
December, January, 1-ebruary and March. Int.ribeiug com in ted on aim-, tin- first Moil days of Juu*
and l >ecember.
Deposits received daily, except on Sundays am
I a'ga I I lolidav s,' trum '.M
p; \ M., and .’to 4 |\ M
Sat urday s Bank clo
ui 1 :, noon.
John II. «vm
VI i:v
I'reas.
ASA FAt'NCF., Crest
Belfast June Mh 1 >r I.
tl
o

It contains full descriptions of Southern
l{ii««ln,Tnrlicv,
lireeee. A-in
-i v |»;.
Minor. The IloB l.und, etc.
:’ Med
with 2.\0 tin- Kn.rrsiviiica. Thin i- the onl-i
v.iurlcte ilt.sU.ry pubthdu d ol tile i\ unifies involved m ttie

i tussiiiii -Turkish War

This grand new work i- the result of Recent nnd ExtenTravel in nil tin- (-..untiii
mimed
It is a In, and
Iv
h<mk the *»\
one on ti
->.r jeet -and th. ta-t
t selitng one ever publidletl. One \
lit sold
Copies
w
ti
tie ur''t
I
m
u ii< >t tier,
u,
another, ills in
I/// f.iiru-’n/t.
A/ellts. don t llii-s t'lis I lie Very It K S T ct.llliee
-.1

mm

•"

f m thr hi-t tt
'Hake m.inev
itriim.
Now is
S
,,ur Extra Terms to
...
VtfcntH, and a 1 u!l d.
I'm
-r.-'wo. k nnd
►cripfu.a
ju.|oe f..ry ourselves. Ail.It. -.s
A. I*. \N "it iiino ros ,t Co., Publishers. Hartturd. Cuau

ADVERTISE IN THE JOURNAL.

Bay

>

“1

Or are

hags,

<

Kilby St.,Boston

Eaten: in tin- l nited s'ate-u Urea:
i ranee a lid ot In r to' <ign conn: i •
( opn
of the claim ot an- Patent tin min d
mit:.n_
one dollar.
A "igninuiits ree'nd< d at Wasningto
Vo ///.
in Un I nit, l St t
..s *vjh ri
j<n'ihti> tor nl,tninin<i I'uti nt.< <•>' o ', i'(u hi n</ tii
jniti ntiit,ii 11ji •,/' ini’, liti"ii.'i.
IE II. El>1 >A’, Solicitor of Eaten:-.
Seem'".llri t a in,

—

-Nag-.

Ci a\

wit

-,

Flounce,

or

Disease,

Mutton or Pa 1 ;
Financial Kelit I,
Stocks,

(>r even a
l in n in a

-,

Flags,
Bags,

Mats,
Flats,
Bats,
Pantaloons, llai

ar-

PATENTS.

“Inventors

Boats,

I .ei,

or

u-ed twenty y.

--

woitliy

Opening Days

Case,

Teacher-,
Popular Preacher-,

Musical

n

’onimi-'ioner of Cat cut s.‘

l o In* Bought,
Silver or < ."Id,
Merrhandi-e Sold,
(hunts to Apprai-c,

Place,

or

—

lie.

man

! nMl-ainis.
Sold hv deale:
perfect -IlCCe.-s I
ial, or sc" per puckagi
p,.r ,-iagle
) Price, c:
j live vial- and £ '."O vial uf powder. Sent h\ mat!
P C. i;.! ofptie.
Addn
HUMPHREYS’ HOME
OPATHlC MEDICINE COMPANY,
s f, M;w VI »BI\.
Hr.*
11
E
»\
1<
lyvFor Sal© in Belfast by W. O. Poor &. Sou
anil R. H. Moody.

II

YOU WANT

IF

:

j

entire New Stock of

CLOTHS !

a

popular

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND.

weak

"r

nates tin1 entire

ONLY 12 MILLS OF KAIL.

and the well-known and

*

l

*

New Runic t,u .New York,

STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS.

:

■

'•"'f drain
upon tin -ystem. i- ulu ayt
HUMPHREYS’ H0ME0PA f HIC SPEC
I PI C No. 28. it tones up ami iir. ir r,-. the ->
tem. di-pels the ... and d« -p■ lid' lew, impal
strength and energy, .-tops tin drain and rejin

SeS,

ve ut

depression

ling, no nergy or coil rug* the result
mental over-work, Indescretions or exces
hausted let

l’ROVJPENCE LINE.

Steamboat Iwj.re-- I rain will Lav. 1' •-imi tod
Providence Railroad Station, dad;. Sucdas e\. j
ed) at (• P. M. Connect at Fo.\ Point u lirr'i Pr<
c«
.iimI YBagni fideuce, with the F'niirelv

COLLEGE.

AUGUSTA. MAINE.
School .-ar -omim nee- Augu-f :l-C?
Schola1
admit ted at any time up to .Inly 1 -i, Id lowing. II
i- -ti i<dI a I a- tie-- -eliool. tin reputation, popula.
• ty and Mien
,i j.atrouaje of w inch has render*

House, Augusta, M'
Dr. hightliill, who n well ami fa\
this State, tor over 1
ear- .I
a slice.•■" tiii I’li
.c
lor the cure of 1 tea fries <, Itliml iie-s and < a arrb, c.i n
be consulted on all di-' a-e-of t In l,\e, Par, l‘hr<>n;
and Lungs, personallv. at tin Man-ion ll ,u
An
Utf
gusta, Me.

tl’4s

Again in

ate

!

lriiir‘'t'ryTV*i> j.’.uli1

Itl.l.l As l

Will lie -ell! ..ll receipt of price tl) .,11 a.ld.'-i
mail, and a perfect lit guarantee. 1 for ti\, \cnr-. In
ordering state age, and whether gl.n.-e- bad b. n
usi d Indore, ami if so, s» ml one ol
possible. Addre.-s {>■.-. c. It. I.h li j ll 11.1 M e- u

Agent for the

wholesale.

QUEEN

->

-.

Days longer
prices, viz
l»est Japan Teas, 10 and oi) cents ; a good Japan Tea,
i .‘{pounds for $1.00, or :t5 cents single pound, onl\
))ounds to om- person; a very good Japan IVa, 1
pounds for $1.0n, only 4 pounds to one person ; Dug
lish lireakfast Teas, 40, r>0 ami f»0 cents per pound,
only 1 pound at one sale; llest (Quality Oolong lea,
i for .'if> cents, former price 4" and AO cents,
i
tftrThe tibove Teas all warranted good. No Teas
tit

TEAM Eli

Mansion Honsr, Augusta,

And will continue to sell for Thirty
T'DAS at former prices, being cargo

sold

>

Capi. EKED V. till.AHUM.
W ill rmi until t;it :!i« r notice, a.- fellow|.« a.
lirook
n Al
oVi".-k \ Al.,i a-line
in I Hies horn at
! '.<
o’clock
< asl me at
al-o .Moi ala;, at I n I’. M.
I ’. \l.
Alouday- the mearner \\ ill make a round trip, le
k A. M ami it* Hast at v
in,.: 11 rook- ilie a: .*
I' A‘-, tone hi iii* at ( a>‘im ami 1 -letboi- each u

ll:n taken tin* Agency fV>r Maine of the celebrated
“N 1. I’Ll s l I. I'll A” 11 l:n-1
the be-1 artificial
.1
lbr failing, weak, or otherwi-e def.eti\e I. c-Mg!it.

HAMPTON TEA COMPANY.
j

& Islesboro,

MAY

Oculist and Aurist,

be purchased elsewhere. Thankful for past
favors and would still solicit patronage.
Ph ase call
and take a look at the < >ld Place so \\ ell known.

/'.I HTVA'STA M>.I 1!1> i/t’A /.’ I V77-.7.7>

At Critchett & Francis.

Belfast,

PIPES.

Dr. C. B.

L O W S

For Sale in Belfast bv

SCOTCH

■-

Vital weakness or

Ti

BOY’S

TheMeanu
LEW
IKerwi.
will leave Kail'' *:el Y\ bait, every fuesdav and I
at !1 o\lm k, or mi the arrival ot'11.,
r.on o'clock
Pullman
1'iain I'm Boston over t
I.astern Kail Kicel for K*>cklami, I'a.-tine, lit er 1Se.igvvick, Southwest and Bar Harbors, Mt D>
Millbridge, .tom -port and Macbiasport.
Keturuing—Leav e Madiia-port ev erv Mondav a
rimrsdav Mornings at -t ;«' o’clock, to;iciiing a a I,
arriving in Portland same night, omecting we
Pullman 1 rain and e.o
morning train- t< r Bo-;
ami lie We.-t
For further particular- iiiijuire of
«.!:<) L. DAY .tien l"< k< Agt.
Kailroad W hart.
!..('( SHIN'D, A
i t 4111 Manager.

perfectly pun mid healthy article for

ji

WEEK.

.»

»

FERTILIZER.

here

PER

day 1.veiling-

Kye-Sigiit, hvsmo it!

Day, Monday, May 28th,

huy-

inp elsewhere.

is

tl'

Goods!

Beat!

now

DESERT & MACH IAS.

TRIPS

TWO

1

Brussells and Tapestries, Extra
Super and Super. Also

AI ClllTCllETT <('• Eli AX CIX.

(Hayford Block,)

persons

37 Main Street.

C. W. HANEY
Has just received

arn

Bella-

-r

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Cl

tfl

JACKSON, Freedom, Me.

receiving large quantities
of large vests, which
I and quantities
have made

FOR rViT,

Moody.

For

Bread!!

Consisting

Croquet Slippers

*

11 < > 11' 1 Itahbitt, or Anti Friction M.:n!. m l.
ot Ilie best 1 vpe .Metal, and lor -ale in <|Ualiti
tie.- to suit Machini-ts, Millmen and otln rs

lawns, would still solicit pa
A. F. BltBiS,
Bakery, t Toss Street.
dune ft, 1.S77.
totf

agents.

MISSES

le ss t lian b\ Boat and Kail.
Y Ki S PA I' ITIKSi »N, Agent 1
J
II
lie I i, l>:r.
Belfast,

are, s! .no

Babbitt Metal,

To the Store former!) occupied by
\V. Burkett in
Hayford Black, and invites all of his forme- patronand friends to give him a call. M v Prices will be as

Look!! Look!!!

will be sold

I

Ity using this piping all nk o|
tnppage ol supply
by rust or poi-oning by le.nl is remom-d. For ,-ab•->
A. D. FRENCH.
Hella t. April
1
Idf

Hotel.

past

This

Also,

Machines. Look!
of the above first-class machines

Any
for $‘JS.CO.

SWIFT,

Wadlin Block,
Hi ll'iist, July
I,ST.

Sewing

'H

at seven

«

Peaches, Pears, Quinces, Pine

Also

GOING WEST.
ity of Kichmond” a!-o connects with 11
Boston Mearners, which N ava* Portia: |
-Jock P. M. Passengers Ticketed throng

N. B.
Portland

Atli?re*s

WATER

has removed his stock of

INCLUDING

standard instruments will be
sold at prices that defy competition. Old inANY
struments taken in
for

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient

GOODS!

runsii a ppi. us. ,i-c.

____

rjMlI.S
receive

It. KITTJtl I XiE.

Jewelry Store.

canned'

iy

is a household name throughout the United States.
It is administered as a specific, and with success, in
dyspepsia, sick headache, nervous debility, liver
complaint, bilious remittents, bowel complaints (es-

Strings!

HERVEYS

At

will

R. KITTRIDCE

O.AFL.

Guitar

him

as can

—ASH—

I

J.

for

Dry

The only reliable Catarrh Keinedv.

1874’’

Tii«» C'rucial Teat of the value of a medicine
is time. Does experience confirm the claims
put
forth in its favor at the outset? is the graud question. Apply this criterion, so simple, yet so searching,to T.\kkant’s Fki i:i:\ ks< knt Ski.t/kk A i*i:ki•:> i. Mow: has it worn? What has been its
history?
I low does it stand to-day?

ordinary Stock to

Violin, Bass Viol,

the best in

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff,

bers.

no

to

REMOVAL!

DIL

PURE SPICES’

highest prize at Centennial Exposition for its fine chewing qualities, the excellence
and lasting character of its sweetening and llavoring. If you want the best tobacco ever made ask
your grocer for this, and see that each plug bears
was

Belfast,

1*. A. CROOK EK, has sold his interest in
the drug lu-dness at Augusta, Me., and resumes his practice at Searsmont Village, where he
will be pleased to meet old triends and patients in
that part ot the country.
g

R. H. MOODY'S.

Uctu itrbcrtismcnls.

tronage.

CRITCHETT & FRANCIS-

.A.
Spoil yes, ike., &c.

in

!

FineGoatSlippers

.s

and Combs,
Everything

onlv M

Thankful

MEN^S

in Bulk

-*

.1

Patent Vulcanized

rT^H K undersigned begs leave to inform t he riti/i-us
X. of Belfast that on and after Monda ., .1 urn- 11th,
I shall commence making white bread
every aft< r
noon, Sundays excepted.
learn will run as usual.

B. F. WELLS.

and

Hair Brush.

Handkerchiefs,

see that we have
customers.

our

Hoods,

Fcrfumery

is warranted, on tin* reputation ot I)r. Collins, its inventor, an old phy sician, to be the best plaster in the
world of medicine. The union of the two great medical agents, viz.
Electricity and Medical Gums and
Essences, fully justifies the claims, and entitles this
remedy to rank foremost among all curative compounds for all external Aches and Pains.
Price ,ii cenlx, .Solti toy all Ornggintn,
untl nent on receipt of 2* cent* for
one,
or
for nix, or $2.2i» for twelve,
carefully wriippeil anti narrantetl In
W1 KhlA FOTTi:il, Proprietor*.Ronton. Han*.

Bread!

lor !

YDS. ('niton Edging, only -'cents

Knives,

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER

I

DOZ. HOSIERY. <;•-..!« r, HI, lf.c
Also, Ladies and Misses at very

and

lut!

l>->

Couches to convey passengers to ami from t he curs
and boats.
Sample Booms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the
House.
Belfast, Sept, tilt, 1875.—tflS

l 9\_9 and up.
low prices.

t

w

physician.

R, H.

anti

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
J. 1). TUCKER, Proprietor.

’-lo cents.

oiler
C1AI.L

icsi:vf

Just

are

at Law! Rubber Coated Pipe.

American

CLARK.

doz. i .adies Linen Haudkerchieis,

Law!

IIU.\M.\ iiLOK, llfiiast, If.

Hemmed Him-u Hamlker
DOZ.
M
w" /H / chiefs, subject to slight imperfections,
from in cts. to the finest »jimlity, less by the dozen.
Considered by every one to be \ ery cheap.

^OOO

They

lionienpathie Slctlieiitt*€'o.
New York.
OU'ice andlb-pot.
‘-•cr sale by ail l>ruv»Sists.
For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor &, Son

WALLACE,

WAI1 business entrusted
rompt attention.

Lents

inn

11th,

Richmond,

1

VIF.

s

iltiinphn

JOHNSON,

Attorney

SPECIAL.

In the market.

Epilepsy

N. F. BURNHAM’S

JAS. W.

•

E.

GEO- E.

Ji"IS anti I ’hit,Irens' Slates til'all l.imls.

IK9

eminent

price.

li MAIN
BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by lfun. Xeheminh Abbott.

Uootl Line in Men's Lull' ('at Shoes.

}

June

of

These rrmetlies sire sent b> ilie es»*e
single I to v or vial, to anj pari nt the
rmintry, tret* of eliarge, on reeelpt of

him will receive
fmriti*

GOODS Attorney at
STREET.

Every day ofthe LATEST STYLES, and BEST
Ql A MM. All \ve a>k is to call and see us.

i

most

f'ase, Morocco, with above t&T. largo via is avl
Manual ol’ directions,.$10.00
0.00
Cast* Morocco, of 20 largo vials and I'ook,

Law,

at

business entrusted

G.

HIVING

ARE 1 Ib'A

NEW

*.)(

twnny years.

flic

FAMILY CASKS.

JDIIXSOX,

prompt attention.

T

ELECTRICITY

1877.

both the Pastern and Boston X Maine Kailroadwhich have l’< >K I I A ND at
:s«»!’. M ami arriv ii
M I ’. .M
in Bos I * ».\ a I tout
a-' »n to conm
with tlie Shore tin Kailroad. which leav es Bn-ta
at 1" o’clock P M for N »■ \Y Y <»KK.
Pa-sc ngers lickt,t hroiigh to Bo-ton ami New
Y ork.
Kai.roao W hart, loot ot SlatKeturuing Le:
Sti
t, Portland, same .•. *'uing, at lo o’clock, or oi
arrival of F.\press I’rain over the Boston & Maim
Kailroad, which leaves in,-tun at -i\ o'clock P. \|.
*»'Passengers can take anv of the earlier t -lti:
from Boston over eithei < I the above Kailroad-.

<

at

Xo. l‘.» Main St.,

v

city.
Our Stuck is purchased lor ( ash, and by strict integrity and fair dealing we hope t«, merit a fair hare
of patronage.
^"(liveus a call.
BEN HAZELTINE.
N. K KEEN.
Dec.
22, 1 s?(».—2Ntf
Belfast,

for

■

4( tf

Attorney

"

and all goods usually k'-pt in a lirst class i.roeerv
More, al w holosali* and retail, at as reasonable rale’s
as can In- had at any store in the

thr

Nos.
Cures.
Cents.
1. Fevers, Congestion, InflammaEons,
2. W orms, Worm Fou r. Worm <
25
c
3. Fryin^-Folie, or Tceihii gof infants,. 2'
4. Dlarrhira, of Children
25
Adults,
"5
5. Dysentery, Griping, Bilious Colic,
tk <TioIera-J!or(»iis. Vomitin.,
a.
7. I'ouurlis, Colds, Bronchitis.25
v:<
8. Xeurai^ia, Toothache. I .iceiuIn-.
Heartaches, sick lleadaeln-, Sertigo,
10. Dyspepsia. Biiiou- Stomach.
11. suppressed, or Painful Periods,
25
12. V.'lilies- too t1'.
Periods,
25
13. C.T«up. Cough, Difficult Breathing,
2.5
14. Nall HIiciiii:, Erysipelas. Eruptions.
25
15. Hlieuisiai ism, Iih.uniutie p.-dns,
lb. Fever anil A;s»ie. chil! Fever, Agues,. 5n
17. Files, blind >r bleeding.50
5<
is. Oplithaimy. and Sore nr Weak Eyes,
fie
Id. ('atari'll, acute or chronic, Inthien/.a,
5n
20. Whoop: lnr-loiixli, violent coughs,
50
21. As 1 lima, oppressed Breathing,
50
22. Far Discharges, impaired hearing,
5<
2 :. N'l'Ohliit, enlarged gland-. Swellings,
5o
2!. tb'iicrai Debility, i’liys’e.il Weakness,
25. Dropsy and scanty Secretions.50
50
2b. sou-*ickness, sickness from riding,
27. Itirtucy-Disease, Grave!,.50
2S. Aervous SlfUiiity. Vital Weakness, 1 Oil
50
2‘i. Nut Ibiutli, canker.
30. I rinary Weakness, wetting tl
bed, 50
50
31. I*aiat'.;i S'erioils, orwitli Spasms,
l (hi
32 Disease n»t‘Heart, palpitation-, in
1 -l
3-'!. Fpilrpsey, Spasms, St \ ini-' Dane..-,
50
31. Dipl»lher;a, uiceraleil so: e ihn.at.
35. t'hronie d'nnivestions and Eruptions, 5u

BELFAST. ME.
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Onr Prices Can't be Beat !
FAMILY (tROaF,RIJ IS !
W \ REWARD will bo paid lor a bottle of Corn, Flour and Meal,
O
_u_
nny other Extract or Essence of JaO’J*
Pork, Beef,
maica Ginger it found to equal it in line tlavor, purit
Kerosene Oil,
Lathes' Vrem-h Knl Hoots, alt Untiles.
and prompt medicinal etlect.
Largest, Cheapest,
Lard, Hams,
and Best. Take no other until you have given it a
Tea, Coffee,
Ltulies' Ainrrietin Kid Hoots, fall Line.
trial. Sold by all Wholesale and Retail
Druggists,
Tobacco,
Grocers, and Dealers in Medicines. Price, tin cents.
and Spices,
1.tidies' Seri/e Hatton anil Unwin ss.
Dealers should purchase original
of one
packages

.Y<;<»!;

KILBY, Master,
Bangor every Monday, Wednesday am
o’clock touching at all i,
Fritlay morning- at
u-unl Landings on the Kiver am! Bav, arriving p
Portland a; about
.Co o'c lock I*. M..
connecting vv it n.

»111reris*tT l-lvi■ ry sinyTe
wT* TrfcriT;**
.ption «>t

spceiiic the

Xo. h» .Main Street, (overt II. Sargent's Store.)
«m4
BELFAST, MAINE.

SAMPLES FREE.

dozen to obtain the trial bottles for free distribution.
WEEKS * POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists. Boston.

1
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sickness ami

found in

an

MONDAY’,

a»»ti after
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r,

people want."savin:c Time, monevT

1he

& Counsellor at Law.

Attorney

Has removed his Stock of

W1

H

Will leave

medicine-* kiunvi

a7 GREER,

F.

«Jas. W. Clark

NEW FIRM!

in Medicine.

r<
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BOARDMAN7

No. 23 Main Streot.
April 4, 1877.

Critchett & Francis.

At

liquors.

Deal-

THE MILD FQWEE

Everywhere proved

Notary Public,

FURNITURE Fine Goat Ties

prepared

Druggists and

Keeriin general

AND

in this wav,
equal. Barrels of ice water,
may be-dr ink without the slightest injury; and hapis
tin*
who
man
finds
in
this
a
for spirsubstitute
py
ituous liquors. Its value to tin* Farmer, the Mechanic, and Laborer cannot be over-estimated. It
is so cheap as to be within the reach of all; so linelv
flavored ns to be enjoyed by lovers of the choicest

17.W/

ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

and Bo-ton X. Main* Kailroads; and arriving in
!'»>' ton a*
o’clock P. M
in season to coiiliec!
with tie Shore Lr.ie Kailroad for New Y’ork, whict.
leaves Boston at lo o’clock P. M.

Lowell, Mass.,

JIUMPHSEYS’
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS

Resilience. Cliurcii St

LINE,

TIME

Bangor. Portland, Port-mouth, Salem, Lynn,
Lowell, Lawrence. llavi rhill, Boston & New York
making close connections with both the Fasten!

m

COUNSELLOR at LAW

HVXEilVr’S

sweetened, forms a mixture which, as a cooling,
healthy, ami refreshing .Summer Beverage, has no

1877.

m

MAINE

EMERY

Llrs. B. F. 'Wells.

ICE WATER

JH

Kxami-

I> K

1 N S 1
<7/1 \f;i:nE

...

Entire satisfaction given in every instance, (live
call before you purchase.

and

All freight must be accompanied by Bills of Lad
ing in duplicate. All freight hills must be paid on
1) 1.ANF, Agent.
delivery ot'good-.
1*77.
Belfast, June

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold bv all

X’. If.—Particular attention given to Surf/cry and
Female Diseases of long standing.
may be found in his office every Kridav
ami Saturday of each week.
Other days devoted
to Surgical operations and
Siting patients residing
in the country, etc.
ly.»4

FRESH and NEW.

$2.50
3.65
New York uuggage checked through 6.50

Lowell,

PREPARED BY

r. m.

BELFAST.

STOCK

Fare to Eoston,

condition-, di-ca-<- of tin*

Dr. J. C. AVER & CO.,

u.

Roix,

dre

a

ME.

Wm. R.

10

ssing for ladies'hair, the Vk.oi: is praisgrateful ami agreeable pcrl'unm, ami valued
for the soft lustre and richness of tone il impart-.

HOMER M. D

Office 5$ Slain Si.

us a

FITTED

n

KATAHQiN.
Capt.

Will leave Belfast for Boston everv Monday, Wed
o’clock 1*. M.
-day, Tharsdav and Saturday. at
Keturuing, will ieave Boston everv Monday, Tueday, Thursday and Friday at .*>.:.<> o’clock I*. M.

often

impossible.

arc

an

TO

Everything

whether produced by tin* indigestion,
improper food,
change of water or diet, too free indulgence in ice
water, exposure to sudden changes of temperature,
are immediately relieved by it.
One ounce added to
a gallon of

As

Belfast, Me.

Office hours, 8 tot.’ \. m., l.:‘,0 to 5 i\
nations and Consultations, l.:;o to

and the

immediately;

ed for its

DENTIST.

Latest Styles

CAMBRIDGE,
Capt. J. P. Johnson,

Thus

and soft—under which

scalp

stodTa"rT1uu7

JOHN

Yk;oi:,
long and extensive

gray hairs resume their original color.
is sure and harmless. It cures dandhumors, ami keeps t In* scalp cool, el. au

or

operatic

ruff, heals all

LOMBARD,

Hay ford. Block,

.lust received the

Bargains

GO

Its

(7, arch «f S/>E,n, Sts.. EEL E. I .s' T.

c. w.

ill till' State.

CRAMPS AND PAINS

and faded

Htf

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

BOB

Thf k

P.

to

brushy, weak or sickly hair becomes glos.-v, pliable and strengthened;
lost hair regrows with lively expression; tailing
hair is checked and stablished; thin hair thickens

X3E1NTTIBT

-A T

R. FRANK CLARK.

Belfast, April 10, 1877.

C.

51tf

MILLINERY!

satisfaction.

such universal

L'O, ls?7.

beauty.

the hair and its

DENTIST,

MAT 16th, 1877.

Furnace,
Winthrop
gives
That

June

it

growtu; aim always surely restores its
color, when failed or gray. It stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy activity, and pre.-crves both

offer for salt- the very derable small farm on which J
live. It is most pleasantly sit1, contains thirty acres, is tinder
cultivation and is well fenced
.vatered, and in all respects convenient. It lias upon it iirst-class buildings in thorough repair, and an engrafted orchard of hearing
fruit trees. Call at office 23, Main Street, or on the
premises at the intersection of tche Jancolnville and
little River roads in the south part of this eitv.
!. M. ROARLCMAN.
Belfast. April 12, 1877.
41tf

FRED. W.POTE.

FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK.

renews tne

Eiwni lil'l, Ehn St., BV( KSpop'J'.

the Route.

on

prematurely.

hair

CEO. F. EAMES. D.D.S..

chase.
I shall be at my SALOON myself, and shall he
pleased to see my friends and the public at all times.

LOWELL

the Season of 1877.

Two Steamers

use, has proven that it
stops the falling of the

comfortable.
garden. ApG. DYER.

42 if

STOVES & TIN
Constantly

Flatulency, sluggish Digestion,

shall make

I

AND

Arrangements for

A ykk’s Haul

ereby

CONFECTIONER!!;

shed

jflSby

Farm for Sale.

The Best of

RESTORATIVE STIMULANT

>

mission is

-—--

An enterprising Scranton girl has at
the present time two breach of promise
eases pending in the courts. She evidently wanted a pair of breeches.

Secret.

action lias been brought in. tic* Booklyu ( it'
which, if it ever conies to trial, will prove a
highly sensational morsel for the scandal h*vcrs of
that city.
The names of the purtic.- are careful I \
withheld by counsel for plaintiff and defendant
alike, and Saturday negotiations were pending
looking to a satisfactory settlement. The story
upon which the action is brought is. in substance,
that in isds the plaintiff, a respectable married
woman, saw an advertisement in one of the news
papers of New York f<*ra nurse 1<> take charge of
a newly horn infant.
She answered the advertise
meiit in person, calling at a house m Bond street,
between Broadway and the Bowery, that «-it\
Then* she was shown into a bedroom, where an
invalid young girl, about 17 years of age. and a
male child a lew days old, reposed. The invalid
was made known to the nurse as the mother of the
baby. Then* Mas a man whom she supposed was
the lather, and a female attendant present during
her visit. The plaintiff" observed that the mother
had no wedding ring on her linger.
It was timillv
agreed that the plaintiff should take the infant
and can* for it tenderly, for which sin* was t.» be
paid at the rati* of *1 I per month. The lirst
month's wages were given in advance. The nurse
was paid regularly for several years, after which
all payments ceased and wen* never afterwards re
I ufortuuately she had failed to ascertain
liewed.
the mimes of the parents of the little one. and in
Bond street Iiou.m* failed to throw anv
at
the
quire
light upon tin* mysterious couple or tlteir where
ahoiits. 'fin* child grew up linely. and is now in
his ninth vear. his foster mother having proved a
kind guardian when lie was forsaken by his natural
protectors. But the care and support of the hov
was a great drain upon the slender means of the
plaintiff, who never relaxed her efforts to learn tiefate of the young and .seemingly heartless mother.
A few weeks ago the plaintiff was going through
Fulton street. Brooklyn, when suddenI \ she recognized in a woman hastening toward tie- ferry tiefemale attendant whom she met in i Si IS at the
beds.de of the mother of her ward. The plaintiff
aeeosted the woman and. engagin', her in eonver
satioii for several minutes ascertained that tiemother of the child was married to a wealthy and
fashionable gentleman, who was liv ing on Colum
hia Heights. Brooklyn, moved in the highest circles
of society, and Mas respected and happy. Tin.* h-1
lowing morning after the departure of the husband
of the ladv for whom tie- nurse was searching, she
called and had an interview with her. recognizing
the handsome matron at once as the person whose
child she had taken care of unaided all these long
years. The nurse demanded payment for tin* care
of tin* lady’s son lVoiu .May lg. 1871. to May IT
1877. according to contract, at tin* rate of 81 { m
month, tin* bill amounting to *l.oi)S.
The time
being limited, under the slat tiles, to six vears.
shuts out all beyond that.
The defendant begged
her to keep tin* secret locked within her bosom,
and promised to call on her tin* next day with the
money. That promise was not kept, but instead
of calling on tin* plaintiff tin* lady consulted a
la wye;-. The plain till’ then gave the ease t Conn
seller (I. W Niles, win. duly caused the summons
to he served.
The answer sets forth “that tin- defendant. during the period mentioned, was a mar
ried woman, and if any board was furnished t<» a
son of tin* defendant, il
must have been bv tin*
husband of defendant. The plaintiff received and
tin*
son
in
alleged
adopted
question and that he
goes by her Lame and the name of her husband :
that tin* allegations m a modified sense arc not
true, and that lln* defendant was under the age of
•J1 at the time the transaction took place."
Tin* defendant, who is said to In- tin* daughter
of a merchant, is the wife of. a gentleman connected with one of the largest life insurance eompa
nies in the baited States, and they are members
of a fashionable church on Brooklyn Heights—a
church which lmd been associated’with scandals,
more or less, within the past few
years. The conn
sel said v arious sums of money had been offered
the plaintiff as a compromise, hut she had refused
to accept anything less than the full amount
above named. Counsel was satisfied that the ease
would he settled satisfactorily, and all further
pub
licitv would he avoided.
An
Court

FANCY

BOSTON

disappointhereditary

of them incline
►

years

to the salt water, renders it cool and
The lot attached is suitable for a city
R.
ply at this office.
Belfast, April 24, 1877.—j:'>tf
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the hair gray, and either
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SANFORD

ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

'VO

House for Sale.

A. P. Mansfield & Co,

so

Joys

New Saloon!

Vigor,)

Ay er’s Hair

Sale Sclir. rio. 81 tons, well
found in sails, rigging, cables and
anchors. Suitable for a Bangor and
I Boston coaster. Will be sold at a great
bargain. Call on
TIIOMBS Sc OSBORNE,
Sail Makers, Swan’s Wharf.
3w5
Aug. 2, 1877.
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Thought

far fetched. this morrow, that 1 fear
‘Twill be both very old and very dear.
To morrow will I live, the tool doth
say
To-day itself *s too late ! the wise died vestordav.

Schooner for Sale.

NOT

"You called them bandanas, while you
meant bananas,” said the captain.
"There you go, too!” she exclaimed, as
she rose up. "Don't you s’pose 1 know
1 sometimes think thy soul comes back
what a bandana is •?’’
From o'er the dark and silent stream.
U here last we watched
thy shining track.
“Yes, ma'am, but that
To those green hills of which we dream :
“This is a bandana!" she shrieked, as
Thy loving arms around me twine.
she waved it around.
My cheeks bloom younger i:i thy breath.
TUI thou art mine and 1 am thine’
“That is a banana, ma’am !"
Without a thought or pain of death.
“It’s a bandana, or I’m a fool!"
And yet. at times, my eyes are wet
“It’s a banana, or I’m a villain ’"
W ith tears for her 1 cannot see
She
Dh mother, art thou living yet.
stepped back as if slie meant to
And dost thou still remember me !
throw it at his eye, blit after a little reflection she calmly remarked:
Felise.
“There's two of you against me, and
some of us are fools.
I'm old enough to
W here are the last winter’s snows, wo sav:
Last summer's roses, where are
be your mother, and I've called these
they !
\!i though we strive Times course to
stay.
things bandanas for over fifty years.
We have no hold on thihgs like these.
Now, I want to find out if I'm a living
Or else. Felise.
Egyptian pyramid, or if you sit up behind
We might recrystal i/e the snows.
that desk to make fun of me.
Where’s
Restore the petals to the rose
That once have tied; we might—who knows— the city directory ?”
“The directory won't settle this disDo greater miracles than these.
Perhaps. Felise.
pute." he replied, as lie stepped down,
W e might recall our
•‘dome t" the door, and we'll see what
youthful davs,
Too little prized, e’er yet our wavs
others sa\
Were turned apart, and while time stays
she followed him out, and in half a
Wi- might live o'er, if so you
please.
minute along came a boy.
The hours, Felise.
•Hub, what’s that ?" said the captain,
H lien chance
together threw a pair,
pointing to the fruit.
of whom one found the other fair.
••She's a banana," answered the hoy.
And both built castles in the air
T- fade like mists before the breeze—
Thirty feet behind was another hoy,
Alas! Felise.
and he said it was a banana. In the
course of )i\ e. minutes three or four men
The years go by with winged feet.
And once again her face I greet
had passed by and each one had called
N\ hose
lips my bovish lips found sweet
it a banana.
1 lie old wound aches.
Time brings no ease
‘■'rluTi* -arc you satisfied now
asked
For this. Felise.
the captain as lie turned to po in.
T1.Id pain lives. Who hath not tried
‘■I hate to give in, hut I've got to."
T" bury loves that never died
she sighed.
•■I’ve been called a superanT< thrust Ids idols from hi> side !
U ho have succeeded !
nuated old goose: a rclicmispyramid, and
Few are these.
Too lew. Felise.
a centennial parchment, and I guess 1 am.
I've read of folks eating bandanas and
tying
up bundles in bandanas, and lil'ty
Jewels of
and Devotion.
years of my life has been lived for nothing.
The woman was right, you are right, and
TOMORROW.
the next time I'll inquire lor lemons and
T" morrow you will live, you
always crv.
hud out that everybody else calls 'em
In what Jar country doth this morrow lie.
string beaus. Good by. squire."
That'tis so mighty long ere it arrive \
IJeyoiul the Indies doth this morrow live
"I is

to All!

Important

Dissolutionis hereby given that the Copartnership
heretofore known as Cray & Cultcrson is thin
day dissolved bv mutual consent.
c ,1. <JKA*
N. C. CATTKKSON.
Belfast, July “1, is;?.

N’Oficr.

The ntlairs of the above named tirm will be settlcil
at the oHie'e of J. S. Ilarriman bv
N. F. CATTKKSON.
3w4

